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CHAPTER 1
THE SITES OF THE RESEARCH: THE COMMUNITIES

In  this  chapter  we  will  introduce  the  site  of  the  research  and  show  how  the  current  social,
economic, and “ethnic” structuring of the communities has (been) shaped over time1. We
should say in advance that the term community is used here mostly in its weak sense; as the
name for a residential group. Far less it is used in a more traditional sense indicating a group
of people with cooperative relationships, common norms, a common memory and group self-
awareness. As our research has covered several residential communities: the towns Hrdé and
Krásne and their heir surrounding villages and towns; we use this term in the title of this
chapter in plural.2 It is important to remind that all the names of towns and villages, and
schools as well as all the people involved in the research are pseudonyms. We also avoid all
topographic information and names of firms or historical information that could lead to
revealing the identity of towns and villages in which the survey research and community case
studies have been held.
This  chapter  is  structured  as  follows.  It  starts  with  recapitulation  of  the  reasons  for  the
selection of these residential communities for the sites of the research. Then, the chapter tells
the story of the formation and economic development of the residential communities, one
after another. Each story is supplemented by a brief picture of the prevailing living and
housing conditions and their structuring within the community. Last part of the stories of
residential communities addresses the socio-political aspects, especially power relations
within the residential communities. This part of the stories is very brief and can be replaced
by the note that in neither of the sites Roma residents are the members of municipal elected
bodies.

1.1. Selection of the sites

Purposes for selection of Hrdé and Krásne as focal points of our research need to be
recapitulated also in this report as they are closely linked with our attempt to contribute to the
illumination of how structural and cultural conditions contribute to lower educational
prospects of Roma pupils. The attempt to provide some empirical grounding to the debates
about the impact of these two interlacing and complexly tangled sets of factors was crucial for
the sites selection. Structural-cultural debates often end in a stalemate when confronted with
empirical data as it is usually practically impossible to isolate the influence of the structural
and the cultural conditions and “measure” their power over the individual lives. This
stalemate situation, which often results in the illustrative use of empirical data to support more
favourite and more elaborate type explanation, however, occurs as a consequence of the
sampling. As a rule, it is the consequence of the statistical mode of sampling or the snow-ball
sampling that does not secure sufficient variability of cases.  In our opinion, the only way to
“control” the influence of the structural and cultural conditions is to take them in account

1 In this report we use the adjective ‘Slovak’ also for indicating the total population that is comprised of the
Slovak, Hungarian, Roma and other ethnic groups. As in the previous English-written EDUMIGROM reports,
we use the term ethnicity and ethnic evenly for all the three (Slovak, Hungarian, Roma) groups that appear in our
analysis.  In  Slovak  EDUMIGROM  texts  we  do  not  use  the  term  ethnicity  and  ethnic  and  we  use  the  term
“národnos ” instead.
2 The third town Silné has also appeared in the stories. Several interviewed Hrdé’ Roma families have moved
between these towns several times. Pupils living in Silné attend secondary vocational school (33) in Hrdé. Silné
has been known for an active group of neo-Nazis who bully Roma children.
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during the sampling and look for the cases for the study that differ the most in them.3 With
this ambition in mind, we tried to find two multiethnic residential communities that would
differ as much as possible in both aspects. With necessary simplification, structural conditions
have  been  specified  by  past  and  present  economic  situation  of  the  town  and  by  related  job
opportunities. Our “sampling” definition of cultural conditions was even more simplified.
Cultural conditions were tentatively defined as a tradition (or the lack of it) of the inter-ethnic
acceptance that was assumed to be present in the multiethnic milieu (Slovak, Hungarian,
Roma) and underpinned by residential proximity and multiethnic organizations of education
and cultural life. In this assumption we have drawn on public opinions pools held in Slovakia
that permanently suggest that inter-ethnic acceptance is significantly higher in the regions
with higher share of ethnic (Hungarian) minority than in the regions where Slovak ethnicity
predominates.4
Our assumptions of important structural differences of Krásne and Hrdé have been solidly
grounded in statistical data. The Survey report documents in detail the difference in economic
opportunities Hrdé and Krásne provide for their inhabitants. (Kusá et al 2009) However, the
difference in “culture of acceptance” has been less supported. On the one hand, it is true that
ethnic composition of Hrdé and Krásne substantially differs: Hrdé has been prevailingly a
Slovak community with rather marginal size of Roma community while Krásne has been a
multi-ethnic town (with Hungarian, Slovak and Roma inhabitants) for centuries. On the other
hand, it has turned out that the long-term territorial proximity and coexistence without
pronounced conflicts does not go hand in hand with inter-cultural acceptance and embrace.
During the study of institutionalised resources of local memory, we found, to our surprise that
besides the local chronicles which focused only rarely on inter-ethnic relations5, no special
research or documentation efforts had been done for selected towns and their districts. Books
published on town or district history almost ignore the existence of Roma minority. It means
that neither of the selected towns can be said to have organisationally underpinned tradition of
inter-ethnic acceptance. It was probably an erroneous assumption to think that good Slovak-
Hungarian coexistence could be extrapolated to relations between Roma and Slovak or
Hungarian communities. However, though the difference is not as unambiguous as it was
expected, we will show later that it is still worth to count with, be sensitive to, and explore the
differences in cultural expectations of Hrdé and Krásne population in our sample. The
difference is the most easily apparent when opinions and attitudes of teachers from Krásne
and Hrdé expressed in the focus groups are compared. The analysis of the focus group debates
suggests that the teachers and the parents from multi-ethnic Krásne have much more
embracing attitudes to Roma and non-Roma living together than those from Hrdé.

1.2. Introduction of the residential communities
This part  tells  the stories of the formation of the residential  communities,  one after another.
There are several characteristics these communities have in common. Firstly, in all the
communities under the study Roma have  lived  for  centuries. In  the  Krásne  district  it  holds
also for Slovaks and Hungarians living together. However, Roma’s place in these
communities looks different from different perspectives. If history of local Roma is seen from
the normative perspective of full-fledged membership, we can hardly say that Roma have ever
been an organic part of these communities. For the major part of the history they lived on or

3 The technical term for this effort is “theoretical sampling”. Theoretical sampling is an important element of the
grounded theory (GT). Our methodological opinion is based on the principles of the grounded theory building
approach as developed in Glaser – Strauss 1967 and Strauss 1987 as well as Yin 2003.
4 For wide array of surveys providing support for this assumption see Bútorová – Rosová 1992; Krivý 1994
5 We will show later that Roma have been treated by local chronicles mainly as subject of repression,
disciplining, education and acculturation.
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behind their margins and they did not have the same rights and the same access to valuable
resources and they did not have any impact on decision-making in these communities. On the
other  hand,  if  we  lean  against  the  biological  metaphor  assuming  division  of  labour  and
specialisation  among  the  parts  and  elements  of  “an  organic  body”,  we  can  see  even  those
without any rights, those exploited by hard work and low pay as the organic part of the
community. From the perspective framed by the biological metaphor, Roma have always been
an organic part of all these communities.
Secondly, and this common characteristics is important for cross-national comparison, in
neither of the communities we have found internal segmentation of the local Roma
according to some historical or “ethnic” lines6.
The third common characteristic for the selected urban communities Hrdé and Krásne is that
they  are  old  and  new  communities  at  the  same  time as  both  the  towns  had  gone  through
rapid economic development during the 1960s – 1970s – 1980s. Especially during the last two
decades of the communist regime with massive investments in housing construction, their
population significantly increased due to migration. Increase of inhabitants of both the towns
between the 1971 and the 1991 Censuses was the 3.5 multiple of the natural increase of
Slovakia in the same period.7 Part of Roma families moved to both the towns in that time.
The next common trait concerns Roma housing in the communities under study. As we show
in the next parts of this section, in each of the communities local Roma live in several
neighbourhoods that differ more or less sharply in a quality of housing (its space and
equipments). However, we do not have thorough information about housing conditions of all
of them. Many interviewed children tended to avoid detailed information about arrangement
of their homes. Those living in the worst conditions were certainly among them. We can say
that the differences that exist within the communities are more important than the differences
that exist among them.
The  next  common  trait  of  these  communities  refers  to  the  documentation  of  their  Roma
history. Stories from neither of the towns or villages are developed enough in regard to the
experience of Roma residential group. Documents that preserve Roma perspective on the
events and historical changes do not exist at all. Life of Roma during the period of the Second
World War and the Roma holocaust are almost ignored in local chronicles. Even during the
last two decades no attempts to collect and preserve family histories of Roma living in these
residential communities have occurred. Institutions sustaining Roma collective memory and
supporting family memory do exist in these communities as well.
Unfortunately, it is not possible to reconstruct this history – at least partially – on the basis of
Roma parents’ and pupils’ narrations about their family history. Our research has found that
even  the  parents  cannot  tell  history  of  older  generation  in  family.  It  seems that  for  instance
Roma memories of the Second World War period have been probably lost forever as the
generation of Roma survivors of that period had already died off and their experience and
memories do not seem to have been shared with and preserved by their descendants.

6 Only very occasionally our interviewees named some persons as “Vlachika” (olašský” in Slovak). This
information was marginal, unrelated and not developed further. The “Vlachika” were definitively not put in
contrast or compared to any other group/s. No one of the interviewees used the name of some Roma subgroups
for self-identification or presentation of his or her family roots. We provide some tentative explanations for
absence of internal ethnic division among Roma interviewees in Chapter 6.
7 Table 1: Increase of the population between 1971 and 1991

The 1971 - 1991 Censuses Slovakia Hrdé Krásne
% of the population  increase 16.3 57.9 57.8

Source: http://portal.statistics.sk/files/Sekcie/sek_600/Demografia/SODB/Tabulky/tab5.pdf

http://portal.statistics.sk/files/Sekcie/sek_600/Demografia/SODB/Tabulky/tab5.pdf
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In the next parts of this chapter,  each story then continues with the description of the Roma
living and housing conditions and their structuring within the community. Last parts of the
community  stories  deal  with  power  relations  within  the  residential  communities.  Here,  the
stories are also very similar. In neither of the sites of our research their Roma inhabitants are
not members of elected bodies. Roma associations do not belong to the influential formal/ or
informal agents as well.

1.2.1. Hrdé
Hrdé is located in the central part of Slovakia, 20 km from the regional administrative,
economic, and cultural centre. In the Slovak context, the district where Hrdé is the seat is
urbanized more than average (the urbanization rate is 70.7). The town of Hrdé had grown
mainly under the communist regime. A wood-processing factory, a truck component factory,
railway coach garages, and housing estates were built under that period. It is an important
railway junction and intersection for road transport. Hrdé has also become the seat of the
regional technical university.
Within 30 years, between 1961 and 1991, the population of Hrdé increased twofold.8 Town’
flourishing industry pulled strong immigration. It is important to add that the immigration was
more or less organised by the firms that were in need of labour force with the central support
(for instance, providing resources for housing construction) and centrally designated areas for
recruitment (usually the districts of the Eastern Slovakia with the surplus of the labour force).
Housing was used as a recruitment stimulus preferentially for those coming from the
designated areas. For instance, the parents of Miloš’s father, Jakub, moved to Hrdé from the
Eastern Slovakia when he was seven years old. First, the grandfather alone had come being
recruited to work in the company constructing street lighting. After two years of work (and
living in the lodging house and commuting home once a month) and proving himself to be
well-performing and dependable, he was given three-room flat in the new housing estate in
Hrdé and his family could have joined him. (Info-sheet 733322)
In the 1990s, most of the factories went through a process of transformation and many
employees were made redundant. Especially in the late 1990s and the beginning of the 2000s,
the number of unemployed increased. In 2000, the unemployment rate peaked at around 15
percent of all economically active persons living in Hrdé. Since then, the economic situation
has stabilized and the number of unemployed has started to drop. Between 2000 and 2009, the
number of unemployed decreased by half. In April 2009, only around 6 percent of
economically active persons were unemployed in Hrdé. On the other hand, according to the
analysis backing the town Plan of social and economic development, Roma do not participate
in the labour market in similar way. It is estimated that average Roma unemployment is about
95% and their unemployment is long-term.9

However, though almost half of interviewed Roma pupils have at least one parent
unemployed (Miloš, Ema, Gabriela, and ubka have both parents unemployed), this share is
far  lower  than  the  estimation  of  the  town Plan  of  economic  and  social  development.  In  our
sample,  there  have  been  also  Roma  pupils  with  both  the  parents  employed:  Ida,  Dominika,
Perla, and Jaro have both parents working, etc. Three of employed Roma parents work abroad
(Dominika’s mother, Marek’s and Michal’s fathers) and work experience abroad is mentioned

8 In the 1961 Census it was 19,623 and in the 1971 Census 26,586 inhabitants, in the 1981 Census 35,103
inhabitants. In the 1991 Census it was 41,984 inhabitants. Since 1991, the population has oscillated between 41
and 44 thousand http://portal.statistics.sk/files/Sekcie/sek_600/Demografia/SODB/Tabulky/tab5.pdf
9 This information is taken from the Plan of economic and social development of Hrdé for the period 2007-2013,
which is available on the Hrdé web site. The Plan also estimates that the income of 80% of the Roma in town is
under the poverty threshold.

http://portal.statistics.sk/files/Sekcie/sek_600/Demografia/SODB/Tabulky/tab5.pdf
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also by those currently unemployed10.  All  the  Roma  parents  in  work  have  blue  collar  jobs.
Those who are jobless, are either skilled for blue-collar jobs or are unskilled. Shortly,
education and employment of Roma parents in Hrdé sharply differs from the town average
that is higher than the average for Slovakia, however. It is the consequence of the fact that two
of five top employers in Hrdé, which have over 500 employees, are the regional university
and the hospital.
As we have suggested, Hrdé is predominantly Slovak residential community. According to
the 2001 Census, 96% of residents declare Slovak ethnicity, 0.94% declare Roma ethnicity
and 0.5% Hungarian ethnicity. The Census data based on the self-declaration contrast with the
finding of the Sociographic Mapping, which identified six Roma neighbourhoods in Hrdé
with 2,610 inhabitants in total (6.2% of Hrdé inhabitants). According to the Plan of social and
economic development for the period 2007 – 2013, there are approximately 3,000 Roma in
Hrdé, which makes up 7% of the town population.
Memory of inter-ethnic acceptance
As has been suggested above, there are mere snatches of information about the history of
Roma in Hrdé. The town chronicle contains only one piece of information concerning the
World War II and the Roma holocaust. No information is included about a possible intention
to build a memorial for Roma victims. The next record comes from 1960 and states that there
were around 200 Roma in Hrdé, who “live at south-eastern outskirt and make living by road
construction… are polite and... no youngsters are illiterate.” More systematic information
about Roma was collected in the 1980s when the state integration policy towards Gypsies
came into force11. The chronicle cites statistics on Roma pupils at schools, Roma delinquency,
and gives general information about the percentage of Roma in town. For example, in 1991,
1,835 Roma lived there, out of whom 384 were pupils attending elementary schools. This
number represents 5 percent of the school population.
We can conclude that isolated documentation of how the Roma way of life conformed to
majority norms in the 1960s can hardly be considered to be a basis of stronger public memory
of inter-ethnic acceptance. Instead, prevailing ignorance or a run-of-the-mill linking ethnic
identity with situations of violating the order and transgressing the rules gives evidence of a
practice of othering relating to the Roma community in Hrdé.

Housing and interethnic relations
Chart 1 displays the map of Hrdé with the schools selected for the case study (numbers with
yellow background). The names of interviewed pupils are attached to the schools. Violet
shapes are the Roma concentration. The blue line is the river, a red one is the railroad and the
black lines are highways.
For pedestrians, Hrdé is not a friendly town as it is divided into several parts by railways and
intersecting highways. It is possible to get from some parts to other ones only with difficulty.
Hrdé inhabitants, including school children, are dependent on public transport more than
necessary in town of this size. Highways and railways as technical barriers and dependence on
(paid) public transport can deepen the isolation of those who are poor and trap them at their
place of residence12.

10  We did not examine if their jobs were documented or not.
11 For the information about the Roma integration policy under the communist regime see EDUMIGROM
Working Paper 3 “Ethnic relations in Slovakia” and also (Kotvanová et al. 2003)
12 On the other hand, the interviewed families move relatively very often (if we compare it with our life-long
experience.)
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Roma residents live partly mixed with the majority population, but there are also streets and a
block of flats in Hrdé where Roma families are concentrated. These Roma blocks of flats are
located in every district (violet shapes in the Chart 1). The most destitute housing conditions
are in a block of flats in the south-west margin of the town separated by the river, main road
and rails (RN). In the neighbourhood of this accommodation unit there is a scrap yard and a
sewage water treatment plant. The accommodation unit was initially built for railway workers
and sold in the 1990s to sitting tenants by the municipality. There is a suspicion that similarly
as in many other towns, the municipality representatives wanted to divest themselves of
responsibility for the needed reconstruction. At present the building has no water supply. This
neighbourhood falls into the school district of the School 23 (Chart 1); however, most of
pupils attend the special school (see No. 32 on Chart 1) and have to walk through whole city
every day (they do not use buses).

Chart 1: Fictive map of Hrdé
.

 32

24
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27

                   33

26

The second accommodation unit is situated at the north-western edge of the town well known
for retail activities. Car shops and big cash-and-carries are situated there. The accommodation
unit is hidden behind these shops. The municipality decided to renovate the building and
transform it into social housing. Only those Roma families who have no rent debts are eligible
to return after the reconstruction, and the municipality takes responsibility for their housing
during this time. It is the case of Ema’s family (Info-sheets 724152 and 724353). As many
Roma families refused to leave their flats, the case became a tell-all published by local
newspapers. Some families are still waiting for a decision because the municipality has not
been able to provide them temporary housing. Some families, like Blažej’s one, searched for a
flat to rent by themselves (Info-sheet 724147).
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The Roma concentrations are ill famed for poverty and miserable living conditions in Hrdé.
However, though poverty is the most visible in these areas, it is also scattered in other places.
The south-eastern district of Hrdé where Béžová School (no 26 in the chart) is located is also
known for higher concentration of Roma families. The district is separated from the town
centre by a road with heavy traffic and also by rails. It is the farthest part from the centre and
it  is  almost  impossible  to  get  there  on  foot.  The  district  has  an  older  and  a  newer  part.  The
newer part consists of housing units built for the employees of a wood-processing company in
the 1970s and the 1980s. In allotting flats at this housing estate, the policy of social mix was
implemented. Those who lived there in that period recall that purposeful “minorisation” of the
Roma tenants  was  strictly  observed:  there  was  a  rule  that  no  more  than  three  or  four  Roma
families could live in the housing unit with 12 to 20 tenants. This rule was intended to secure
that the norms and habits of majority should have dominated in the housing unit and that
Roma tenants should be subjected to their purported positive influence on daily basis.

Since 1990, the ethnic composition of the neighbourhood has developed partly unrestrainedly:
those who lost jobs and found themselves in a precarious financial situation changed their first
quality and roomy flats for smaller ones, sold their apartments and started to rent flat or
returned to family of their origin13. Nowadays, there are several smaller housing units owned
by a local Roma entrepreneur in this estate, who rents flats to the Roma. His activity has
nothing to do with charity and his reputation is rather bad as rent is very high.14

 Majority of interviewed pupils from Hrdé have moved several times and the quality of their
housing deteriorated. Ida is almost the only one of the interviewed pupils living directly in
Hrdé who has lived in the same place from her birth (Info-sheet 727157). As we will show in
Chapter 4, this fact has meant much for Ida’s friendship with both Roma and non-Roma peers
with whom she has grown up in the same street.
Žltá School (No.24 in Chart 1) is located in the middle of the largest housing estate completed
in the beginning of the 1990s. Roma pupils attending that school live in housing estates or
come from the nearby Roma neighbourhoods. Some, for instance Paula, commute from
villages near Hrdé.

ervená School (No. 27 in Chart 1) is located in a housing estate on the north-east outskirts of
town. The school has undergone several organisational changes and it has also accepted
pupils from a nearby school that had been attended by a lot of Roma pupils and was cancelled
and replaced by an experimental eight-year grammar school that was established in 2004.
This school also ceased to exist in 2008.15 The building of the cancelled grammar school is

13  Besides these spontaneous processes of changes in the tenants’ composition of neighbourhood, there was also
the controlled eviction of rent-debtors and their concentration to the selected housing units that were approved
by local council as “social housing”. Occasionally, such housing units were sold to tenants for knock-down price
to get the municipality rid of any responsibility for their maintenance. Processes of organised concentration and
separation of problematic families could have been observed in almost every Slovak town in the 1990s and
partly also up till now.
14 The monthly rent of two-room flat is higher than social assistance with all the allowances for six person
household and it exceeds the gross minimum wage by 20%. It is about 50% of the gross average wage in the
country. In sum, such a rent is not affordable for those who provide for their living by legal means.
15 The core of its pupils was pupils of the cancelled school as the experimental school was established in its
building. First of all, the school was designated for Roma pupils from all the country. It was a boarding school
and its main goal was to educate Roma elite pupils in Slovakia, who would be able to attain university education.
However, within the community, the experimental school had a bad reputation and was suspected by teachers
and parents from other schools for having not enough demanding standard of teaching. Though the history of
this school is worth of independent study, in this report we avoid more specific information about this school. As
there have been but few schools of that type in Slovakia, more detailed introduction of the history of this school
would increase the risk of uncovering the identity of town Hrdé.  Henceforward we will call this school
“experimental school”.
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located close to the special elementary school (No. 32 in Chart 1). The grammar school was
recently cancelled, too and turned into social housing. Mostly Roma families live there. This
neighbourhood consists of smaller (three-floor) brick housing units without central heating
built in the beginning of the 1960s. A number of Roma tenants moved here for cheaper
housing in the 1990s. Miloš’s parents belong to them. Roma pupils who attend ervená
School come from that area or they commute from surrounding villages that fall into school’s
catchments area for the second stage of elementary education.
Though several Roma NGOs formally exist in Hrdé, their activities are not known by the
interviewed pupils and parents. Their impact on the municipal level is negligible. Several
pupils know the leisure time centre run by a Roma NGO that organises dancing and hip-hop
courses. Next NGO organizes arts and music lessons for Roma pupils in the building of the
special school.
The municipality of Hrdé employs several field social workers (their salaries are funded from
the state budget on the project basis) whose task is to provide social counselling and services
in the localities with higher concentration of Roma residents in the first place. There are two
Roma NGOs active in the town that offer after school activities and art education for children.
However, they are not known among children from more distanced part of Hrdé. Almost none
of the interviewed parents and children know any organisation defending Roma rights.
Exception is Agáta, the mother of Dorota, with contacts on a journalist and Roma rights
defender. (Info-sheets 724155 and 727348)

1.2.2. Krásne
Krásne is a town located approximately 75 km from the regional centre and less than 30 km
from the Slovakian-Hungarian border.  It  is  the seat of the less urbanised district  (more than
60% of he district’s inhabitants live in villages). In contrast to dynamic Hrdé (both the town
and the district), the development of Krásne did not go hand in hand with the development of
the district. The town of Krásne had 19,043 residents in December 2007. The population has
been stagnant (19,261 in the 2001 Census). However, in the recent past, it has also grown
intensively16. The population of the district has stagnated for several decades. Stagnation can
be attributed first of all to an above average migration of the population partly absorbed by
Krásne  town  that  rapidly  grew  during  the  last  three  decades  of  the  communist  regime  (see
footnote 7). Many inhabitants of Krásne, regardless their ethnic belonging, are former
villagers who got jobs and apartments here in the 1970s and 1980s.

Ethnic structure and history
As it has been suggested, the population of Krásne district is ethnically mixed: Hungarians,
Slovaks, Roma are the most numerous ethnic groups that live here. The history of their
common living lasts for centuries.
The  history  of  Roma in  the  wider  region  is  relatively  well  documented  and  there  are  also  a
few monographs covering Roma life in the region since the middle ages. On the other hand,
there is not any systematic description of inter-ethnic relations directly concerning the town of
Krásne. However, the town chronicle is much more attentive to the Roma presence there,
though not necessarily kind.
The 17th – 19th century sources chiefly describe the destitute living conditions, bad health and
poverty of Roma inhabitants, as well as forceful measures aimed at the Roma education and
settling down. The majority’s negative opinions towards the Roma can be illustrated by

16 In the first four decades, the population of Krásne did not reach 7 thousand. In the 1961 Census it was 10,235
and in the 1971 Census 11,805 inhabitants, in the 1981 Census 14,901 inhabitants and in the 1991 Census it was
18,647 inhabitants.  It means that Krásne population increased by 58 percentage points in two last decades of the
communist regime.
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quotations from the articles published in the local newspapers during the first decade of the
20th century. Roma were seen as “not correctible and not reformable creatures”. (Anon
1992)17 In the interwar Czechoslovakia, relations between Roma and the majority got even
worse.  Roma also  suffered  from a  lack  of  jobs.  The  town chronicle  states  that  “since 1920,
some Roma searched for permanent jobs, but many did not get any. Everyday they occupied
the main square in the town hoping to get temporary work, quarrelling and fighting with one
another. For that reason the municipal council ordered Roma to get out of the main square”.
(Ibid)
Repressive measures against Roma, such as taking their children away, forceful eviction or
the displacement of Roma communities to more distant locations, were characteristic for the
entire interwar period of Czechoslovakia. These measures were supported by Slovak and
Hungarian inhabitants. For instance, in 2004, Krásne residents submitted a petition to the
municipal council asking to move the “Gypsy settlement” to a more distant place. Similar
requests by residents of several villages in the Krásne district were submitted in 1933 and
1934 (Anon 1992). The evidence of these initiatives casts considerable doubts on our initial
assumption of a tradition of inter-cultural acceptance in Krásne.
The difficulties of Roma life in the Krásne district are only partially documented. Almost all
Roma were jobless, and families lacked the basic necessities to survive. As elsewhere, Roma
were forbidden to enter certain places in town. The Roma who lived on the Slovak territory of
the present Krásne district were forced to work on road and railway constructions and men
had to live in labour camps. Many Roma settlements close to the villages or towns were
forcibly moved to more distant places. One of the labour camps was located 30 km from
Krásne. There is no memorial of this period.

According to the 2001 Census, Hungarians make up 30% of its population and Roma make up
4.7% in  Krásne  district.  The  majority  of  Roma consider  themselves  Hungarian  or  Slovak.18

Experts estimate that the number of Roma in Krásne district is 15,500, which accounts for
25% of the district’s inhabitants.
According to the 2001 Census, 69.27% of Krásne town residents are Slovaks, 26.8% are
Hungarians, and 1.59% are Roma. According to the estimations of the coordinator of field
social work in Krásne, approximately 3,500 Roma live in the town, which is about 18% of its
inhabitants.

Economic situation
The economic development and subsequent decline of the district has been closely connected
with the development of the mining industry and the numerous crises of this sector in the last
century. After the First World War, the economic situation got worse because of the loss of
connection with the Hungarian market and poor transport connections with the other parts of
the Slovak/Czechoslovak territory. The living standard fell. During the economic depression
in the 1930s, Krásne had one of the highest rates of unemployment in the country. In 1938,
Krásne  and  the  southern  part  of  the  present  Krásne  district  were  annexed  to  Hungary.  The
economic situation of these annexed areas did not improve although the importance of the
mining industry grew. Beginning in 1945, Krásne became part of Czechoslovakia again. In
the  post-war  period,  Krásne  and  its  district  underwent  rather  significant  economic
development. Employment opportunities grew in mining and food-processing industry and
agriculture. A part of Krásne's inhabitants worked in ironworks in the regional seat and
commuted weekly. Infrastructure of the town was built and housing construction was also

17  In order to secure anonymity for the communities, we have to delete the  names of authors and title of some
publications too
18  Chapter 6 will show how ambiguous is self-categorisation for some Roma pupils.
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significant  in  that  period.  In  spite  of  this  progress,  the  district  remained  one  of  the  less
industrialized areas in former Czechoslovakia.
Since 1989, the town of Krásne has experienced an economic downturn again. The gradual
closure of mines and food-processing factories, and a downturn of agriculture have caused an
increase in unemployment. In spite of some new investments (Italian company with
production of nets) there is chronic lack of jobs in the Krásne district. Two digit registered
unemployment rate has been permanent in the last two decades. In December 2008, the
unemployment rate was 21.4%. In May 2009, registered unemployment climbed to 25.6%.
Every second job-seeker registered at the district labour office has been jobless for more than
two years. Besides the lack of vacancies, low education of jobseekers, especially the local
Roma, is also considered to be a part of the problem. Some representatives of organisations,
for instance, school headmaster Andrej (Egrešová School, 705271), think that joblessness was
promoted by “high social benefits delivered in the 1990s” that made Roma “not used to get to
work and now they cannot bear up work and hold on work”.
As it was expected, the economic structure of parents from the Krásne district significantly
deviates from that of the general population. The district average covers striking differences
among families living in Krásne and in rural areas. Though the unemployment of parents
living in Krásne is also very high, the unemployment of those living in the Krásne district
villages is appalling: the EDUMIGROM survey has found that 35% of parents of pupils living
in the Krásne district villages are jobless. This is almost four times higher than the
unemployment  of  the  assumed  general  population  of  Slovakian  parents.  (EDUMIGROM
Survey Report 2009)
Parents of the interviewed pupils from the Krásne district are prevailingly unemployed. Many
of them, however, do temporary, odd jobs and are proud of being able to find them (Adam
and Eva, Info-sheet 702372). Only few pupils have both parents working: it is Klára, the
daughter of the Roma father Radúz and the Hungarian mother Mahuliena, Dominika, and
Miro, who has been raised by his grandparents. Several parents (Alena’s father, Tomáš’s
father, Sidónia’s mother, Teo’s uncle, Ondrej’s parents, etc.) have temporarily or more
permanently worked abroad, mainly in the Czech Republic19. For some of them, work abroad
has been the only work experience they have ever had.

Schooling
In multiethnic Krásne, there are eight standard elementary schools and, out of them, two
schools have instruction in Hungarian. There is also Hungarian branch of a special elementary
school and Hungarian branch of an eight-year grammar school. The latter was founded in the
beginning of the 1990s when both Slovak and Hungarian branches of the local four-year
grammar school were transformed into eight-year programmes. It is accessible for pupils with
excellent marks who pass the entrance examination after finishing the first stage of
elementary education. As elsewhere, leaving of excellent pupils makes situation at the second
stage of standard elementary schools more difficult: the leave of workhorses lessens pro-
educational atmosphere among classmates and complicates motivation of students.
(EDUMIGROM Survey Report provides strong evidence of the outcome of this process).

Inter-ethnic relations and housing
In the Chapter 1 of the Survey Report we show that though the history of Roma in the wider
region is relatively well documented, there is not any systematic description of inter-ethnic
relations directly concerning the town of Krásne. However, even those several available
sources suggest a poor quality of relations between Roma and the majority in the first half of

19  Migration to the Czech Republic has a strong tradition here. For instance, Ela’s mother and Tomáš’s father
was grown up in the Czech Republic and their grandparents have still lived and worked there.
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Sidónia,
Leo

the 20th century. Slovak and Hungarian inhabitants openly supported repressive measures
against Roma in the period between the world wars and during the Second World War. After
1945, efforts to rapidly assimilate Roma are well documented. Several Roma settlements in
the Krásne district were eliminated and these Roma were transferred to under-populated
western border areas of Czechoslovakia. Many Roma from surrounding villages got jobs and
housing directly in Krásne. The town chronicle documents the steps of the state Roma policy.
These include the employment of Roma in such places as mines and construction sites (1948),
literacy courses for Roma recruits and literacy courses for Roma adults (1956) or the start of
social mix policy in housing and first placements of Roma families in the accommodation
units inhabited by the majority up till then (1958). Under the communist regime, Roma
presence in the town had gradually become commonplace. However, residential proximity did
not necessarily mean full acceptance.

Chart 2 Fictive map of Krásne Klára’ village
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The first social mix housing estate was built in the part of Krásne where Egrešová School is
located  (No.  05  in  Chart  2).  After  the  approval  of  the  Strategy  of  Roma cultural  and  social
integration by the Slovak Government in the 1970s, social mix housing policy (and
elimination of Roma segregated settlements) was much more systematic. However, the
increasing need of flats for Roma from eliminated settlements resulted in higher proportions
of Roma tenants in newly constructed housing units than it was required in Hrdé, for instance.
Probably this is why some housing units constructed in the 1980s (right top in Chart 2) could
have been “solely Roma” from the very beginning, as Sidónia’s mother Nora recalls it (Info-
sheet 701311).
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In the 1990s, more distant housing units in the housing estate located on the hill behind
Ananásová School (No.1 in Chart 2) have got more and more Roma tenants. On the hill, the
new generation born during the 1970s’ baby boom begun to set up families. New generation’s
families  were  as  a  rule  Roma  families.  If  growing  unemployment  and  halted  housing
construction had changed the demographic behaviour of Slovak and Hungarian young adults
who started to postpone their family life, Roma youth continued to set up their own families
early to give birth to children. Besides the growing number of young Roma families who
often shared the same apartment with the parent generation, increasing “Roma” categorization
of neighbourhood on the hill also resulted from apartment changing: non Roma tenants that
intended to leave the hill area for the southern housing estate with more spacious apartments,
more job opportunities and less Roma offered alluring compensation for apartments
exchange. They were mainly jobless Roma families who were seduced by the compensation
offer.
As a young Roma who had become adult in the years of economic depression did not enter
work and remained jobless, after the cuts of social benefits between 2000 and 2004 tenants of
some of housing units made high rent debts and they have been cut off water supply now (it is
also  case  of  Nora’s  household).  In  the  first  half  of  this  decade,  the  housing  units  of  lower
standards designated for low income families were built at the furthest edge of this estate. The
kindergarten and the Community Centre (consisting of a laundry, a Roma club and a shelter
for homeless operating in winter months) are also located there. Opening hours of the Roma
club and its program are published on the glassed notice board in the Municipal office.
According to the interviewed municipal official, the Roma club is very active. However,
during three visits of this place (always in different time) we found the Club closed and dusty
and rusty grid on its front entrance rather suggested that no activities are run there20.
 The next Roma neighbourhood is located in a former miner’s village attached to Krásne (left
top corner of Chart 2). In 2002, a former housing unit for families of mining officials built in
1905 was adapted to social housing and 26 families were moved here21. These were families
evicted from their first category apartments because of huge debts on rent-payments.
Gradually, next Roma families moved there and started to live in other deserted
administrative objects of former mines. The neighbourhood has a very bad reputation. There
are repeated conflicts between original inhabitants of family houses in this area and Roma
newcomers. Complaints (and petitions) of autochthonous inhabitants concern Roma youth
manners, hygiene of public spaces and stealing fruits from the gardens. It is important to add
that there was no kindergarten in this neighbourhood and it requires about 30 minutes of quick
walk to get from here to the centre of Krásne.
Better situation is in the already mentioned smaller housing estate where Egrešová School is
located (05). However, some housing units are cut off water supply here as well because of
debts on rent-payments. Some of the housing units look rather seedy. Non-Roma tenants have
been gradually leaving this part for better and non-Roma areas. A pupil mentions failing
attempts of his family to sell their modernised apartment: when non-Roma interested persons
visit the place and find out that Roma prevail in this neighbourhood, they withdraw quickly.
He thinks that now it is rather impossible to sell the flat located here to a non-Roma family.
In the beginning of the 1990s, political and cultural activities of the Roma organisation
promisingly developed. Already in 1990 the first Roma organizations and associations were
established. The first one was the Democratic Union of Roma, which aimed to promote Roma

20  Inactivity of the Roma club was also confirmed by interviewed social field workers. They admitted that
activities strongly depend on projects and project calls and at present there is insufficient support for the club
activities as well as “there are not people capable to write good projects to get funding.
21 Building of the housing unit for mining officials is on the list of technical sights of historical interest of
Slovakia.
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ambitions to take part in municipal policies. In 1992, the cultural/educational organization
Roma-Krásne was established. For more than 15 years it has organized numerous cultural
events (dancing, singing and music festivals, summer camps for children, etc.). However,
these activities are heavily dependent on success of projects submitted to various calls. At
present, organizations are rather passive; activists are employed as social field workers by the
municipality. Krásne municipal council employs six or seven field social workers. Their main
task  is  to  assist  the  socially  excluded  and  help  to  fight  against  truancy  in  Krásne  schools.
Their capacities and powers are rather small.
Though in some villages Roma are politically active at the municipal level, it is not case of
Krásne and the villages covered by the study. The Krásne municipal council still has no Roma
deputy.
Roma field social workers (assistants of social workers) cooperate with the municipal Social
and Housing commission and are consulted when the commission deals with cases of rent
debtors.  We  were  told  by  the  head  of  the  social  and  housing  department  that  their
recommendation is of weight when they decide about individual families’ rent debt pay offs,
evictions or their postponement. Consultations in these matters could give rather big power to
Roma field social workers among Roma tenants of social housing.

1.2.3 Milé
Milé is a village located 24 km from Krásne. Milé has a health centre and an elementary
school. It has about 1,800 inhabitants. According to the 2001 Census, 89% of the inhabitants
are Slovaks, 1.4% Hungarians and 8% Roma. The Sociographic Mapping documented 591
Roma living in Milé in 2004. (Sociografické… 2003) Thus, Roma may constitute more than
one third of Milé’s inhabitants.
The village has two parts. One part is created by family houses and the second one consists of
prefab accommodation units originally built for the employees of the local paper mill.22 The
local  school  is  situated  in  the  centre  of  the  village.  There  is  also  Roma  settlement  in  2  km
distance.
About  one  fifth  of  the  Milé  Roma  live  mixed  with  the  majority.  The  others  live  partly
concentrated within the village, or in the settlement behind its margin.
The housing conditions of the Roma living in the pre-fab accommodation and in the
overpopulated shanties without water and electricity in the settlement are destitute. The
municipality has constructed several lower standard houses in this settlement that are
connected to electricity, duct and a sewerage system. There is a hygienic centre with washing
machine in the settlement, but it is the only service. There is no bus connection between the
settlement and Milé and also small children attending kindergarten have to walk there. In
winter,  the  way  from  the  settlement  to  the  kindergarten  in  Milé  takes  almost  one  hour.
Fortunately, the road to the settlement has been repaired recently.
Unemployment is about 40 – 50% in Milé, which means about two hundred unemployed.
Unemployment among the local Roma is 100%. During the last five years many Roma (males
and  females)  have  left  Milé  to  find  work.  They  have  migrated  abroad,  mainly  to  the  Czech
Republic. In 2009, the majority of them lost their jobs and returned home.
Roma and non-Roma relations in Milé seem without apparent tensions. There are not any
places used solely by Roma or non-Roma. We will see that mother Blažena who lives in the
ethnically-mixed part of Milé and mother Jana who lives in a social lodging house with Roma
residents do not have substantially different relations with non-Roma.

22 The  paper  mill  in  Milé  has  been  in  continuous  operation  since  the  early  19th century and offered many
(hundreds) jobs under the communist regime. Until recently it has produced school stationery. Since 1997 it has
been in liquidation and at present it employs less than 10 employees.
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There  is  one  Roma  NGO  in  Milé  and  it  focuses  mainly  on  extra-curricular and leisure
activities for children. There is no Roma deputy in the local council, but two Roma are the
members of the social commission and the culture and youth commission of the local council.

1.2.3. Vážne
Vážne in located in a hilly area 25 km from Krásne. It now has less than 1,500 inhabitants
(1,641 in 1970), of which 92% are Slovaks, 1.6% Hungarians, 5% Roma and 1% Czechs
according to the 2001 Census. According to the Mapping, there were 304 Roma residents in
Vážne in 2004.
In its glorious mining past, Vážne had the status of a town. The backbone of its economy was
steel manufacturing. The steel industry came to an end at the beginning of the 20th century. In
the interwar period, its inhabitants lived from agriculture and crafts. Under the communist
regime, people from Vážne mainly worked in the Milé paper mill and other small factories in
surrounding villages, in local landed estates or in the local plant run by the disabled people’s
cooperative and producing Christmas decorations. The production of Christmas decorations in
Vážne came to the end just three years ago after the plant was privatised. The production
technique was dismantled and transported away.
At present, the only permanent jobs to be found in Vážne are in small shops and schools. The
local council also organises small public work projects. The unemployment rate in Vážne is
approximately 30-40%. There were 195 jobseekers from Vážne registered at the district
labour office in September 2009.
In Vážne, Roma lived mixed with the majority population. The majority of houses are
connected to the municipal duct. There is a gas conduct and a sewage water treatment plant.

CHAPTER 2
METHODOLOGIES AND THE “HOMES” OF THE RESEARCH – THE
SCHOOLS

2.1. Methodologies of sampling
Our considerations were shaped by several factors: available data on schools –school reports,
information on number of pupils involved in social inclusion programmes; contacts with
school headmasters and teachers and our observations during the survey day at school and
available data on ethnic structure of neighbourhoods.

2.1.1. Data on schools
We used in-advance sampling only partially and selection of schools was postponed to the
period of survey research that covered total population of elementary schools and ninth
classes in Hrdé and Krásne. The total coverage responded to a rather small size of schools, the
wish to cover all types of schools and impossibility to determinate in advance which schools
have Roma pupils.23 The only criterion that was already fixed was that schools should be of

23 School statistics publishes ethnic data (based on self-declaration of parents) only in the aggregate form
referring to the administrative districts of Slovakia. In the time of conducting the survey, ethnic data were not
available for individual schools. However, when working on this report, we have found that the 2008/2009
school year Report of Ananásová School also comprises ethnic data – information of shares of Roma pupils on
first and the second stage. These numbers are certainly not based on self-declaration of parents. The School in
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the mainstream type, i.e. standard elementary school. Special elementary schools and
gymnasia were excluded as extreme variants that do not properly represent typical institution
of elementary education in Slovakia.
As  unemployment  and  living  on  social  assistance  excessively  afflict  Roma  community,  the
number of pupils involved in social inclusion programmes (school meals and school supplies
programmes designated for pupils from households on social assistance) in individual schools
could serve as a proxy to pin down the schools attended by Roma pupils.24 We used this
information in preparing ourselves for meetings with school headmasters. In both the towns
three schools (out of seven standard elementary schools) have had above the (local)-average
number of pupils involved in school meals and supplies programmes. These schools proved to
have Roma pupils.

2.1.2. First contact with school headmasters and teachers and observation during
survey day

During our initial meetings the school headmasters of the schools with above-the average
number of pupils involved in social inclusion programmes affirmed that they have above the
average share of Roma pupils at their schools and Roma pupils and pupils covered by social
programmes overlap to a great extent. Neither of these schools can be considered as a ghetto
school: Roma pupils were not predominant in any of these schools and in any of their ninth
classes25.  On  the  other  hand,  Roma  pupils  predominated  in  the  special  classes  that  exist  in
lower years or as “collecting” class in three of them (Ananásová School in Krásne and Žltá
School and Béžová School in Hrdé).
On the survey day we saw Roma pupils, especially smaller children, in the vestibules and
corridors  of  all  these  six  schools,  but  they  were  very  rare  among the  pupils  in  the  surveyed
ninth classes. Though school headmasters also passed invitation to survey and consent forms
to pupils in lower classes (those who were kept behind), these children either did not have
parents’ consent or they did not come to school at the survey day. We were told that it was not
a special situation as many of the pupils kept behind are notorious truants.
We have already mentioned the existence of special classes at three of the selected schools.
Only at one of them we learned about its existence during our conversation with the
headmaster. Special classes were mentioned in the school data-sheet, two times as “other”
programme. Character of this class was not specified and we learned only later, from pupils,
that at two schools, such a class comprises students of different age and years. In these classes
the Roma pupils prevail. For instance, Leo, 15 years old pupil from Ananásová School who
had attended collecting class (info-sheet 71130) says that they are eight classmates in total
and all his classmates are Roma26.
Shortage of Roma pupils in the ninth classes influenced our decision to take all these six
schools as sites for the community study. This non-selective approach to selection of sites (all
standard elementary schools were included) reflects our concerns about the risk that fewer
schools could have diminished substantially the chance to make agreed number of interviews
with Roma pupils and their parents.

Vážne also publishes ethnic data. As no other school in our sample proceeded in this way, it is clear that it was
both headmasters’ own initiative.
24 Data were obtained from labour offices on the request.
25 However, the ethnic composition of lower classes at Ananásová School (1) and Jablková School (8) suggests
that these two schools have been gradually changing to ’Roma schools’. This development is reflected on in the
interviews with the headmasters of these schools.
26 We contacted Leo with the assistance of local social field workers. See part 2.2.2
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2.1.3. Neighbourhoods
The link between the place of residence and the schools attended was not found to be very
strong as school districts (“catchments areas”) are not compulsory in Slovakia and pupils’
place of residence does not determinate the school they attend. However, the school districts
are of weight for the travel costs reimbursement: travel costs are reimbursed only if pupil
attends the school in the catchments area she or he belongs to. Due to this condition, pupils
from low-income families are much more bound to the given school than pupils from better-
off families. Our survey data showed that there is a link between a family status (namely
attained education of parents) and a share of pupils outside a catchments area. Usually, the
more prestige elementary school is, the higher share of pupils outside catchments area
recruited from better-off families they have. (EDUMIGROM Survey Report 2009)

2.2. Cooperation between the school and the research team
During the survey and community study we met with helpfulness and responsiveness of all
school headmasters. All school headmasters offered a helping hand to us without any request
for reciprocation. Neither of school headmasters asked us for sharing research findings. They
seemed to have helped us because of solidarity of professionals and respect to our work and
not because they had believed that our research could have been useful to their school. Karol,
the headmaster of the secondary vocational school in Vážne was the only exception. He
suggested that he hoped that our research could help making secondary education of Roma
pupils a public agenda. His school has been struggling with low enrolment of students and
their leaving school when they finish the last (tenth) class year of compulsory school
attendance.27

2.2.1. Selection of classes for observation
In Hrdé we selected ervená School (27) and its ninth B class for participant observation as
this class had the highest number of Roma pupils of all ninth classes in standard elementary
schools  in  Hrdé,  so  there  was  the  highest  chance  that  some Roma pupils  will  be  present  in
class during the participant observation day. In Krásne, there were three schools that were
candidates for being opted for the same reason: Ananásová (01), Egrešová (05), and Jablková
(08).  The  share  of  enrolled  Roma  pupils  in  the  age  of  finishing  the  compulsory  school
attendance was approximately the same at all three schools. However, Roma pupils were
largely kept behind at two other schools or had worse school attendance, so pursuing
participant  observation  at  Egrešová  School  seemed  to  have  the  highest  chances  to  fulfil  its
objective. From two ninth classes at Egrešová School (5) the ninth A was selected with help
of  the  school  headmaster  Andrej,  whom we asked  to  suggest  the  class  with  higher  share  of
Roma pupils. Later we realised that the ninth B had only one regularly attending Roma pupil,
Betka (Info-sheet 705117). Betka told us that her best friend had dropped the school a year
ago and she sat alone in the desk and felt very lonely in the class.28

In both the schools ervená (27) and Egrešová (05) we spent one school day (6 teaching
hours)  doing  class  observation.  Our  all-day  presence  in  class  was  taken  by  pupils  as  the
evidence  of  our  straight  concern  in  them (we endured  it  because  of  them)  and  it  was  much
easier to win their favour to sit down for in-depth interviewing.29

27  Only a smaller part of the interviewed teachers and headmasters took part on the follow-up workshops or
replied to the e-mails asking them to read and comment the research reports.
28  We interviewed Betka thanks to the contact received from her non-Roma class-mates who took part in the
focus group. Betka forgot to have their parents seen our invitation letter and sign the consent form.
29 For instance, during the physical education the class was gender-divided and Zuza decided to do observation
of girls’ part of the class. Only non-Roma girls exercised. She sat on the bench with three Roma girls: Ria, Ela
and Dominika and began chatting with them. She told them about her interest to interview them, she described
the process of conducting it, etc. Zuza also asked them about Roma boys who might agree with interviewing. In
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2.2.2. Invitations for sitting down for the interviews and for taking part in focus-group
discussions

Students and parents: Students and parents were invited to take part in the community study
by  several  ways.  Originally,  the  invitation  was  a  part  of  the  survey  invitation.  The  consent
form sent to parents of all the pupils in the respective age included special part asking about
parents’ interest to take part in the next part of the research and in case of a positive answer, it
asks for telephone or e-mail contact. Small reward was announced. However, in both the
towns, it was mainly non Roma parents who showed the interest to take part in the community
study. Only three Roma families responded positively to this form invitation.
In Krásne, selection of parents and pupils for the focus groups was based on the received
parents’ consents. We phoned all consenting families (in case they gave their telephone
number we sent an invitation letter to them) and invited parents and children for focus groups.
During dickering with them about their participation we asked them about their family
ethnicity (saying that we have to have balanced ethnic composition of focus groups
participants).  After  having  half  of  participants  already  agreed,  we  begun  to  look  solely  for
parents and pupils who claim Roma ethnicity. It has turned out that hardly 5% of consents
from selected schools came from Roma parents.30

As a consequence, ethnic composition of parents’ and pupils’ focus groups held in Krásne has
been quite unbalanced. Two parents (mothers) out of twelve parents taking part in the focus
groups were of Roma ethnicity, other participants were Hungarians or Slovaks. One pupils’
focus group was solely Slovak (however, all the participants had classmates with Roma
origin) and there were two Roma pupils and one Roma-Hungarian girl in the second focus
group. Though, fortunately, some of them, for instance Roma mother Magda, her son Prokop
and Roma-Hungarian girl Klára were very eloquent and often governed the discussion, the
voice of Roma parents and pupils was at least not enough diverse in the focus groups in
Krásne. On the other hand, parents and pupils participating in Krásne focus group,
represented all three schools selected for the community study and for that reason, potentially
different practice and different atmosphere in these schools could have been compared and
assessed.
In Hrdé, selection of pupils for the focus groups was not based on the written consents.
During telephone talks with consenting parents it has turned out that only non-Roma parents
had given consent for community study participation. For that reason, focus groups were
postponed to the period after the participant observation and interviewing of teachers and
headmasters. In Hrdé we organised two ethnically homogeneous pupils’ focus groups: one
Roma (one boy and nine girls) and one Slovak (four pupils, gender mixed) focus group. All
Slovak  pupils  were  already  on  friend  terms  with  David.  Except  one  girl,  all  of  them  were
school-mates attending the class David had done participant observation in. Girl attended
parallel class. Roma girls came from all the three Hrdé’ schools selected for the community
study. They were invited for the focus group with the assistance of the school headmasters
and we had not seen some of them before.
Both groups were very vivid, talkative and small group of non-Roma school-mates apparently
continued in their agenda and teasing as usual. On the other hand, girls in Roma group were

total, five interviews with Roma pupils from this class (Ria, Ela, Dominika, Tomáš and Jonáš) were agreed due
to the participant observation.
30 We already suggested that many Roma pupils did not bring their parents’ consent. They even did not bring the
form back at all. Later we have understood that the content of the letter was complicated for many of them and
parents preferred ignoring the letter before signing something down by mistake.
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initially puzzled or even somehow offended by the fact that “we are the only Roma here”.31

Fortunately, they accepted our “for the sake of science” explanation that we had had to test all
combinations of focus groups participants.
Though the topic of ‘Roma boys’ was spontaneously raised in both pupils’ focus groups in
Hrdé,  their  voice  was  very  weak  as  one  Roma  boy  took  part.  Two  invited  Roma  boys
cancelled participation on the last moment.
In contrast to pupils’ focus groups, parents’ focus group in Hrdé should have had ethnically
mixed character. Unfortunately, the plans failed to become a reality (Roma parents had not
managed to come and there were but two non-Roma participants).
As suggested above, more successful invitations for sitting down for the interviews were
those procedurally less strict and based on certain modicum of personal acquaintance.
However, some interviewees were invited with the assistance of authority: it was the case of
Roma boys Ronald (info-sheet 705128), Juraj (info-sheet 708129) and Leo (info-sheet
701130). These boys attended social-therapeutic groups organised for pupils with school
absences and other problems by local field social workers. Their participation was arranged
by the field social worker Marek (Roma man) who himself had sat for the interview earlier.
These three interviews were held in the rooms where social-therapeutic groups are usually
held32.
All the other consents were gained during the face-to face conversation with pupils after the
participation observation or when we supervised students that were filling in the
questionnaires. When students were ending their work, we outlined the next part of research
to them: how in-depth interviewing looks like, under which conditions it is held and whom
(that is Roma pupils and Roma parents) we wished to invite for interviewing foremost. To be
sure, we dared and launched interview advertising in front of the class or in group of Roma
students sitting close to one another only if they made a stronger group (at least five persons)
in the class. Such situations occurred only in the second and the third waves of the survey that
covered those secondary vocational schools and village elementary schools in the district of
Hrdé and Krásne that were attended by larger number of Roma pupils33.
We invited several Roma boys (hip-hop dancers) for interviewing in the Krásne Youth
(Leisure Time) Centre after watching their presentation. We were invited to see their
presentation by the director of the Centre whom we had interviewed earlier.
Later, when it was clear that Roma students with lower schooling ambitions predominate in
our  sample  (at  least  in  Krásne),  we  started  to  look  for  “contrasting  cases”  (Strauss  1987),
which is, Roma students who attend upper secondary schools giving academic certificate.
This step was important not only for stimulating theoretical thinking about intervening factors
that might cause divergence in educational prospects of Roma pupils, but also to help us avoid
promoting stereotypical picture of Roma pupil as ‘cultural aliens’ who do not understand
importance of education in contemporary society. From Klára, Roma-Hungarian girl, we got a
hint on Ondrej, a Roma student of the eight-year grammar school in Krásne (this school was
not surveyed) and thanks to responsiveness of his class-teacher and the school headmaster we
gained his consent with interviewing without difficulties (info-sheet 7gs170). Excellent
student Laura from Vážne (7091xx) was recommended for the interview by the school

31 “It is strange. What does it mean that we are the only Roma girls here?” They were asking one another just in
the moment Zuza arrived to the school gateway where they had waited for the researchers. The main grumbler
was Paula. (Info-sheet 724146)
32  Possible impact of this space is unclear. Timea, who did the interviewing, regretted that she had not taken
boys to more neutral ground such as confectionery or coffee bar (place where we interviewed majority of the
pupils). However, it seemed to her that boys had considered this space to be a sort of clubroom.
33  Survey Report Slovakia 2009, Interim Community Report Slovakia 2010
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headmaster  O ga  and  the  next  excellent  student  Lukáš  from  the  elementary  school  in  Milé
(712137) had already been known by Jurina as she was the classmate of his mother Jana.
The above description suggests that our plan to gain parents’ consent first and then approach
children, did not work. We were much more successful when we had managed to explain our
objectives face to face or by phone. Majority of interviewed parents (10 out of 14 interviewed
up till now) were recruited for interviewing by their own children. On the other hand, we have
interviewed twice as many children as parents. In spite of the fact that the reward for parents’
interviewing was decent, many children apparently did not advertise this opportunity to their
parents. They often told us in advance that their parents would not have interest in
interviewing. As most of the interviewed children did not speak much about their family life it
might be both that they did not wish to bother their parents by intruders or that they did not
wish to introduce them to us. It is possible that some of them might have been afraid that we
could find their parents differing from the ‘standard pattern’. However, it is a speculation.
With exception of one boy living in a children’s home, neither of pupils has mentioned, for
instance, that her or his parents tend to drink or gamble, etc. The fact is that the Roma parents
who were “shown” us by their children and sat down for interviewing are very pleasant,
modest, witty etc. people whom everybody may like.
It means that the type of neglecting Roma parents described by interviewed teachers and
representatives of organisations is not present among interviewed parents. We do not doubt
their existence. However, in our view, there was no way to their consent for sitting down to
the interview if their children were not willing to introduce us to them.

Pedagogues:
Focus groups: Invitations to take part in the focus groups were sent to class teachers, teacher
assistants and pedagogical consultants as their positions make them most involved in contact
with graduating pupils who are to make decisions about their next schooling and/or with
Roma pupils (teacher assistants only work in the lowest classes). School headmasters were
not invited as their participation would have induced asymmetry and distorted communicative
partnership. The teachers’ focus groups were 100% attended in both towns and their
composition fitted our expectations. There were class teachers, educational consultants and
assistants of teachers from all selected schools.
In-depth interviews have yet been agreed without school headmasters’ mediation. We again
selected class teachers in the ninth class and assistants of class teachers who have most
intensive experience with pupils from socially disadvantaged background. School
headmasters were also interviewed. Interviewed pedagogues were from ten schools covered
by the survey and one of them, udovít, the headmaster of the elementary school in the
village of Ladné in the Krásne district, was interviewed despite the fact that his school was
not included in the survey. The reason for its non-coverage was that in the school year
2008/2009 this school did not have the ninth class. However, the reason for asking him to take
part in the Community study was that his school is the only one that regularly organises Roma
culture events in the Krásne district (for instance, his pupils performed with Roma folk dance
at the main square in Krásne during the Sports Day). Later we found that his school was also
the only school attended solely by Roma pupils.
Institutions/agents outside the school:
The extent of our institutional agents surpasses those who can more or less directly influence
their school selection. In both the towns, we attempted to approach all agents who have some
influence on the broadly understood living conditions of Roma children. Interviews with
representatives of institutions outside school covered
1. Local council’ officials in charge of schooling, housing and social affairs;
2. Officials from welfare department and social custody departments of district labour offices;
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3. Community field social workers;
4. Youth (Leisure Time) Centre directors (run by both the local council and NGO);
5. Psychologists and other experts involved in pupils’ diagnostics.

Community social workers have more frequent contact with Roma families than other
institutional agents and have some impact on their decision-making. The content of social
field  work  in  both  towns  has  the  common  characteristics  (focus  on  school  absenteeism,
assistance with administration issues) and specifics. In Hrdé, during the common visit of the
social housing unit we witnessed a situation when a Roma mother had received a letter from
school that invited her child to be registered and she discussed the invitation letter with the
community social worker if to go or not to go there. She personally preferred to place her
child into a special school, but community social workers tried to convince her to register the
child in the mainstream type of elementary school.

2.2.3. General classification of those actually investigated

Table 2 Number of interviews
individual Focus groups

Pupils 41 4
Parents 19 (5 couples) 1
Teachers 18 2
institutional agents 17 0
Total 95 8

Altogether we conducted 95 individual interviews and 7 focus groups discussions34. Out of 95
individual interviews, 41 were conducted with Roma pupils, 14 with Roma parents (five
interviews were made with the couples), 18 with teachers and 17 with representatives of
various organizations. Moreover, 2 focus groups with non-Roma children, 2 focus groups
with Roma children, 1 focus group with parents35 and 2 focus groups with teachers were
conducted.

Table 3 Number of observations
location  Hrdé Krásne
classroom 1 1
Festive occasion of school 2 2
Town and youth life 1 1
other 1 1

We succeeded in to maintain the gender balance for pupils and teachers. Out of 41 Roma
pupils investigated, 20 were boys and 21 were girls. Similarly, out of 18 teachers, 11 were
women and 7 were men. Representation of male teachers in our research is higher than in total
teachers’ population in Slovakia. However, five of the interviewed male teachers were in
position of school headmasters (Andrej, Karol, udovít, Kazimír, and Timotej).
Parents’ interviews were more often conducted with mothers than with fathers: all five
interviewed fathers sat down for the interview with their wives. There are several reasons for

34 In fact 8, but parents’ focus group in Krásne where only two non-Roma parents participated did not fit to the
requested parameters.
35 Parents’ focus group in Hrdé did not have valid number of participants for that reason we cannot count it as
the executed focus group.
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this. First, conversations/chatting about life and family are taken more as “woman’s issue”.
Next, in some families, a father was missing at all, or there was a step father who was less
oriented in the family history. Further, in some families, fathers were told to have some urgent
work (Nora’s and Blažena’ husbands) and some of them work far away and commute home
only for weekends or even less often. These reasons hold for working-class families living in
sites with high unemployment where labour migration is very common and sometimes the
only way to survive. In some cases, such as Ondrej’s one, labour migration was hindrance for
interviewing any of parents (as both his parents look for job in the Czech Republic).
Age structure of the interviewed parents can be reconstructed rather precisely as their sitting
down for the interview was paid on the contract basis and their date of birth is the required
datum. It is, however, sufficient to sum up that parents’ age was in interval between 33 and 42
years. The same holds for the age structure of pedagogues. Though some of them did not fill
the  contract  as  they  refused  to  be  paid  for  interview,  which  they  considered  to  be  a  part  of
their public duties (several school headmasters), they gave precise information on the year of
their graduation. Eight of 18 pedagogues are in charge of school headmasters and majority of
them (except of Andrej and Matild from Krásne, who are under 35) are 50 years old or older.
However, there is poor practical support of relevance of the age of school headmasters or
class-teachers or teachers’ assistants. Students of ninth class are taught by at least seven
teachers so the age of their class-teacher hardly represents a dominant type of experience for
them.  Participant  observation  in  class  did  not  bring  evidence  that  there  are  age-specific
teaching methods or that age of teachers is of weight for the atmosphere in the class.
However, we did not have an opportunity to observe younger teachers (under 40) at work
during this day. In some cases, Roma mothers were by one generation younger than their
children’s teachers or they were even taught by the same teacher as their children are taught.
Such a situation offers specific opportunities to teachers to encourage or, on the other hand, to
completely discourage him as for his educational prospects36.

2.3. Evaluation of the methods themselves
Course of focus group
Discussions in all the focus groups were vibrant and dealing with all aspects of the discussed
issues. The most vivid discussions were in the teachers’ focus group. They have different
dynamics in Krásne and Hrdé. Teachers in Krásne were much more disciplined in sticking to
the topics (illustrative case) of the focus group while teachers in Hrdé often digressed from
the topic and talked about the issues they irritated them, such as truancy supported by
paediatricians (giving easily certificates that they are sick) and unsuitable and erroneously
administered social programmes (new allowance for school attendance). There were not
substantial opinion differences between majority teachers and assistants of teachers (who
were Roma), however, the assistants sometimes asked other teachers to consider miserable
living conditions of Roma pupils and their families. The stronger emphasis on living
conditions  of  Roma  pupils  and  more  space  given  to  their  description  also  distinguishes  the
interviews with the assistants of teachers from the interviews with class teachers and the
school headmasters.
Thorough and detailed description of dilemmas met during the research is certainly essential
to gain an understanding about the limitations of the collected data.
The main dilemmas we have faced concern the time constraints. It was clear that prolonged
stay in field and repeated contacts with those whom we wished to interview was essential for
the quality of the interview. We have learned how to explicate and justify our motives more
naturally and we have also gotten more courage to ask questions that are rendered normally

36  As we show in Chapter 5, if this option is used, it is used only negatively as offensive prophecy of inglorious
fate of student (for instance, by repeating “you are as sloppy person as your father”).
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awkward. Several stays in the communities have made us much more courageous, natural and
successful in addressing Roma pupils and getting their consent with interviews.
From the beginning, our aim was to make the interviewing as pleasant as possible and as far
from official inquiry as it is feasible. For that reason, we replied positively to students’
question about the chance to take one’s friend or friends to the interview appointment. When
we found that pupils felt safer and more joyful within friends, we even proposed to hesitating
pupils that she or he could take friends to the interview. All ‘group’ interviews, held in coffee-
bar as a rule, have been pleasant and seemed much more relaxed than individual interviews.
During these common interviews, students have even stimulated one another to narrate and
helped to recall some common experience, mainly those concerning school, leisure time
and/or discrimination. If the common interview has proved useful for encouraging narration
about common experience, even the painful one, it has not helped to stimulate narration about
private family issues. However, holding back unpleasant or humiliating experience has
occurred both in common and individual interviews. Transcripts of the interviews make it
clear that problematic points were sometimes jumped over with the tacit assistance of
interviewers and we consciously or unconsciously avoided opening such potentially sensitive
topics37. Followed-up debates have revealed that neither of us, the researchers, felt
comfortable to ask pupils about things that could have embarrassed them. On the other hand,
and it is also apparent from the interview transcripts, if narration about such topics started
spontaneously, all of us have been able to stimulate it further.

Follow-up seminars and participant validisation
Though the case study research provides considerably bigger space for all research
participants to express their experiences and views in their own words and in spite of the fact
we interviewed people with different power statuses and perspectives, the final mosaic the
research can put together can have still many gaps. Parts of the blanks emerged during the
analysis when new questions have arisen. The advantage of qualitative research rests not only
in its bigger capacity to be attentive to experiences of people and their own vocabulary of
expressing these experiences, but in its non-linear or interactive organization. This
organization makes it possible to return to the field and collect additional materials, opinions,
etc., to fill “the gaps” in the understanding of what is going on in the sites. In linearly
organized research (hypotheses  data collection  analysis  conclusion) such gaps are
typically filled by not enough controlled research imagination and often by his or her
common-sensical ideas about individual and group behaviour. We have tried to use this
advantage of qualitative research to avoid such “overinterpretation” as much as possible. For
that reason, we organized four follow-up workshops with the participants of the study. The
workshops (two workshops with adults and two workshops with students) were held in
November 2010 at both the sites. Their objective was to introduce the research findings and
conclusions to the participants, to let them discuss them and execute so called participant
validisation38 as well as to fill some “interpretation gaps”.
We believe that securing opportunity to participants to discuss the research findings and to
“object” our interpretations improves the quality and secures more impartial character of our
analytical endeavour39. The content of this Community Study Report is thus not fully identical
with the content of CSR submitted in May 2010. There are several (though mild)
modifications that were made on the basis of validating feedbacks from the participants.

37 For instance, transcripts show that all of us avoided inquiring about equipment of pupils’ household, etc.
38 The concept of participant validisation is explicated in (Denzin – Lincoln 1994; Seale 1999)
39 We follow Bruno Latour’s point here that emphasises the possibility of objects of the social science study to
object to researchers’ conclusions as the precondition of objectivity in social science. (Latour 2000)
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2.4.  Introduction of the schools

The Schools from Hrdé
There are eight standard elementary schools in Hrdé, one special elementary school and one
eight-year grammar school. Three schools with higher share of Roma pupils were selected for
the CSR.

Žltá School (24)
This school was built in 1991 when the construction of the one of the biggest housing estates
had been completed. The housing estate is located on the west outskirts of Hrdé. The vast
majority of students live in housing estate located around the school. The main reason for
selecting this school was that one of the town’s social housing units, which are known to have
many Roma residents, is located in its catchments area. (See Chart 1 and chapter 1.2.1)
The school employs 53 teachers. In the 2008/2009 school year, 680 pupils attended school.
There are five ninth classes with 99 pupils in total. The school has a higher share of pupils
from families on benefits comparing to the local average. All the pupils have declared Slovak
ethnicity. According to the school headmaster Lucia, Roma pupils are not used to declare
their Roma origin.

Table 3 Results of Monitoring 2009 for Krásne and Hrdé schools with instruction in Slovak
School Town/

District
Number
of Pupils

Average
school result in
maths

Percentile of
school in
maths40

Average school
result in Slovak
language

Percentile of
school result in
Slovak language

ereš ová (3)41 Krásne 15 25.7 9 38.0 1.1

Egrešová (5) Krásne 37 39.1 10.3 52.4 21.0

Jablková (8) Krásne 36 55.4 62.1 58.9 46.1

Milé (12) Krásne 24 56.0 64.6 65.2 70.5

Vážne (9) Krásne 23 60.2 77.0 64.8 69.4

Žltá (24) Hrdé 98 51.3 47.8 58.0 42.0

Béžová (26) Hrdé 71 48.5 36.0 59.2 47.7

ervená (27) Hrdé 64 64.1 86.0 79.0 94.0

Children from social housing unit attend this school. Ema lives and Blažej used to live there.
Diana lives next to that social housing unit. Gabriela and Perla live in the housing estate.
Žltá School has been implementing the streamlining of pupils on the basis of school marks for
years.  In  the  9th grade,  classes  A  and  B  concentrate  excellent  pupils  specialising  on  maths,
languages, and C, D and E are standard classes for average pupils42. At the second stage, there

40 Percentile sets the percentage order of tested schools. It is calculated by assorting schools according to their
test results and by expressing their order by the value of the percentile on the 0 – 100 scale. The percentile
indicates the proportion of the schools with worse test results than the given school.
41 ereš ová School is not involved in the School case study but we have interviewed its student Miro, a hip-hop
dancer. We introduce the results of ereš ová School for the sake of comparison – it is important to show that
variations among the schools in the percentile score are large and the weakest results are attained neither at the
village school (Vážne and Milé) nor at the schools with higher share of Roma pupils.
42 „Roma pupils have gathered in 9E class now”, notes Vlasta, the teacher (724263).
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are three special classes for children with learning and behavioural disorders. One of them is
7D, Vlasta is the class teacher. Besides the special classes, the school also organises zero class
for disadvantaged children at age of 5 or 6 to prepare them for the 1st grade. The school also
has one teacher assistant working with pupils with health disabilities (sight impairment).
Funding of this position for the next school year is uncertain. On the other hand, the school is
in need of more assistants. In general, out of 680 pupils, 49 pupils are diagnosed as having
learning difficulties. 17 pupils are individually integrated in standard classes and 32 of them
are placed in 3 special classes43.
The school has recently started collaboration with a local secondary vocational school on a
programme that would allow pupils, who repeated a grade and would leave elementary school
after finishing the 8th grade to continue study at the secondary vocational school and, at the
same time, to complete the 9th grade of elementary school in order to finish full elementary
education (lower secondary education in the ISCED classification).

Béžová School (26)
The school has faced many organisational changes in recent years and has been re-established
through the merger of three schools. In the 2008/2009 school year, 614 pupils attended this
school. The school employs 42 teachers, including one teacher assistant. There are three ninth
classes with 71 pupils in total. 36 pupils are diagnosed as having special educational needs.
School data do not provide information on how many pupils with special educational needs
are individually integrated and how many are placed in special classes.
The school has the highest share of Roma pupils in the town: about 12%. All of them declare
Slovak ethnic belonging. According to the school headmaster Zora, “the school specialises in
work with pupils from socially disadvantaged environments”44.  The  school  also  has  the
highest  share  of  pupils  from  its  own  catchments  area  in  Hrdé  (over  90  percent).  The  area
covers  the  housing  estate  in  which  the  school  is  situated  (see  No.26  in  Chart  1)  and  nearby
villages in the south from Hrdé.
Out of the three ninth classes, the “A” class is a selective class targeted at languages and
maths. Roma pupils almost never manage to get in “A” class. The bulk of Roma students
attend standard “C” classes.
Besides the first-rate and standard classes, the school has two special “collecting” classes: one
for the first stage and one for the second stage. It means that there are pupils from various
years/classes in one class. We were informed by the school headmaster Zora that the special
classes were founded by a former headmaster in 2001 and 2002 who wished to increase the
school budget by this step. Pupils attending special class are close to the threshold of mental
retardation (IQ 70). Almost all pupils in two special classes are Roma. Student Anna (726180)
told us that special  classes are located in the other wing of the building and that they rarely
meet those pupils. According to the headmaster Zora, these children often come from
uncivilised family background and their disability is a consequence of parents’ alcoholism or
familial disorder.

43 Data available on school website: http://www.zsmladezezv.edu.sk/subory/sprava_o_V_V_cinnosti.pdf
44 The Ministry of Education defines that pupils from a socially disadvantaged environment (SDE) are those who
1) are in material need and live in segregated settlements; 2) live in unsound household environments, those with
unhygienic conditions and a high number of household members per dwelling, and in household environments
where doing homework is not feasible; 3) do not speak the language of instruction; 4) are in material need and
did not attend kindergarten; and 5) are in material need and whose parents did not finish 9 classes of compulsory
education. (Resolution of MEYSSR 2006)

http://www.zsmladezezv.edu.sk/subory/sprava_o_V_V_cinnosti.pdf
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ervená School (27)
The district of ervená School covers the housing estate and several villages in the north-east
area surrounding Hrdé. Dorota and Tatiana live in the villages with very rare bus transport
connections. Vanda and Ema live close to the street that connects town centre and the housing
estate around ervená School.45

The school employs 46 teachers. In the 2008/2009 school year, 605 pupils attended the
school.
The school has practiced streamlining of pupils differing in their school results for years. It
has selective A class and standard B and C classes. The school has no special classes. All 42
pupils with special educational needs are integrated in standard classes. Based on data from
schools annual reports, pupils of this school have the second worst school results and the
highest number of unexcused absences per pupil in the town46. Dorota contributes to this
statistics because she practically does not attend the school. The school has undergone several
organisational changes and it has also accepted pupils from a nearby elementary school that
had been attended by a lot of Roma pupils and was closed in 2003. Recently it has accepted
the next round of pupils from the experimental eight-year grammar school. Roma pupils from
the old school, who did not want to continue at the experimental school, moved to ervená
School. This was the case of Ida (727757). Some Roma pupils stayed at their original school
and moved to the experimental school. Miloš (733124), Dorota and Vanda (727149) belonged
to them. After the end of the project, all the three pupils had to return to elementary schools.
They chose ervená School, but didn’t perform well there. Miloš moved to special school 33.
Dorota and Vanda stayed at ervená School, but both had high number of absent lessons and
were going to fail. In the interview, they gave reasons for it as being felt not enough accepted
and embraced by both the teachers and their class-mates.

The schools from Krásne
Ananásová School (01)

At present, Ananásová School is one of two elementary schools with instruction in Hungarian
in Krásne. Its present building was constructed on the turn of the 1970s/1980s when
Ananásová School was the only standard elementary school with Hungarian instruction in the
town and its capacity (about 600 pupils) counted upon all the population of Hungarian pupils
in Krásne. Now it is not fully used as the school had 214 pupils in total in the school year
2008/2009. Ananásová School employs 20 teachers and two teacher assistants. The school
had one ninth class with 22 pupils. The school has a zero class helping children to adapt to
school environment as well.
The number of pupils has diminished not only due to the launch of the eight-year programme
at the grammar school, but also due to the split of the school in the end of the 1990s. The
impetus for this process was in 1997, when the Ministry of Education abolished bilingual
school reports47 that could have been issued by schools with instruction in Hungarian
language for decades. The abolition of was strongly objected by parents, pedagogues and
Hungarian  political  parties  in  Slovakia.  The  headmaster  of  Ananásová  School  was  the  only
one who was also removed from his post. Not long afterwards the degraded headmaster was
followed by a part of his former staff and they founded a new school under the auspices of the
Reformed Protestant Church, the present Hrušková School (07). They received support of the
Dutch Protestant Church at the beginning. Though the new Hrušková School is considered to
be “better” school, it hasn’t been fully equipped yet, it has not had a gym, for instance.

45 Special school 33 is also located on this street.
46 However, in Monitoring 2009(ninth class students) this school had the second best results in Hrdé.
47  Slovak pupils receive school reports, i.e. official report of average school marks from each subject two times
per school year.
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Many pupils of Ananásová School come from the housing estate and the neighbourhood
located on the hill behind Ananásová School (right top corner in Chart 2). As we have already
suggested, local people consider Ananásová School to be “a worse” school in comparison to
the newer Hrušková School. Our classification of both Hungarian schools in Krásne has been
affected by this reputation: we ranked Ananásová School among weak schools and Hrušková
School among strong ones. This ranking was objected by the headmaster Matild. She
supposes that the main reason for good reputation of Hrušková School is that there are almost
no Roma pupils. She states that there is no difference in the quality of teaching and the results
in  education  of  mother  tongue  are  even  better  at  Ananásová  School.  The  results  of  the
Monitoring 2009 support her statement: both schools are on similar level in maths and Slovak
language and Ananásová School is much better in Hungarian language and literature. (See
table 4)

Table 4 Results of Monitoring 2009 for Krásne’s schools with instruction in Hungarian
school Number

of pupils
Average
school
result in
Hungarian
language

Percentile of
the school
in
Hungarian
language

Average
school
result in
maths

Percentile
of
school in
maths

Average
school result
in Slovak
language

Percentile of
school result
in Slovak
language

School 1
Ananásová 22 79.3 78.7 34.3 13.2 55.7 33.1

School 7
Hrušková 26 55.4 19.1 35.2 16.2 56.5 35.3

All pupils at Ananásová School have declared Hungarian ethnic origin. The former
headmaster estimated that 70% of them are Roma. As the school is located close to the poor
neighbourhood and there is more than 20% registered unemployment in the Krásne district,
no wonder that two thirds of the pupils are from families living on benefits. This proportion
makes all the pupils eligible for subsidized school meals and school supplies programmes.
Domestic social programmes are not the only source of benefits. The school has several
projects supported by the Pázmány Péter and Rákóczi foundations in Hungary: “there is high
amount of money and we can obtain money for everything” (headmaster Matild, 701298).
Material support provided for all the pupils makes the school very attractive for poor families.
Neither predominance of pupils from disadvantaged social background (SDE), nor the fact
that the first language of many of them is not Hungarian, is not the problem for Matild: she is
capable to secure enough resources to even learning conditions in the school48. However, she
worries about low interest of parents and children in learning Hungarian: “There is no
importance of Hungarian education for those people, but the finances and other benefits”.

Egrešová School (5)
The school employs 27 teachers, including the headmaster. It had 380 pupils (193 are in the
second stage) and two ninth classes with 38 pupils in total in the 2008/2009 school year.
According to official school statistics (based on self-declarations of parents), there are no
Roma  pupils  in  the  school.  According  to  the  headmaster,  about  one  fifth  of  the  pupils  are

48 Of course, the headmaster’s ambition is to attract Hungarian pupils from all social strata to her school and she
is very unhappy by the fact that less and less Hungarian families have been enrolling their children to her school.
They are not even interested in information about the school – due to its „invisibility” and the reputation of „the
Roma School”. She sees it as unjust that the school has gone down before it got chance to enter the competition
with other schools. It is clear from the interview that the headmaster is far from being reconciled with this
situation: she is keen and eager to fight with it and get the trust of Hungarian parents again.
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Roma. Similar share of pupils are covered by meals and school supplies programs since they
come from families on benefits. The school headmaster says that majority of Roma pupils in
his school come from integrated Roma families that have lived mixed with majority for
decades.
Both the school headmaster Andrej and the class teacher Milan stress in the interviews the
importance of mixing Roma and non-Roma pupils and securing predominance of non-Roma
children in class. To secure more non-Roma pupils they started active pupil-recruiting policy
few years ago: they visit kindergartens, introduce their school, do various activities with
children to attract them (and their parents) to enrol to Egrešová School. They are successful
and control the share of Roma pupils at 20%. Majority of their Roma pupils attended
kindergartens, too and do not differ from non-Roma pupils noticeably. In the school
headmaster’s view, they are more sprightful and it would be more adequate to have smaller
classes, but the way of school financing (so called normative that makes the number of
teachers dependent on the number of pupils) does not make smaller classes feasible. Egrešová
School neither supports specialised programmes for Roma pupils: the school headmaster
Andrej and the class teacher Milan state that different programmes support feeling of
otherness.49 The cultivation of understanding that we are not different and there are the same
demands addressed to all is considered to be the school unwritten strategy by both of them.

Jablková School (8)
Jablková School is located in a historic building near the centre of the town and practically in
front of the regional bus station. This is the only school participating in the Community study
that does not have standard sports field and its playground is substandard. There is also the
kindergarten in the same building (on different floor). As there is not enough place for
reception desk in the small and cold entrance lobby, Jablková School is the only school
protected by a camera monitoring system operated by the school headmaster’s secretary.
In the 2008/2009 school year, 239 pupils attended the school. There are two ninth classes with
36 pupils in total. The school employs 19 teachers (including the headmaster) and one teacher
assistant (Izabela 708214).
The school does not have its own canteen and that is why pupils go for lunch to the nearest
special  elementary  school.  More  than  the  quarter  of  pupils  is  eligible  for  meals  and  school
supplies programs for children from families on benefits. According to the headmaster, there
are a lot of Roma pupils in the school. When he filled in the school data-sheet, he, however,
he stuck to the files based on parents’ declaration. According to these data, there are only
Slovaks (85%) and Hungarians (15%) in Jablková School.
In the first and the second class of Jablková School almost all pupils are Roma. Izabela says
that it is “spontaneous” process; there is rather strong Roma community among inhabitants of
its school district. Growing share of Roma pupils in the school discourages non-Roma
parents. It happened that non-Roma pupils enrolled at Jablková School were in this school on
the first day of the new school year for the first and the last time: when parents saw that the
majority of pupils are dark, they turned their back on the school and decided to ask for
enrolment in another school with lower share of Roma or without Roma students.

School in Vážne (9)
Elementary School in Vážne employs 26 teachers and 2 teacher assistants. It is attended by
pupils from Vážne and from eleven nearby villages, which have only small schools with
grades one through four. Some of these villages are Roma settlements. The majority of pupils
(63%) commute. According to the headmaster O ga, the school has a high number of Roma

49 Egrešová School is almost the only elementary school with no special teaching instruments/programmes for
some special groups of people.
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pupils (55%) and the number of pupils from families living on benefits, who are entitled to
meals and school supplies programmes, has been increasing annually.
In the school year 2008/2009, 326 pupils attended the elementary school. 46% of all pupils
are from socially disadvantaged environment and 40% of pupils have both parents
unemployed. More than 10% (41 pupils) are individually integrated and 20 of them have been
diagnosed as mentally disabled. In that school year, 6 pupils were early school leavers. 5 of
them have been accepted by the secondary vocational school in Vážne where they are given
chance to complete elementary education and continue their vocational training.
 The  school  offers  22  extra-curricular  activities  with  various  topics.  In  contrast  to  the  town
schools, it also offers training in household chores. The school has one ninth class. The
headmaster O ga and two pupils Laura and Jozef took part in the community study.

CHAPTER 3
FACTORS AND MOTIVATIONS BEHIND VARYING SCHOOL
PERFORMANCES AND DIVERTING EDUCATIONAL CAREERS

3.1 Performance, attendance and expectations on educational career
Differences in school performance between Roma and non-Roma pupils seemed to be a hot
topic for discussion for Roma pupils in individual as well as in focus group interviews.
Usually this was the case, when Roma pupils spontaneously made identity distinctions
between Slovak and Roma pupils. They say that Roma are much more relaxed about their
marks. For that reason they, for instance, have ‘never cried for bad marks like white pupils
do’. They think that if their parents pushed them as much as white parents do their class-
mates, they would try harder – when they were younger – at present, it would not work
anymore.  They  admit  that  they  like  grouping  with  other  Roma  in  class  who  have  similarly
relax attitudes to learning and they make fun. “It is typical for us: we make fun at school”,
Roma girls said during the FG in Hrdé50.
One of the puzzling issues in the EDUMIGROM survey was the one of Roma pupils’
management to maintain a high level of self-esteem despite their poor school results.
Grouping and keeping the common definition of school time as time of fun instead of striving
and hard-work serves as good protection against the impact of criteria of teachers and white
parents and particularly against the tensions resulting from one’s failure to meet these criteria.
Good marks are not the aim for Roma, Roma can rise above – we were told many times with
amusement  and  coolness.  At  the  same  time,  Roma  pupils  value  good  relations  with  their
teachers. Some of them suggest that they found a way how to deal with teachers and not to
offend them by disinterest and failure and stay relaxed at the same time: “To some extent, you
have to pretend you work hard or that you respect the teacher” (Blažej 724147). Blažej said
that teacher has to see that student expresses his willingness to learn and his politeness, and
that is the most important thing. “If teachers see that student does not care about school, it is
the best way how to fail”. Alena (710132) said that her strategy is to be attentive during the
lessons. Regardless the different “surviving” strategy at school, both students share their

50 There is not general consensus among Roma pupils on this issue. During the follow-up meetings targeted on
participant validisation of our conclusions, some students cast doubts on the assumption that entertainment in
school is shared objective of Roma children or that it is something natural. They say that sometimes it is
forcefully imposed and is a sort of provocation.
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unwillingness  to  learn  at  home.  From  the  aspect  of  this  unwillingness  they  are  typical
representatives of the interviewed students.
School performance is very closely linked with attendance. For pedagogues, absenteeism is
the main cause of poor results of Roma students and it is considered to be the consequence of
the pupil’s behavioural problems or schooling problems and also the sign of parents’
disregard  of  taking  care  of  children  properly.  It  seems to  us  that  the  teachers  only  partially
reflect that truancy doesn’t have to be the pupil’s “individual” problem. It can be the result of
the tangle of interrelated problems in his or her family, his disadvantaged position among
peers, his non-belonging and “otherness” in the class. Educational system instead of
approaching these children with awareness of complexity of their situation, implements the
equal treatment principle that deepens their disadvantaged position. (On the other hand, we
have also met teachers, who attempted to take in regard family environment of pupils and
approach them in a more “tailored” way.
When we interviewed these children with high number of unexcused lessons, they mentioned
different reasons for their absences. Dorota (727149) has lost motivation to attend school for
two reasons. One is that she has changed several schools and does not feel good in this last
one; mainly because she felt declined by other pupils and teachers. The second reason is that
she got verbal promise from the headmaster of the technical school that she can finish her
elementary education there51. As she has got this chance, she turned her attention to another
school and does not care of her failing.
There is another factor – insecure living conditions of Dorota’s family that force them to
move from place to place. Dorota switched the school three times and new school always
means  a  challenge  of  adaptation  to  new  environment.  And  this  was  not  easy  as  it  does  not
mean only to get familiar with new pupils and teachers, but also to get used to their schooling
practices. Every school has a bit different educational standards and expectations from
teachers. Blažej is one of those who have moved several times. He did not even remember
how many times he has changed the school. He failed once and he interpreted moving to other
town as a reason, why he failed: “I wasn’t doing well in that town. I mean
learning…Teachers were not good. They used different mark scale as here. They wanted too
much from me… Here, I have no problem to correct it. But there – there wasn’t any chance.
They required a lot” (Blažej 7241xx).

Educational ambitions
Majority of Roma girls and boys do not indicate pronounced upward mobility ambitions: they
wish to live “normal life”, to secure independent living, to be able to provide for their future
family, etc. Altogether, they felt rather uncertain when we asked them to speak about their
future plans. This is very similar to the findings of the Survey that suggest that such
discomfiture is not “ethnically specific”.
On the other hand, the overall picture of educational ambitions rather contradicts to the
commonsense view that aspirations of Roma pupils are close to zero. Except Miloš from
Hrdé, all the interviewed students plan to continue with their study at the institutions of higher
education. Majority of them plans to be skilled for blue collar professions. Seven students
(Ema, Lukáš, Laura, Paula, Ondrej, Ida, and Dorota) admit possibility to study at the
university or college. With exception of Ida and Dorota they are excellent students.
Ondrej (7gs170) has already studied at the eight-year grammar school and seems to be closest
to a university diploma from organisational point of view. His ambition is to continue his
study at the Police Academy. He possibly knows that there is demand for Roma in the police

51 Slovak educational system allows overage pupils to finish elementary education during the study of two-year
vocational programme and then change for standard three- or four-year programme providing apprentice
certificate. These two-year programmes are available at limited number of vocational high-schools.
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force, but he has not suggested that he backs on certainty. His motivation is not to become a
part of establishment: he says that in such a profession he can defend Roma rights, “which are
not warranted at all”.  At  the  same  time  he  is  attracted  by  the  idea  to  leave  for  the  United
Kingdom. He told us about his cousin who lives there:
He has a wonderful life. They prosper, indeed. They are cool about it. I would like to go there
if there is a possibility, so to complete my study and either to continue my study there or to
find a job there. And to live there. And, because parents of my cousin, they have no school at
all, and, my aunt works as chambermaid, my uncle work in a firm, I do not know what
exactly, and he enjoys it! They have enough; they have enough left for everything they need.
This example suggests that the idea to leave for a job is appealing to him and if there is an
opportunity, Ondrej might be tempting to quit his study and go to the Promised Land.52

However, during the validisation workshop, Ondrej behaved like a very conscious young man
with unambiguous plans to continue his study at the university. His ambitions turned to be
higher (in our view): he has now dropped his intent to study at the Police Academy and plans
to study political sciences, law or “maybe sociology”. The last choice could have been a sort
of flattering to our team, but certainly is the trace of EDUMIGROM in Ondrej’s life.
Ema, Paula Laura and Lukáš have excellent school results and now continue their study at the
secondary high school providing academic certificate. Laura and Lukáš have attended
ethnically mixed village elementary schools in Vážne and Milé: both the schools have only
one ninth class and it means that the streamlining of students has not been implemented in
their year. On the other hand, Paula and Ema have attended Žltá School (24) in Hrdé, which
implements  the  streamlining  and  their  9E  class  concentrates  Roma  and  non-Roma  students
who have average or under the average school results. Though Roma girls’ “ideology” in this
class is to make fun, Paula and Ema are far from being denounced for their good marks by
their friends; as their friend Diana told us, they are proud of them that they can make it.
(Diana 724151).
Two interviewed pupils with poor school marks aspire to get higher secondary education, and
possibly a university diploma: they are Ida (727757) and Dorota (727149). Ida’s family has
standard social standing and Ida’s aspiration does not differ from aspirations of majority non-
Roma pupils who tend to shoot for an academic certificate and possibly university education
regardless their school results. Schools struggle for students (as their financing depends on the
number of students) and subsequently lowering entrance demands at majority of institutions
of higher secondary education encourages such ambitions among students with poor results.
Dorota is in more complicated situation. We have already mentioned that Dorota was kept
behind several times. Her absences are enormous. She can be accepted only for two-year
programme at the Vocational technical school. After finishing her elementary education53,
which  is  the  part  of  the  programme,  she  can  continue  with  at  higher  secondary  school  that
provides academic certificate. University study (journalism, TV reporter) is very far objective

52 Migration abroad is planned by many pupils, especially from the Krásne district with long-lasting high
unemployment. These plans are logical in the context of job experience of their parents. For several of them
(Alena’s father, Tomáš’s father, Sidónia’s mother, Teo’s uncle, etc.) work abroad was the only job experience
they have ever had.
53 Those pupils who do not finish their 9th grade at the age of 16 have to leave elementary school. However,
because they have not finished elementary school, they could not enter 3- or 4-year secondary educational
programme. These pupils are found in a legislative trap. In Hrdé, one elementary school opened a year
programme to finish elementary school. At the same time, these students have to attend two year vocational
programme without certificate. These programmes can serve as a refuge for those who want to finish elementary
school. For a year, these pupils have to attend two schools, which is considerably difficult in terms of time and
motivation. After finishing their elementary school, pupil can change to regular vocational or other secondary
school with certificate. The reason for this complicated organisation is that elementary schools wished to get
“too old” pupils away from the school as they are afraid of bullying and spoiling other children.
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for her. However, she has a relative who is a Roma journalist. Recently, they have started to
associate more frequently; she has helped Dorota with Slovak language and prepared her for
Monitoring testing.
Miloš (733124) is the one, who was about to drop school. He completed his elementary
education at special elementary school in Hrdé (where he was paradoxically sent from the
cancelled experimental grammar school with consent of his parents, who valued the fact that
special elementary school is closest to their home). Though his father Jakub states that Miloš,
alike his younger brother, will continue at the special vocational school in the nearby regional
centre and will be trained to mason, Miloš refused the idea. He states that he will work. We
asked him which kind of work he would like to do. His answer was reconciled: “The kind
they give me”.
We have seen that Miloš’s reconciliation with job of a daily labourer is exception, however.
Overall picture of educational ambitions contradicts to the commonsense view that aspirations
of Roma pupils are close to zero. No, their aspirations fit their school results: none of the
excellent pupils discards her or his opportunity and with exception of Dorota and Ida, none of
the pupils with poor result has too ambitious plan. Inadequate or too ambitious aspirations
(Dorota) are as rare as no aspirations at all (Miloš).
The Community study has covered higher share of excellent Roma students than their share
was  in  the  Survey  sample.  It  was  partly  the  outcome  of  the  selective  sampling  lead  by  our
effort to secure the opportunity to examine diverse experience and education prospects of
Roma youth. One important finding concerning excellent Roma students is that neither of
them  has  mentioned  that  his  or  her  excellent  school  results  would  irritate  their  friends  and
incite mockery for “imitating Whites” or reproaches for breaking some group rules. Pride of
successful Roma classmates and absence of their “punishments” in the students’ narratives
can suggest that “non-aspiring culture” of Roma students might have mainly cushioning
function and serves as a protection against feeling of humiliation due to bad school marks. It
does not seem to comprise any sanction mechanisms aimed at punishing those who deviate
from the “careless” model. The absence of sanction mechanisms suggests that this culture is
tolerant towards gifted students and those with excellent results are not in risk of being
considered to be misfit and excluded from the community.

3.2 Experience at school
We return to Dorota’s interview several times as Dorota (727141) is a striking example of
how different school environment can affect pupil’s attitude towards education. In the time of
interview, she was attending ervená School (27), where she moved two years ago. She did
not get used to new environment. For that reason, she had a high number of absent lessons
and was going to fail. From the second grade, Dorota was attending school with majority of
Roma students. That school in Hrdé had an image of a Roma school because a lot of Roma
families used to live around. When Dorota was about to come to the fifth grade,  the school
was cancelled, and most of pupils moved to ervená School. However, in the same building,
a new school was established – experimental Grammar school. She was attending
experimental grammar school for four years (more information about this project can be
found in the chapter 2). However, the school had very a bad image among teachers especially
for lower educational standards. Three years later, the Roma Grammar school had to move
from  Hrdé  to  a  town  50  km  away.  Part  of  children  did  not  want  to  change  the  place  and
quitted the experimental school. So did Dorota’s friend Vanda. She went to ervená School.
Dorota kept attending the experimental school (her mother Agáta worked there as a cleaner
and a cook assistant), but more problems occurred there. The school staff and school
management changed and pupils did not like these changes. Conflicts between the staff and
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the pupils appeared and the case was promoted in public television. After one school year in
new place, the school was closed down and Dorota moved to ervená School.
Dorota and Vanda recall experimental school positively. They liked the school very much;
teachers' approach and curriculum content and pace. Both had good marks there. These
memories contrast with reality in ervená School. Both girls do not attend school regularly
and  both  are  going  to  fail.  Dorota  did  not  even  know  the  teachers'  names.  Dorota  explains
why she does not like the school now like this:
You know, somebody is get used to go to school, for nine or ten years, with whites and
somebody is get used, for eight years, to go to school with Gypsies.
She has now attended the class with three other Roma classmates, but she is not a good friend
with them because, as she said, they are used to go to school with “white” pupils. And she is
not used to. Dorota feels declined by both the pupils and the teachers. She thinks that teachers
do not like her because she has come from the experimental school. She has stressed this
reason of her rejection more than the fact that she is Roma. Teachers remind them that they
came from the experimental school where pupils behaved like "animals" and learnt nothing:
“For example one teacher, we have her for sports, she told us: "Those of you, who can count
to five, step back". She meant us. Or: "What have you learnt there? Nothing? Count to five?
She just insulted us”.
Dorota also complains that the teachers also mocked the (publicised) rules at the experimental
school  according  to  which  students  were  entitled  to  decide  who was  going  to  be  the  school
headmaster. Vanda and Dorota have hundreds of absent lessons, which makes the situation
worse and deepens the gap between them and the rest of class or teachers. All absent lessons
are excused by doctor’s notes.
Dorota’s hostility against ervená School is supported by her mother Agáta (727348). Agáta
also thinks Dorota was not accepted well by teachers or students because she had a label of "a
girl from the experimental school". Dorota is going to fail from many subjects and so does her
younger sister. Agáta knows about Dorota’s absenteeism and accepts her attitude. It is hard to
say, whose influence is bigger, if daughter’s or mother’s on each other, but in fact, they both
view the cancellation of the experimental school as a kind of grievance. They both suffer a lot
with this experience. Agáta has lost a job she had there. They were also both involved in the
publicized case and Agáta got to know one journalist from the biggest daily newspaper in
Slovakia, and her discussions with her helped her build up and articulate the story and frame it
as a story of discrimination.
Another  girl,  who  has  spoken  about  frustration  from  discrimination,  was  Paula  from  Žltá
School in Hrdé. Paula (724146) told us about her experience with her music teacher. She likes
singing and attends music school. She took part in the school stage of the national song
contest the Nightingale and she was not selected for the regional stage of the contest. In her
view, a non-Roma girl who won the school stage was preferred by the music teacher and the
teacher told Paula that she would never sing as well as that non-Roma girl54. Paula feels
degraded by the teacher’s behaviour.
When we asked pupils participating in the Roma pupil focus group in Hrdé about the qualities
of a good teacher, Paula, who took part there as well, responded:
That she could chat with us naturally, wouldn’t make differences, would be able to explain
subject matter, and wouldn’t shout at us during every lesson right after walking in. Not like

54 We have done the observation at the district stage of the Nightingale song contest. Among 50 contestants from
all elementary schools of the Hrdé district we did not manage to identify a Roma child. As all contestants of the
Nightingale should have presented dressed in folk costumes and these costumes are pretty expensive (but non-
Roma village families usually own them), it is possible that this condition was also of weight during the selection
of pupils for the district consent.
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our biology teacher, Mrs. P, she always comes in and she is like: "I feel like in a Gypsy
village here", so what would you do? She says that during every lesson... Because there is a
mess in the classroom. But it is not only us who does it, it’s also our schoolmates. Even if the
classroom is ok, she says “It stinks here like in a Gypsy village". (7242627127)
Paula’s story has incited other FG participants to share their experience with discrimination:
Gabriela: We were walking down the school hall and one ninth class boy, we were in the
eight class that time, and he hit my friend. So they [teachers] called their moms, but not our
moms. And we were standing there and everybody was sitting and staring at us… And they
were shouting at us and did not allow us to speak... Like at the courtyard...We were standing
and they were staring at us. Teachers, too.
Blažej: Teachers are racists, too.
Diana: Yes.
Though  calling  the  parents  of  culprits  (and  not  the  parents  of  victims)  to  the  school  is  the
standard procedure, girls had many other reasons to perceive the situation as unbalanced and
disadvantageous for them. Standing while others were sitting and particularly not being given
the floor to say their version of the story can be compared to standing on the whipping post
and has nothing in common with respectful dealing with victims.
Besides apparent situations of disrespectful treatment, Roma children feel degraded by
inconspicuous words and gestures. After the end of the FG, Ida (727157) shared with us her
experience concerning her future study. She told us that she was planning to go to the medical
high school and when she told it  to a teacher,  she warned her from going there arguing that
patients would not want a Roma nurse to take care of them. We were surprised and asked her
again, if teacher really said that. Then Ida changed her statement a little, saying, that: “In fact,
she only lifted her eyebrow and told her: “You? And the medical school?” In Ida’s view, the
teacher’s surprise associated with “you” obviously referred to her Gypsy origin, its
incompatibility with work of a nurse and the risk of her rejection by patients.  Though there
was also a possibility to think that teacher might have been surprised by her choice because of
her poor marks, the fact is that the teacher did not explain her surprise and has left Ida lost in
surmises and speculations that only deepened her doubtfulness.
During the FG Roma pupils suggested that teachers might (wittingly or unwittingly) show
that  they  are  not  equal  to  other  children  even  by  the  tone  of  their  voice.  Of  course,  an
objection  can  be  raised  that  we  cannot  know  if  that  has  really  happened  in  such  situations.
However, children’s interpretation of these experiences is very important because it definitely
shapes their "real" behaviour towards teachers, other pupils or parents (and towards their
future, too).
It was evident that pupils remember awkward situations they have faced very well and they
classify them as a form of discrimination. They are aware of the power of this classification
and this skill is important for them. However, as we will show in the part 5.3, not only
teachers tend to trivialize this classification, but there are also children who cannot identify
and name disrespectful dealing. This is the case of Roma pupils in “collecting classes”,
special classes for pupils with special educational needs at different age. These classes were
found at Béžová School in Hrdé and Ananásová School in Krásné.
Unfortunately, we did not have many opportunities to carry out individual interviews with
these pupils. Leo (701130), whom we contacted with assistance of the field social worker,
was the only one. Leo has attended Ananásová School in Krásne with instruction in
Hungarian. He has been the only pupil in our sample who had Roma classmates only.
Moreover, he lives in the street where all the neighbours are Roma. He said that he had
always been in class with Roma pupils, maybe there were some non-Roma children in the
first  or the second class,  but he did not remember them well.  He seems reconciled with the
fact that he has solely Roma classmates and does not suggest that he takes it as something bad
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that he is separated from non-Roma pupils. In the interview, however, Leo did not tell us
directly that he attended a special class. This fact was given away by the number of his class-
mates in the class in which he was shifted after he was kept behind in the fifth class. Holding
back this information suggests that he is aware of the negative or humiliating ranking of
special class students.
A Roma girl Anna from Béžová School in Hrdé (726180) does not attend the special class,
but she shared her experience and feelings about the school practices and dealing with pupils
from the special class with us. She is 15 years old and attends the 8th C class as she was kept
behind due to serious kidney disease and took part in the focus group with her non-Roma
friend Katka who attends the 8thA class. Katka kept Anna’s company also during her sitting
down for the interviewing. Both girls told us that special classes are located in the different
wing of their school and they almost never meet pupils from the special classes55. They only
observe them from the window as they very often do some gardening outside. “Standard”
pupils use to shout at them and they shout back. For Anna, it must have been very humiliating
to be placed in the special class and she could not imagine how horribly she would feel if it
happened to her.
Anna thinks that some Roma were placed into the special class because of their bad behaviour
and not because of their learning difficulties. That would mean that special class would serve
as a kind of punishment, maybe the biggest one and the threat used by teachers:
Anna: For example, one boy attended normal class and he was bad, so they put him into the
special class because he answered the teacher back. So they put him there, into the special
class.
Zuza: And then, when he corrects his conduct, will he return to the class?
Anna: No, he will stay there. It is no way out until the ninth class.
Zuza: So, is he going to stay there forever?
Anna: Yes. They do not even carry their school bags.
Anna understands the way of selection of pupils for the special class in the way that sharply
differs from the one of the school headmaster Zora (726218, see chapter 3c) that placement
into the special class is based on independent testing and school has no right to influence it.
Aside from Roma pupils, who experienced ethnic discrimination or are exposed to
institutional segregation, we also met Roma pupils, who feel comfortable at school. Tomáš
(705150) is a pupil attending the 9th grade at Egrešová School. His class is ethnically mixed;
roughly half of the class consists of Roma pupils. He has been attending the same class from
the first year as this school does not implement streamlining. Tomáš answered the question of
how he liked the school, as follows:
Tomáš: I feel good at school. I think it is the best elementary school in Krásne.
Zuza: And what is so good about it?
Tomáš: Because good people are there... because they do not make differences.
For Tomáš, the reason, why he feels good at school is that he likes both the teachers and the
schoolmates. He likes them because they “do not make differences”. Making no differences
means that they are fair-minded and ethnic origin does not matter in teacher-student and
student-student relationships. He has some friends among non-Roma schoolmates; however,
his best friend, with whom he hangs around, is Roma, too.
Tomáš attends the same class as three Roma girls Ria (705160), Ela (705161) and Dominika
(705162). We conducted the interview with all of them together. They also said they like the
class because they are “a good team”. When we asked them about the teachers, they
responded that they are “ok”, more precisely “we like all the teachers”. Then Zuza asked them
about the German teacher who – according to her observation – had ignored them completely

55 More is in the section 2.4 Introduction of the schools.
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during her lesson. She admitted that she did not like her teaching methods. Girls, who did not
like the German teacher either, felt encouraged by Zuza’s remarks and began evaluating the
behaviour of the German teacher. Ela (705161) told us a story how the teacher offended her
friend Ria:
...for example she said: “Ria, how do you profit wearing like this when you have your head
empty?” and talks like this were still present. I did not like that.
Ela did not assess this story as a sign of ethnic discrimination, but rather as unfair and
insulting treatment towards pupils, which the teacher should not dare. Ria, Ella and Dominica
belong  to  those  Roma  pupils  who  have  rather  high  self-esteem  and  are  happy  to  present
themselves as somebody who can protect themselves in case of unjust treatment. They prefer
protection of individuality against servility towards a teacher.
We found out  some similarities  between these  three  girls  and  the  girls  from Alta  School  in
Hrdé: Gabriela, Perl (724155), Diana (724151) and Emma (724152). Both groups of girls are
good friends, they attend the standard 9th class and their school performance is not particularly
good or bad (except from Emma, who is excellent student). Both groups of girls put a lot of
emphasis on their having fun at school and their laughing during the classes in their
narratives. Having fun is an important part of school life for them. As Ela (705161) and Ria
(705160) say: “We have those bursts of laughter, sometimes…” They usually got started to
have fun when they were bored by instruction and were losing concentration.
Similarly, Diana (724151) considers “fun” as an important part of the school life for her and
her Roma friends in the class. She likes being in the class with other Roma girls and making
fun together:
Here at school, I got into a good class. I have classmates, who are Roma. We are really
almost all Roma girls: we are 5 or 6, who are Roma. So it is good. We make lot of fun at
school.
Furthermore, Diana considers “fun” for an important quality that distinguishes Roma from
(some) non-Roma people: “Roma people are not boring like some Whites, who cannot make
fun at all. Roma people are so normal, they can entertain themselves, make fun and not like
some Whites who tell something and immediately become upset. Fun; to have fun.” (Diana
724151)

3.3 Teachers’ view on schooling of minority ethnic students
In  this  part,  we  are  going  to  focus  on  two  issues.  At  first,  we  examine  how  teachers  view
various forms of separating or integrating Roma pupils in their schools. There are three main
forms of approaching pupils differing by their school performance and needs: 1. Special
classes for pupils with learning difficulties/special needs within standard school; 2. Individual
integration of pupils with learning difficulties/special needs; and 3. Classes with extended
instruction in particular subjects (elite A and B classes) designated for excellent pupils. Each
school practices their own way of dealing with pupils with special needs. The only real form
of segregation of Roma pupils was found at Béžová School (26) and Ananasová School (1).
Although classes are organized for pupils with learning difficulties, a side-effect of their
separation is Roma segregation because Roma pupils dominate in category of pupils with
learning difficulties. Both schools have special classes organized as “collecting” classes. It
means that pupils at different age with learning and behavioural needs, usually after they are
to repeat class for the second time, are gathered there. The instruction is really relaxed there
and according to some teachers it is at worse level than in the special schools. Vast majority
of these pupils are Roma. Žltá School (24) has special classes that are organized by grades
and reflect pupils’ age. Pupils from these classes have slower pace, but instruction is similar
to regular classes. Share of Roma in these classes is about 50 percent. Though special classes
and special schools are the particular target of criticism, the most frequent form of teaching
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pupils with learning and educational difficulties is their placement in regular class. These
pupils are called individually integrated pupils.
The third form of approaching pupils with special needs are selective classes, which seems to
be more or less unintended consequences of streamlining based on pupils’ performance and
their interest for extended instruction in particular subjects at the second stage of elementary
schools. Elite classes (mostly A and B), and standard class (C or D) usually produce different
school  results  and  different  “class  identity”.  In  the  Survey  report  we  have  argued  that  elite
classes produce better pro-educational and competitive atmosphere because of higher
motivation of pupils and parental support and the main source of this favourable climate is the
better socio-economic family background of students, which seems essential for its
maintaining. (Survey Report 2009)
Now we are going to examine how teachers deal with ethnic categorization. Firstly, it must be
emphasised that all the headmasters stress that in their school the divide among pupils has not
been made along the “ethnic line”.
Both practices of refusing and strengthening ethnic categorization will be described. We will
try  to  point  out  that  whereas  in  context  of  schooling,  ethnic  aspects  seem  to  be  mostly
suppressed, in other contexts, mainly the cultural ones, teachers willingly speak about “typical
Roma characteristics”. We are aware of the fact, though, that their statements concerning
Roma culture have been elicited by our questions and simulated by the stories used in the
focus groups discussions.

Special classes
As mentioned above, the only real form of segregation Roma pupils in elementary schools are
collecting special classes that are organised at two schools. At Béžová School, there are two
special classes, one class at first stage of elementary school for pupils of age between 6 – 10
and one class at second stage for pupils between 10 and 15 years of age. Thus, in one class,
pupils of different age are met, which makes instruction very hard. The school headmaster
Zora (726218) says her intent is to cancel the special class at the second stage of elementary
school and offer pupils a possibility to attend the special elementary school. In her view, the
special elementary school offers education of much higher quality than teaching pupils in
“collecting” special classes. She describes these pupils, who are all Roma, as pupils who are
diagnosed  as  mentally  disabled  or  close  to  the  threshold  zone  of  mental  retardation.  She  is
convinced that the tests are reliable and that these pupils should not be educated in a regular
elementary school, only those, “who are in the threshold zone”. Zora (726218) summarizes
the issue of diagnostics of Roma pupils from special classes:
We have roughly 90 Roma kids and just 13 of them are mentally disabled. This is not so bad.
And all the kids have certified diagnosis by a psychologist and by a special pedagogue from
the Integration centre for children. It was verified. We cannot influence it. It used to happen
years ago, but not now... I do not have any reason or interest to influence it; I just wait until
the results come and it is from a psychologist and than, it’s followed by a special pedagogical
assessment. And it never happened to us that those two assessments did not fit with each
other.
In the above extract, two issues are worth attention. First, Zora argues that diagnostics is valid
and not biased by any other influences because it must be proved by two independent experts
– a psychologist and a special pedagogue. For Zora, pupils with just behavioural problems do
not belong to special classes. Only mentally disabled children belong there. For that reason
the classmates’ suspicions that bad manners are punished by sending a pupil to a special class
can result from not knowing that bad manners might be the symptom of mental disability. The
next noteworthy aspect is that the headmaster Zora’s satisfaction with the fact that only 13
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Roma kids  at  her  school  are  mentally  disabled.  Her  claim that  “this  is  not  so  bad”  suggests
that Zora is convinced that generally more Roma pupils have mental disabilities. She takes her
assumption as a fact and the question remains open of how she can be so sure.
Vlasta (724263) from Žltá School in Hrdé turned out to be a quite strong advocate of special
classes. She used to be a supervisor for youth club before 1989 and during the 1990s she was
retrained to keep the job in education as there was surplus of teachers with original
qualification for special education. Then she became the class teacher of a special class. First
of all, she appreciated the form: special classes are much smaller than standard ones, and
individual work with children is possible. In the time of interviewing, her 7th E class had 10
pupils and six of them were Roma pupils. The curriculum is almost the same as in standard
classes, but the pace is slower and also, due to more relaxed pace, there is better opportunity
for individual approach. Vlasta argues: “As there are 10 of them in the class, it works; you can
run approach each kid, you walk around and you can help to each of them. With 25 pupils, it
is much harder.”
When comparing the situation of pupils in special classes at these schools, it is very different.
Pupils in the special class at Žltá School are not mentally disabled, all the pupils are of the
same age and the class is ethnically mixed. All these aspects are not applied in case of special
classes at Béžová School. Vlasta sees more positive things in educating pupils with special
educational needs in special class. Zora would not agree because her situation is completely
different. According to her view, mentally disabled pupils should be taught in special school
and  thus,  she  tries  to  send  the  pupils  there.  She  has  already  made  an  agreement  with  the
headmaster of the special school. On the other hand, she believes that those pupils who “are in
threshold zone” should be integrated individually. The problem is that on one hand, too many
individually integrated pupils in regular class break the norm (three individually integrated
pupils as maximum are allowed to be in a standard class) and on the other hand, their high
number also creates organizational difficulties for the teacher.

Individually integrated pupils
The issue of individually integrated pupils was most intensively discussed by the pedagogues
and parents associated with Ananasová School in Krásne. Ananasová School has very high
figures of individually integrated pupils: in some classes there are much more of them than
the norm allows. Though according to the pedagogues the education in the special school can
be more favourable for these pupils, their parents insist on their individual integration and the
school cannot send a “supernumerary” pupil with individual schooling needs away. The
school headmaster suggests that Hrušková School, the second Hungarian schooling
institution, would not accept them.
Matild (701298), the headmaster of the Ananasová School, praises the work of Roma
assistants  at  her  school.  They  work  in  the  lowest  classes.  However,  Matild  has  a  need  for
more trained staff working with Roma pupils, who are overrepresented in the category of
individually integrated pupils. Majority of her staff has not been trained for the work with
individually integrated pupils, as the work with pupils with individual needs was not the part
of the university curriculum56. As a consequence, the teachers are overloaded, struggling with
difficult  task  of  how to  divide  their  attention  among pupils  with  special  needs  and  standard
pupils.
The issue of appropriate or inappropriate division of the teacher’s attention between the
individually integrated pupils and standard pupils has been dealt with by all the involved.
Parents of individually integrated pupils complained that the teachers do not pay enough
attention to them. Magda, the mother of Prokop, an individually integrated Roma pupil from

56 Some of her teachers have entered the university study again to learn how to work with individually integrated
pupils.
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this school, has already opened the issue of insufficient attention of teachers to individually
integrated pupils in the focus group and the topic was debated extensively. On the other hand,
a Hungarian mother that behaved very friendly towards Magda during the FG, told us after
the end of the FG when mother Magda has left:
I did not say it during the FG as I did not wish to offend Mrs. Magda, however, her son is
very slow and as the teacher has to deal with him, it holds up the progress of learning of the
rest of the class.
Concerning individually integrated pupils, teachers are under pressure from both sides of
parents.
The school has two teacher assistants. Their important role is to communicate with Roma
parents.  Bibiana  (701217)  is  one  of  them;  she  is  a  teacher  assistant  who declares  herself  as
Roma and she is proud of herself for having good results as a mediator between the teachers
and the parents:
They are more respectful to me. Maybe it is because I am one of them. They trust me more… I
can tell them everything; it does not matter if it’s good or bad because I am not afraid of the
situations when they are shouting. They are usually behaving like this with the white teachers.

Streamlining and voices against it
Even though many Roma pupils at elementary schools fall into the category of pupils with
special educational needs, not all of them are like this. The majority, which is 32 of 39
interviewed students, attend standard classes of standard elementary or vocational schools.
However, as we have already suggested, apart from special classes, the Slovak educational
system creates rather indirect form of separation. When pupils enter the second stage of
elementary schools at the fifth grade, classes are reorganized on the basis of subject
preferences. Classes A and B are arranged mostly for pupils interested in maths or foreign
languages. These pupils are usually those with the best school results. Classes C and D are left
for pupils with worse school results and/or no preferences.
The  streaming of  pupils  at  the  second stage  of  elementary  school  is  widespread  and  except
Egrešová and Jablková Schools it occurs in all the schools under the study.

In Hrdé, streamlining at the second stage is the big issue and similarly to opinions of the
teachers Andrej and Milan in Krásne, the teachers from Hrdé schools mostly criticized the
practice of creating elite classes. Timotej (727244), the headmaster of ervená School,
presented himself as a sharp critic of streamlining. He has pointed at its negative
consequence:
“We created a sort of posh classes, you know, based on exams at the end of the forth grade.
We called them language classes. All the time, many teachers, including me, noticed that we
haven’t created good atmosphere in those classes, in those ex-classes. We gathered the best
pupils into one class. And in B, C or D classes, one colleague once said, and she is sorry for
that statement now, that she does not want to teach there because it is the rubbish…”
Though ervená School implements the streamlining, its headmaster Timotej is against the
concentration of Roma pupils in one class. He considers inevitable to mix Roma and non-
Roma pupils to secure prevalence of non-Roma pupils, and thus, Roma pupils can be „driven”
by them. If Roma pupils are left in one class, they start to get their way and “set their
agenda”.
Similarly, Zora is aware of the fact that C class is the most problematic with low motivation
of pupils and their high absenteeism. She pointed out that it is caused by the way classes are
organized and by the overall character of the school. Concentration of low motivated pupils in
one class diminishes any chance to attract these children for more intensive study: “…You
know, when we test them or when I visit the class, I have a feeling that those kids who got in C
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(class) had 3s, but they have no motivation now, there is nobody to push them and then they
got worse, to 4s or 5s.” (Zora 726218)
Similarly to the headmaster Timotej, the headmaster Zora has expressed her interest in
avoiding streamlining and in letting the classes stay together for all nine year long period.
After we described all the forms of selecting pupils at school, we will now focus on teachers’
view on the role of ethnicity in educating Roma pupils. We have already mentioned that
ethnicity is a very sensitive issue and teachers refuse to use it in some aspects, mainly
concerning the ethnic segregation or discrimination because of a high share of Roma pupils
with special educational needs and their concentration in special or “bad” classes. However,
when the teachers speak about their experience with teaching Roma pupils, they use ethnic
categories less hesitantly. Roma pupils are characterized as children who have better
locomotive power and musical gifts and are more lively or energetic, have higher sensibility
to teachers, are more expressive and emotional, but on the other hand, they lack the will,
endurance and responsibility. Timotej (726244) argued that Roma are a “nomadic nation”. He
did not agree with the selection of Roma pupils in one class and argued by their cultural and
behavioural habits. However, Roma pupils from the Timotej’s school do not come from
segregated  Roma settlements  as  Roma pupils  from the  school  where  O ga  teaches  do,  and,
thus, for him, the integration model is much easier to implement than in the other case.
I will be open. It is not good if we take 15 gypsy kids out of 80 into the first class and we put
them together into one class. No, it is not good. They are a nomadic nation who like to be
together and here, I would say, we need to select them, not to be all together. I have
experience that if they are together, they start to get their way. And their way would be also
some hints of bullying towards other children – towards white children – if they are together.
So, really, I mean sensible work is needed and you should not give them any opportunity for
racism or bullying. (Timotej 726244)
Both pedagogues, Andrej and Milan, from Egrešová School in Krásne give several practical
reasons against concentration/segregation of Roma pupils. Firstly, the class teachers of
“Roma” classes at the first grade (during the first five years of elementary school class teacher
teaches all the subjects) would be unjustly burdened in comparison to those teaching in non-
Roma or mixed classes as they cannot rely on homework of pupils and on support of their
parents. Secondly, if Roma pupils are concentrated, they tend to find their own way and close
themselves, ignore teaching… Thirdly, the chance that Roma and non-Roma pupils know and
like one another diminishes and it creates danger of their future living together – probability
that they will fear one another increases.

Self-selection or white flight
Moreover, some schools in Krásne have been facing problem of diminishing interest of non-
Roma parents to register their children in school that have higher share of Roma pupils. The
school management seems to be incapable to convince non-Roma parents to enrol their child
into same class with Roma pupils from destitute neighbourhoods. Here, not only ethnicity
matters, but also housing and living conditions Roma pupils live in. In both sites, some houses
or areas are identified as “problematic”, dirty places, and all Roma living there are labelled by
that  place.  If  there  are  only  a  few  Roma  pupils  in  the  class,  who,  moreover,  do  not  live  in
segregated and labelled neighbourhood, Slovak parents do not impose pressure upon teachers
to separate Roma pupils.
Ananásová School with instruction in Hungarian is located close to the neighbourhood
prevailingly inhabited by Roma. With increasing share of Roma pupils at this school the
interest of local Hungarians to enrol their children to Ananásová School has been decreasing.
The school is now considered by public as the “Gypsy school”. The headmaster Matild
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(701298) has told us about the problems of how to persuade Hungarian parents to enrol their
children to her school or Hrušková School.
White parents do not enrol their children to the other Hungarian school because it is far and
has no gym. And they do not enrol them here as well because we have a lot of Gypsies. We
are not a school for them anymore; they do not count with us. I am always saying that the
TESCO was built in front of us, not instead of us. Those parents do not give us a chance; they
did not come to meet us. So we know about several families which enrolled their child to a
Slovak school, and those parents are Hungarians, all of them attended Hungarian grammar
schools. When I ask these parents because I am personally very interested to know, what the
information about us is floating around, what the reason is that they did not enrol their child
to our school, the answer is that they don’t know. And this is the worst. If we found concrete
reasons, we could eliminate them. But like this? Because we have lot of Gipsy children? And
what, is this a problem? The competitive environment among the schools is fine, but we
cannot speak about the competitiveness in the quality of education.
Because Matild is concerned about the white flight, she advocates the division of classes in
her school according to their capabilities, which leads to separation of Roma pupils. She
refused the categorization of pupils to Roma and non-Roma, whilst the reference factor is the
social situation of a family.
Parents and pupils participating in the focus groups suggest that there are friendly relations
between Roma and non-Roma pupils at Ananásová School. Bibiana, Roma herself, decisively
favours friendships between Roma and non-Roma pupils as they have “very good impact on
Roma children”. Both Matild and the teacher assistant Bibiana suggest that white parents tend
increasingly to incite their children to distance from their Roma classmates, especially those
from socially disadvantaged environment (SDE). Even small pupils now refuse to share a
desk with a Roma pupil  from SDE. However,  Matild admits that  some teachers prefer non-
Roma pupils to Roma pupils, they push non-Roma to prominence, for instance; non-Roma
pupils are far often sent to represent the school in various competitions. Matild’s intent is to
put an end to this practice.
The white flight issue is even more intensive at village schools nearby Krásne because of
permanent migration of young non-Roma from this area. O ga (709264) is a headmaster of
one of these schools. She testifies that more ambitious middle class families move to towns or
send their children to towns and those who remain at village schools are pupils from working
class  families  or  underclass,  who  are  mostly  of  Roma  origin.  In  order  to  keep  pupils  from
better socio-economic background, she has to take into account family background and
learning abilities when creating the 1st grade classes. As O ga (709264) argues if classes are
created according to pupils’ abilities, smarter students have a chance for better education
whereas slower students have more time to achieve basic knowledge:
There are classrooms that are purely Roma ones... [But]I don’t divide children into Roma
and non-Roma, ok? But I have to defend myself against parents, you know, from taking smart
children, whether these or those, away and putting them into some chosen schools... So, we
divide classrooms according to abilities of students... When we started this for the first time,
the first year, there were some negative attitudes of some parents.....they rebelled against it,
but later.... When the first group of the children left, we found out they learned much more
than in a mingled group...“
According to teachers’ opinions, Roma pupils are more frequently those who need special
care because of their behavioural or learning difficulties. They do not see it as ethnic
discrimination when they separate Roma children in one class. However, the argumentation of
teachers has to be understood, the reason why they do not consider it ethnic segregation.
Teachers  prefer  division  of  children  into  classrooms  according  to  their  abilities  and  school
results. If the class is too heterogeneous, the teacher has no capacity to pursue the children
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individually, and the quality of instruction suffers from inconsistency, while better pupils are
at different level than worse pupils.

Parents’ communication with school
Another aspect of using ethnic characteristics of Roma pupils is linked to moral judgment of
their families’ living conditions and life habits. Teachers very often make division between
good and bad Roma pupils. Their evaluation of the good or the bad is usually based on pupils’
family living conditions and their parents’ cooperation with school. They associate the
success and failure with the quality of social and family environment and argue that the most
problematic are those Roma pupils whose parents ignore communication with school and do
not visit school for parent-teacher meetings.
Quite large numbers of parents do not come over even once in five years. They do not come
here and I cannot see a reason sometimes. I guess some of them prefer, I would say, material
elements of the child education, simply I take care of you at home, I give you food, clothing
and what happened at school is not my business, it is a business of the teacher. But they never
realize that I should cooperate to keep an eye on the child’s behaviour and learning, they will
never get to know it because they will never come to me... (Milan, 705215)
Milan, a teacher at Egrešová School, divides Roma parents into two groups: first one that
cares  for  their  children  and  second one  that  do  not.  He  does  not  have  any  contact  with  the
second type of parents, and this is maybe the reason why he assumes they do not care. He sees
the difference in clothing and behaviour of these groups of Roma pupils. Organisation of
education in Slovakia expects actively cooperating parents and if parents do not meet this
expectation, it is reflected on how teachers view their children.
Similar attitude is taken by the school headmaster of Egrešová School Andrej. He says that
the teachers are helpful to children whose parents cooperate: “If the parent considers school
as important, it is ok, he or she comes to meet me and we can come to an agreement. We can
even avoid commission exams if a kid gets back into the system... We can always make a deal
in order to motivate him or her and push them a bit further, but some families neither respond
to an official letter and nobody shows up. So in that case it is practically impossible to
somehow solve it, if the parent is not willing to come and listen to us about the problem. Some
parents come only to argue when they find out, the benefits were cut off or a fine was given to
them by municipality for neglecting child’s raising”. (Andrej705271)
In the above extract the school headmaster Andrej suggests that a good or a bad cooperation
with parents has an important influence on school results of their children. If the child is about
to fail, good communication with his/her parents can prevent it. Otherwise “it is practically
impossible to somehow solve it”, which means, the child will fail and will have to repeat the
grade.

Source of learning problems
Both in the individual interviews and during the focus groups, majority of the teachers have
agreed on low interest in education and low motivation of Roma children. Izabela is teacher
assistant at Jablková School in Krásne (708214). She describes in details individual cases of
the first class pupils, apparently neglected by their parents (dirty, hungry and tired because of
sleepless nights in overcrowded house) from SDE, and the way of their adaptation to school
and winning their interest in learning. Many Roma pupils from SDE (“non-integrated”) lack
basic  skills  (they  do  not  know  the  colours)  and  have  problems  with  concentration.  She
describes a lot of individual efforts (including bringing a brunch to a child) and interests in a
child that are necessary to make them interested in learning. In case of small children, verbal
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appreciation  is  very  effective.  In  case  of  older  pupils  it  does  not  work,  however,  and  their
interest in learning fades away.
According to her experience, there are clear differences between “integrated” and “non-
integrated” Roma pupils57. Integrated Roma distance themselves from non-integrated Roma in
the same way as non-Roma pupils do58. Izabela explains the difference between two groups of
Roma pupils in terms of cleanness and polite behaviour (more in Chapter 5 where we present
extensive extract from the interview with Izabela). Izabela says that the school supports
participation of their Roma pupils in the song competition and they are successful, however,
their success does not stimulate them to learn more. Especially pupils from SDE are
“apathetic”. In the last class, they sometimes mobilise as they eventually recognise the
importance of having (at  least)  vocational training certificate,  but it  is  often too late (if  they
finish their compulsory education in the seventh or lower class, their chance to continue their
study is almost zero.
The headmaster of Egrešová School, Andrej, considers absenteeism of Roma pupils (but not
solely of them) the main problem of their education. He knows that truancy has often social
reasons and it is sometimes not only covered by parents, but also organised by parents. As a
rule, it is supported by paediatricians who give the sick certificate subsequently as well. He is
unable to solve this issue. For instance, the families leave for the Czech Republic to look for
work. They take children with them and children absent from school for several weeks. After
they return they come to school with sick certificate written afterwards. Hundreds of missed
hours threaten the chance of pupil to pass to a higher class and to finish compulsory education
in the eight or the ninth class and have a chance to be accepted for high secondary education.
The headmaster told that the school tried to be helpful and give the pupil chance to pass (for
instance by commission examination), but some parents ignore the hand given to them.
The next problem is overcrowded housing: in the nearby housing estate, it is common that
two or three families have permanent residency in one flat as many families of relatives have
moved in. There are 15-20 people in the two-room flat and there is no chance for pupils to
find a place for doing their homework… However, these problems do not relate to all Roma
pupils, their graduates also continue their study on the Commercial Academy, the Junior
Technical School, etc. However, bigger share of Roma pupils does not continue their study as
they end their compulsory education in the sixth or seventh class.
The special class teacher Vlasta from Žltá School in Hrdé also states that the family care
matters very much and that significant part of Roma (and non-Roma, too) failures in
educations spring from insufficient parents’ care and control of children homework. Having a
snack is important indication of parents’ caring in her view. In the interview as well as during
the focus group Vlasta belonged to the sharpest critics of Roma parents for their support,
camouflage and even organisation of absenteeism of their children.
Lucia, the headmaster of Žltá School, where Vlasta teaches, emphasised the problems with
missing regularity and work habits, or even missing a sense of time in Roma families where
both parents are jobless for a long time. In such situation, education of Roma lacks the very
basic ground. Both the teachers agree that overall demands on preparation of pupils and value
of  hard  work  have  diminished  and  that  overall  motivation  of  all  the  pupils,  regardless  their
ethnicity, to do their best in order to get on the higher secondary school has declined. Vlasta

57 Terms „integrated” and „non-integrated” are part of teachers’ vocabulary that is apparently taken from the
social policy administrative language. Social policy administrative discourse infiltrates into schools thanks to
social inclusion programmes such as meals and school aids programmes, scholarship for school attendance, etc.
58 In the ninth class we have Roma who are actually decent, always nicely dressed; there have never been
problems with them. And they are friends with non-Roma boys and girls; they are one group, one group in the
class. But they are not in one group with non-integrated Roma, never…” (Interview with Izabela/708214)
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thinks that less numerous age cohorts (due to the declined birth rate) and the normative-driven
effort of the higher secondary institutions to secure enough number of pupils (and to survive)
has been reflected in the decreasing demands of the entrance requirements: “the higher
secondary schools now pick up everything they find lying alongside”. It means that it is not a
problem for Roma pupils to get to a higher secondary school; their problem is to survive
there.

Teachers’ evaluation of Roma culture and characteristics of pupils
It is important to note that the teachers’ considerations of Roma culture and common
characteristics of Roma pupils have been elicited by the interview questions or stimulated by
the FG stories: it was rather exceptional that they occurred spontaneously, if they appeared
this way at all. Timotej, the headmaster of ervená School in Hrdé, however, is
spontaneously thinking about Roma common characteristics in the context of the debate about
the barrier to their schooling. He says that if Roma pupils are in dominance, they start to
develop  their  agenda.  Timotej  speaks  about  Roma  collective  character  –  the  Roma  are  the
nation who likes to be together, to have a good time instead schoolwork – and this
characteristic threatens their education. In Timotej’s view the school should take away this
opportunity of Roma pupils. In practice, it means “dispersion”, which is to avoid placing
many Roma pupils in one class.
Similarly to other teachers (but also to Roma parents) who felt obliged to say something
relevant in response to our question about the Roma identity, Andrej (705271), the
headmaster of Egrešová School, emphasises their sense of music. He compares Roma to Afro-
Americans, especially because of their locomotive and musical skills.
They have their ego of art, these fellow citizens. The music, they have it inborn, it is like
American (blacks)... I think, it is not a myth. You can see it in our school Academy59. I have
not seen a program yet, but surely, there will be a performance of brake dance or this kind of
stuff. It means that if the music teacher brings Mozart or Bach CDs to Roma kids, the lesson
will be problematic, distressed and discipline not handled well. But if he brings guitar and
plays it and sings two or three songs, then Roma kids will like the teacher, and music lessons
will be music lessons. This is, I guess, something they certainly have in their nature. Music,
rhythm, beat...
Listening to Gypsy music or hip-hop or rap is considered as something “natural” for Roma
children. His example, however, cannot be related only to Roma pupils. Most of pupils
regardless of their ethnicity would prefer modern pop music to classical music. The point is
not the musical style that differentiate Roma and non-Roma kids, but the outcome of
disagreement with classical music – “the lesson will be problematic, distressed and discipline
not handled well”. In fact, there is no particular style of music all Roma pupils would listen
to. Some Roma pupils told us they do not like Gypsy music, their parents listen to. Roma boys
prefer hip-hop or rap, mostly because they identify themselves with black or Gypsy rappers.
However, Roma girls do not listen to it very much.

59 The interview with Andrej was done just before the dress rehearsal of the School Academy. Andrej had known
that Zuza was going to attend it.
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CHAPTER 4
EXPERIENCE OF COOPERATION

4.1 Relations with Roma and non-Roma
When we have examined relations of Roma students and their families with Roma and non-
Roma in their residential community, we have also taken their family social standing into
consideration. It is not surprising that we have found positive link between the socio-
economic status of pupil’s family and the quality of his or her (family) relations with non-
Roma. It is clear from the interviews that that besides the standard living conditions (it means
that at least one parent works) cross-ethnic communication is promoted if the pupil’s family
lives in socially and ethnically mixed neighbourhood. However, even these conditions are not
sufficient. Considerable part of those whose living conditions are standard suggests having
but flat, courtesy relations with non-Roma. Or – and it is also the case of the interviewees who
have poor social standing – they have diverse experience with non-Roma and in spite of some
very good experience, overall character of these relations is not that of full acceptance.

4.2 Influence of neighbourhood
Type of neighbourhood and stability of living in one place are important for development of
friendship. Only about one quarter of the interviewed students live in ethnically mixed or non-
Roma neighbourhoods. Ida (7271) is one of a few interviewed pupils from Hrdé who not only
live in ethnically-mixed neighbourhood, but live in the same place all their life. She has “a
plenty of friends” with whom she has grown up and did sports and used to spend time
everyday. They have still practised jogging. She is not sure what the proportion of Roma and
non-Roma in their peer-group has been: she guesses half and half and then she admits that
Roma can make majority, but immediately adds that she “does not know at all” Apparently,
by emphasis on her non-awareness, she would like to suggest that she does not care about
ethnicity of her friends.
Contrary to Ida, a student Blažej from Žltá School has moved about eight times and among
three towns altogether. He has now lived in Hrdé for several years and recently they have
moved again. Now they live in “a perfectly quiet non-Roma street”, but Blažej does not have
any friends there. They live in places he used to live before. They nonetheless meet to play
basketball above all, and Blažej stresses that there is also a non-Roma boy among them:
 “I have a friend he is white and he is always saying: Being white, I would kill myself.
Because he would like to be as Roma are.”
David: And why?
Blažej: He has better relations with Roma than with whites. (Blažej 724147)
Similar demonstration of friendship as Blažej’ friend has made through his sarcasm are rare in
the students’ narratives. On the other hand, this extract might also speak about another thing:
the statement of the non-Roma boy can indicate culture of protest that can be connected to
Roma identity comprising certain elements, such as style of behaviour or listening to music.
In the similar sense, the culture of protest has been discussed by Lash and Featherstone (2002)
in  relation  to  protest  culture  of  Black  Americans  who  have  promoted  their  poverty  and
inferior position into a virtue in the sense of almost moral obligation to confess their
subculture of otherness.
Next firm cross-ethnic friendship from Hrdé is that of Anna and Katka, the students of
Béžová School. Student Anna (726180) lives in a family house street in a remote part of Hrdé.
This street was ethnically mixed neighbourhood when Anna was a child, but gradually non-
Roma families have moved out. Her best friend Katka is the only non-Roma girl in this
neighbourhood. They know each other from kindergarten and tiny Anna protected Katka who
has  been  a  bit  roly-poly  and  classmates  used  to  tease  her.  They  are  also  friends  with  other
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Roma children from this neighbourhood and they use to go to school together in the morning
(it takes more than 20 minutes by walk).
In Krásne, the cross-ethnic friendships are also embedded in ethnically mixed
neighbourhoods. Teo, a student of secondary vocational school and hip-hop dancer (7101xx),
lives in such a mixed neighbourhood. He says: “I also have Roma friends, but I am more often
with the whites…” Jonáš, Ronald and Miro who live in the same neighbourhood (catchments
area of Egrešová School, No. 5 in Chart 2) also have both Roma and non-Roma friends.
Ronald says that he goes out mostly with non-Roma and suggests that Roma are “out of
norm” or corrupted (see extract in 4.3). Contrary to Ronald, Jonáš does not differentiate. He
has a lot of Roma and non-Roma friends and he says they never divide along ethnic lines. On
the last New Year’s Eve, 37 of them had a party in Jonáš’s apartment: “thirty seven plus my
granny in the next room”. (Jonáš 705168)
Plenty of friends is not, however, the experience of everybody living in the mixed
neighbourhood. Betka (705117), attending the parallel 9th B class at the same school and
living in the same neighbourhood in Krásne as Jonáš, has far less friends. She has never been
attending any organised leisure time activity (that might have her friends’ network expanded).
She thinks that she wouldn't have been interested in such activities. However, she has never
tried any of them. Betka has lost her best friends recently as both girls got pregnant last year.
She does not visit them: visits of families with a small baby are probably not attractive for her
as she herself has two little siblings at home (six months and three years old). When she is
bored, she visits her 20 years old cousin (“she is childless”) and 42-years old next door
neighbour (“her children are already adult”).
Kazko (702174), Gašpar (702176), Albert (702177) and Kajo (702178) from Krásne create a
specific group from territorial and relational view. Kazko lives with his parents and siblings in
a secluded place situated above the local Calvary hill, in a small house belonging to the
Catholic Church. His three close friends live in the Children’s home of a family type that is
located in non-Roma neighbourhood of family houses. Barriers between local inhabitants and
children from Children’s home are substantial (they organised a petition against the location
of Children’s home in their neighbourhood). Kazko and his friends attend the special
elementary (and special vocational) school in Krásne where they have both Roma and non-
Roma classmates. All their teachers and educators are non-Roma. Kazko and his family are
proud of having friends among local Salesians – they not only regularly visit them, but they
even spent Christmas Eve with them several times. Kazko, Gašpar, Albert and Kajo meet with
non-Roma in the local leisure time centre, too. Gašpar and Albert are gifted sportsmen and
they meet non-Roma during trainings and at sport competitions60.
In  village  Vážne,  Roma community  lives  more  or  less  mixed  with  majority.  As  new family
houses have been built on the margin of Vážne, they are often close to older Roma houses.
Both Alena’s parents and Jozef’s parents have non-Roma neighbours. The house of Jozef’s
family is close to the house of the village mayor and Jozef’s parents are on good terms with
him (both are employed by the municipality). The mother Blažena knows the teachers of her
children in person – some of them are her former classmates. Though she says that she feels
well integrated in the non-Roma community in the village, her son Jozef does not feel getting
much support from this neighbourhood61.
Excellent student Lukáš from the village Milé (712137) meets his Roma friends mostly
“outside” – they do not visit one another (possibly because of poor living conditions of his

60 Albert has represented the Slovak Republic at winter-sport international competitions and world
championships. The wall over his bed is full of medals.
61 Village population and family house neighbourhood seems to offer fewer opportunities to choose mates than
housing units’ estates in town.
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family living in a hostel). He meets his non-Roma mates mainly at school and during football
trainings.
Student Juraj lives in the village Ladné (3 km from Krásne) where Roma live partly mixed
with non-Roma inhabitants.62 He commutes daily to Krásne as the local elementary school did
not enrol children in the year when he was to start his school attendance. He has both Roma
and non-Roma friends. He says that his parents would prefer if he went out with non-Roma as
they think there is less risk of spoiling him.
Juraj: We [our family] have better relations with non-Roma, with Whites mostly.
Timea: Why?
 Juraj: I do not know how to say it accurately, well, Roma are like stealing and things like this
and we are simply like this and that despite we are more decent, they mostly think about
something worse.
As we have already suggested, both in Krásne and Hrdé, some neighbourhoods are
ingloriously known and Roma children who live there have the ill fame, too. Place of living is
then also the barrier to cross-ethnic friendship. For instance, in the FG, the half-Roma Klára,
an excellent student from Jablková School, who has both Roma and non-Roma classmates has
told us about the pupils who scold teachers and curse and there is useless to speak with them.
She has explained their behaviour by their place of living: “it is the environment where they
live; it is the most important of all, this environment where they live. For example, Krásne hill
estate (Roma neighbourhood behind the Ananásová School), there is no chance that a normal
person lives there”. (FG 70108x) Neither of non-Roma participants has objected to her
generalisation.
Several extracts debated above suggest that Roma students think and debate about cross-
ethnic friendships at least at two levels: declarative and “lived” ones. In the beginning,
students emphasize that they do not make and do not see the difference between Roma and
non-Roma peers and present their preparedness to make friendship with all of them. When
issues of trust and solidarity have come to the fore, students started speaking about the
differences in friendships with Roma and non-Roma peers. As a rule, such a split of “theory
and practice” of friendship did not appear among Roma parents: they do not declare such
universal cordiality and their minds are lucid about a possibility of cross-ethnic friendships.
More about this difference is available in the part 4.7.

4.3 Influence of school
As it has been suggested several times, all schools covered by the community study are
ethnically mixed and Roma pupils are minority there, certainly at the second stage and in the
ninth year particularly. It means that in spite of the streamlining that leads to the concentration
of students with poor school marks, and often of all Roma students from a given year in one
class, the majority of them attend ethnically mixed classes63. This opens a possibility for
development of cross-ethnic relations and friendships. The importance of this circumstance is
increasing if we consider the fact that the majority of the interviewed students (almost three
quarters) live in more or less separated Roma neighbourhoods. For that reason, the
responsibility of school for promoting inter-ethnic communication is substantial. Indeed,
collaborative inter-ethnic relations have been stressed as a desirable state of affairs by all the

62 udovít, the headmaster of local elementary school (now attended only by Roma) characterized Roma from
Ladné as “integrated” and living almost on standard level thanks to the fact that grandparent generation was
employed and have regular income from their pension.(700281)
63 We have already mentioned Leo from Ananásová School as the exception. He attends the special class here
and all his classmates – there are eight of them in total – are Roma. He lives in prevailingly Roma
neighbourhood and lacks even superficial personal acquaintances with non-Roma of his age. (701130) On the
other hand, Jozef from the school in Vážne (709134) attends the class where non-Roma pupils are minority.
Description of the situation made by the school headmaster Olga can be found in Chapter 3.
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educators. However, such aim is far from being obvious part of the mission of schools. In
individual interviews neither pupils nor teachers suggested the existence of such targeted
programmes. Development of cross-ethnic communication and cooperation is not even set as
the objective by any of the schools or organisations covered by the Community study.
 Juraj from Jablková School in Krásne (708129) suggests that this possibility has been
fulfilled in his case: “We play cards during breaks. Roma and non-Roma are not divided. We
get along well with one another…” Klára, an excellent student from the same school and half-
Roma,  who  does  not  identify  herself  as  Roma,  says  that  she  gets  on  well  with  her  Roma
classmates, too as “they are totally, they are decent Roma and it is possible to get along with
them…”  Similarly  to  other  students,  Klára  points  out  that  “I do not differentiate among
people, why I should do it, I should not”. (Klára (708120)
The  teacher  assistant  Izabela,  who works  in  lower  classes  in  the  same school,  also  supports
this picture.64

Egrešová School has been regarded to be the school where ethnic differences do not matter.
This opinion is shared both by the pupils and the teachers as well as by the non-Roma parents
from this school who took part in the focus group65. Though we were told by the local social
workers’ assistants (Roma men) that such idyll could be probably a fabrication; even Ronald,
a “chronic truant”, whose interview was recommended and mediated by them, appreciates
that he has friends at school.
Timea: How does it go at school?
Ronald: Fine. There are friends from the same neighbourhood.
Timea: They are Roma, too?
Ronald: Yes, they are, but they are not like this…
Timea: What do you mean by “like this”?
Ronald: Well, those dirty or those who speak Gypsy. I am not a friend with Roma like this. I
am only a friend of those who speak nicely; who do not speak coarsely.” (705128)
It seems that it is not a hostile atmosphere that drives Ronald off the school. He also proves
there  are  friendly  relations  at  Egrešová  School.  He  is  on  friendly  terms  both  with  “decent”
Roma and non-Roma.
All interviewed Roma pupils from the 9thA class, which is the class where participative
observation has been held, advocate a good name of their school. Both Tomáš and Jonáš have
emphasised that they have never experienced or witnessed that teachers made differences
between Roma and non-Roma children. Jonáš thinks that “Egrešová is the best school in
Krásne in this regard” (705168) Tomáš recalls that during first years at elementary school his
(Roma) friend who attended parallel B class often complained that his classmates were nasty
and  “made differences between darker and (...) paler ones.” But later the relations have
improved also in “B” class.
Ria, Ela and Dominika, the classmates of Tomáš and Jonáš, similarly suggest that Egrešová
School has pleasant atmosphere and is free from any discrimination on ethnic grounds.
Tolerant atmosphere is confirmed also by Betka, who attends the 9th B in Egrešová School.
She feels lonely at school as her long-term best friend, a Roma, was kept behind and left
school. Moreover, she lost contact with her as her friend’s family was moved to social
housing on the far north margin of Krásne. (Chart 2 left corner). It is not that her classmates
are hostile to her: “It is not that I do not get along with them, it is that they have their groups,
they have already been … friends of their own. You cannot (affiliate to) them…” (Betka
705117) Betka neither took the dancing lessons nor came to the final ball organized for the

64 We have already quoted her description  in the previous chapter, the footnote 58. We will introduce Izabela’s
classification (Izabela 708214) of integrated and non-integrated Roma pupils in the next chapter devoted to
othering.
65 Neither of Roma pupils brought the consent with taking part in the community study.
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ninth class students of Egrešová School. It is important to note that taking dancing lessons and
final balls (“Ven ek/Wreath”) are customary considered to be the most festive “graduation”
event in the Krásne region. Betka admits that the main reason was the lack of money. “Yes it
is expensive. But I was not very [sorry] about it, no I was not. I told my mum: if not, then not.
It didn't matter. Yes, it is a memory, but I will not miss the school”.
The elementary school in Vážne seems to have quite different atmosphere, at least according
to Jozef, Alena and Laura who have attended this school.
As we have shown in Chapter 1 and 3, there has been migration of younger non-Roma from
the depressed area of Vážne and, as a result, the share of Roma in Vážne and surrounding
villages has increased and Roma pupils make more than half of its pupils now.66 According to
the school headmaster, the classes with less sufficiently performing pupils comprise only
Roma, but non-Roma have already formed minority also in the classes comprising better
students.
Possibly due to high number of Roma pupils kept behind in lower classes, the non-Roma
pupils still dominate in the ninth class attended by Jozef. There are only four Roma in class,
moreover, all of them are boys. According to him, their relations with non-Roma classmates
are  diverse:  non-Roma  girls  do  not  speak  with  Roma  boys  at  all  (“they think too much of
themselves”), a few non-Roma boys (with whom we continue from the first class) are on
friendly terms with Roma classmates and there are also several hostile arrogant boys who
mock and offend Roma classmates constantly. Some of them attend the same class from the
very beginning: “they used to be pleasant mostly, but they changed two or three years ago.”
Jozef says that these boys make troubles to everybody; they harass white girls and teachers,
too. He thinks that teachers can hardly protect Roma boys against them as they themselves do
not know how to cope with their attacks: “they are happy when the lesson ends and they can
quit”.
Relations in the class are so cold that in spite of the personal invitation of their class teacher,
Jozef and his Roma classmates have not taken the dancing lessons with their class and have
not intended to come to the final ball (“Ven ek”). The main reason for their refusal to attend
the dancing lesson was that neither of white girls in the class would have danced with them.
Jozef has good relations with a “good” non-Roma classmate (boy) with whom they spend lot
of time together. “He is more often with us than with whites.” However, Jozef and his Roma
friends feel embarrassed when they see that their non-Roma friend is laughing at a Roma joke
or  notes  making  Roma  ridiculous.  He  says  that  they  share  their  embarrassment  with  him:
When he is with us, we ask him why he laughed at such jokes. [We tell him] Choose us or
them!” (Jozef 709134)
Jozef notes that sometimes teachers smile at jokes like this or at offensive remarks, too.
Non-Roma classmates distancing and pulling themselves apart from Roma classmates are also
mentioned by Laura and Alena; the present or former pupils of the elementary school in
Vážne.
Alena (710132), Jozef’s girlfriend, now the first year student of the Secondary Vocational
School (No. 10 in Chart 2) in Krásne recalls quarrels among Roma and non-Roma pupils
during her attendance of the elementary school in Vážne. Alena says that “both sides were not
willing to cooperate”.
Alena now attends secondary vocational school and she feels good at school: “We have good
teachers. …now, at the vocational school, it is different, we all form a group, rather good

66 Elementary school in Vážne has put the information about the share of Roma pupils in the 2008/2009 school
year report. It is surprising as during the survey report the school headmaster hesitated very much over putting
the information about the estimated number of Roma into the school info-sheet as she considered estimations
about the number of Roma students to be against the law as the Slovak legislation does not allow attributing of
ethnic origin to other persons without their consent.
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…there are a lot of people I know, also some relatives and so on. I was quite impressed by
nice teachers. I like the class, too. It is much different than at the elementary school.” In her
current class, there are seven Roma classmates, who stick together, as she says and as we
could have seen during the survey in her class: they sit in one row and together at a desk. She
is friend both with the Roma and non-Roma. She does not meet them outside the school as
they live in different villages and she also commutes home immediately after her lessons end.
She spends most of the time with her boyfriend Jozef. Both of them have pale skin and look
more like “whites”67.
Excellent pupil Laura, who commutes to Vážne School from a small village, has only Roma
friends, but it is not because she would like to get along with Roma only. She feels that Roma
children are rejected as friends by their non-Roma mates. The class is divided into small
groups of classmates and some non-Roma groups ignore Roma their classmates. When Laura
has been asked if teachers know about the negative relations in the class, she answered that
she thinks that they know about it, but “they do not interfere in it. If somebody does not want
to talk to other person, they cannot do anything with it, can they?” (Laura 709131)
Laura does not think that it is possible or appropriate to expect that teachers would interfere in
pupils’ mutual relations. In her view, friendship can hardly be requested. Naturally, we do not
expect that students will be those who identify the gap in the schooling process and in the
curricula. In fact, although all interviewed pupils attended ethnically mixed classes, this
situation does not mean that the sufficient condition cross-ethnic friendships could be formed.
Except the teacher assistants, who are sensitive to this issue, possibly because they are Roma,
too, the interviewed pedagogues do not reflect cross-ethnic relations as something
pedagogically challenging or requiring assistance.
Such a judgement seems to be adequate at the schools that do not implement streamlining and
pupils attend the same class and have the same classmates from the first till the last year of
elementary school. On the other hand, communication problems between Roma and non-
Roma pupils emerge at all elementary schools that implement streamlining on the second
stage and/or that accept new pupils from village schools. And, definitely, at schools that
organise  so  called  collecting  special  classes  for  those  who  do  not  behave  well  or  have
behavioural problems. Pupils attending special classes are almost fully isolated from their
standard class schoolmates: their non-communication seems to be deliberately organised.
The next circumstance that limits cooperative relations among Roma and non-Roma is
prevailing frontal form of teaching. Even the most interactive teaching that we could have
observed did not promote cooperation of students68. The emphasis on individual performance
(and hardly observable attention to cooperation) is prevailing. During the field study, none of
teachers reflected that this frontal and individuality emphasised teaching is quite obsolete and
does not prepare students sufficiently for their future life and team-problem-solving. On the
other hand, during the follow-up workshops, possibly as the response to the presentation of
the research findings, teachers have praised teamwork and suggested that it is starting to be
used more frequently.

4.4 Friendships
In the previous part we have briefly examined conditions that contribute to differences in
ethnic composition of friendship. We have shown that permanent living in ethnically mixed
neighbourhood is important condition for creation of inter-ethnic friendship. Ethnically mixed
schools are an important opportunity for friendship, but there are various impediments to

67 Josef’s grandfather from his mother Blažena’s side was a half-Roma.
68 Teacher Milan asked students to play roles of the teacher and the students: to define the problem and solve it
and check the procedure. This role playing, however, does not facilitate cooperative skills, only the cognitive
ones.
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using this opportunity: lack of accessible organised after-school activities, requisiteness of
payments, shortage of “pocket money” to join more affluent classmates in going out and also
necessity to commute and dependence on (not enough dense) public transport of commuting
students. When speaking about relationships of students we have already suggested how
ethnic composition of the interviewees’ friends looks like. Homogeneous Roma friendships
prevail. In this part we will describe interviewees’ “ethno-theories” of what is of weight for
friendship. We will also deal with the way students and their parents solve tension between
their ideas about the principles of friendship and composition of their friend circle.
General ideas about friendship Some pupils (for instance Betka or Sidónia) could not speak
about general characteristics or conditions of friendships. In case of Betka it was more her
present social deprivation (in fact, it seems that she was gaining and losing her friends
incidentally and she did not have enough opportunities to compare and develop her
expectations). However, typically, the question about what does matter for friendship, has not
surprised the pupils. Apparently, majority of them have already debated about the grounds of
friendship many times and have been able to speak about them on fairly general level.
“I do not differentiate” – this was a typical beginning of students’ and parents’ responding to
our question if the common (Roma) origin is important for friendship. Majority of pupils say
they do not make difference among friends on the basis of ethnicity. Like in the survey, they
emphasise the role of mutual understanding and common interests. “I am not interested in
who he is, if he is Roma or, whatever, Indian...and so...” (Tomáš, 705150)
Similarly to many others, Lukáš thinks that sincerity and trust are important: „He should be…
normal, a normal person you can talk to, you can share something with him without fear that
he would tell to other person. He is normal It is important that we could agree on things, and
so”. (Lukáš, 712137)
Ela and Dominika also consider trustworthiness and sincerity crucial for friendship. They
suggest that trusting somebody takes time and the trust appears after longer time of gradual
getting to know each other.
Teo suggests that a friend “has to be pally, could chat and not talk rubbish, I do not know,
some stupid things”. He also stresses that friendship takes time, knowing each other and needs
“smoothing out the edges”. His friend Miro also points out that friendship is the outcome of
the  process  and  that  he  does  not  stop  it  at  the  outset  by  differentiating  among  potential
candidates for friendship “I do not consider important who has what and so (.) We meet each
other, then begin going out, then we go out for a longer time and we are more often together
and then we get used to each other and then we are good friends and it keeps….” (Miro,
703173)69

4.5 Cross-ethnic friendships
We have already suggested that pupils living in ethnically mixed neighbourhoods have both
Roma and non-Roma friends. There are pupils such as Teo and Ida, who have naturally grown
up with their non-Roma friends. There are also pupils such as Juraj and Ronald, who look for
non-Roma friends on purpose. It is possibly due to their parents’ constraints – they seem to be
afraid of their sons’ associating with Roma taking drugs.
All the pedagogues are in favour of mixed (cross-ethnic) friendships. Their significance is
particularly emphasised by the interviewed teacher assistants. Bibiána, a Roma teacher
assistant at Ananásová School with instruction in Hungarian (01), is convinced about the good

69 Miro and Teo have similar views on friendship. They both emphasize its temporal and developmental aspects.
These similarities are not solely the outcome of their mutual influencing during the joint interviewing: the boys
are neighbours and friends and three years older Teo has supervised Miro’s hip-hop training. For that reason they
have had enough opportunities to harmonise their views about friendship before the joint interview has been held
(they themselves propose the option of joint interview when Zuza invited them to sit down for the interview).
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influence of non-Roma on Roma children:
“White children have a very good impact on Roma children also in case of their friends and
Roma also tend more to be on friend terms with white kids. That was to the same during my
childhood. I don’t know why. I am not able to explain that. We were never an independent
group in the class. All of us found a white person, with whom he was the best friend. And now
I see the same. I don’t know if it comes from the person’s inside. But maybe yes, it is a kind of
instinct. “(Bibiána 701217)
Milena, a Roma teacher assistant, thinks that cross-ethnic friendships are natural and should
be supported as they form the basis of peaceful living together:
 “I always say that there is not grudge among children and it is done only by their families, by
their parents. [If it depended only on children], they would not differentiate among
themselves, you should see them playing, in the zeal of play they are the one; Non-Roma with
Roma. They are sometimes very nimble, these [Roma] boys. These non-Roma boys admire
them, want to imitate them. So they are better in this activity and, on the other hand, they are
better in learning, they have better marks and they [Roma pupils] admire them how they can
read and write already and they try to draw level with them, and I always try to encourage
them that „you are not worse, why couldn’t you read like him?!” (Milena 72354)
Milena observes that cross-ethnic friendships lack enough support from non-Roma parents.
Ida, a Roma student from Hrdé, suggests that such friendships might not be taken for granted
also among peers. Ida has two best friends, a Roma and a non-Roma. Though she has initially
said that she does not distinguish among her Roma and non-Roma friends and she even
cannot say how many of them are Roma and non-Roma as she does not care, later she admits
that her cross-ethnic peer-group also faces troubles. She has outlined the trouble her non-
Roma best friend has had to face recently:
Their mutual Roma friend has done something that non-Roma lads of Ida’s best friend (non-
Roma) did not like (it is not clear from Ida’s narration if they had an actual reason to be angry
with her on not) and they (non-Roma lads) began to blame Ida’s best friend for “pulling Roma
among them”. Ida’s best friend felt very frustrated by these reproaches and she swore in front
of Ida: “Hell, it is a punishment for I have been wandering around with these Roma”. Ida told
us that she had not felt offended by this remark as her friend did not think of her when she had
sworn and she knows that these lads respect her. This situation suggests that pupils who have
cross-ethnic friendship might occur in a quite difficult situation. They can be mocked by peers
from the same ethnic group for their “dubious” associations. Existing of cross-ethnic
friendships can be then attacked and undermined easily. Even strong “ethnicity not minding”
friendship can crack if the price for it would be the loss of support or friendship of those who
belong among their “important others”.
Cross-ethnic friendships come under fire of Roma peers, too. Students Alena and Paula who
have  friends  among  non-Roma  too  are  criticised  by  their  Roma  friends  and  cousins  for
“acting superior”  or  “putting on airs”  and  “boasting”.  During  the  second  stage  of  the
elementary school Alena was criticised for her fraternisation with both sides. At the first stage
of the elementary school, she had used to be friends mainly with local non-Roma girls, but
then her cousin who lived in a small Roma village began to attend the same class together
with the other village Roma. Their presence at school became the source of offensive
remarks. Alena had never been the target of remarks, but she was criticised by non-Roma
friends for her “fraternising” with the village Roma and by her Roma cousin for getting along
with “bigheaded Whites”. Alena admits that her relations with her non-Roma friends from
Vážne became a bit colder as the consequence. Paula (724146), the class-mate of Diana and
other Roma girls from Žltá School in Hrdé, says that her Roma classmates sometimes behave
rather dogmatically and reject more friendly relations with non-Roma. Paula says that she has
good  relations  with  non-Roma  boys  in  the  class.  She  does  not  mind  to  sit  with  them  when
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they invite her: “I take it normal when they came and say, sit with us. I sat with them in peace,
with the whites. And it matters to these Roma lads and they criticised me that I pretend
something and they are attacking all the time. But I have felt it as something normal. And kids
reproach me for I am more often with whites than with Roma. But I do not think that they are
right at all.”
 If Paula simply accepts offered friendly relations with non-Roma, some Roma pupils, such as
Juraj, prefer cross-ethnic friendship on purpose. Juraj, a student of Jablková School in Krásne
(708129) did not ask his parents why they prefer non-Roma to Roma to be his friends, but he
is sure that they wish he had non-Roma friends: “Certainly they [parents] are glad when I’m
not with Roma, ‘cos they often intend to do bad things.”
Similar preference of non-Roma friends is emphasised by Ronald from Egrešová School, who
lives in near mixed neighbourhood. It is necessary to add that both Juraj and Ronald have a
problem with high number of unexcused absences and we have contacted them with the
assistance of the field social worker. It is possible that their preference of non-Roma friends
has been a sort of demonstration of their changing for the better:
Ronald: I do not go out with Roma. I do not say that I consider them unpleasant. I like to have
a chat with anybody who is likeable.
Timea: So with whom do you go out?
Ronald: With non-Roma. They are normal.
Timea: So do you have both Roma and non-Roma around?
Ronald: Yes I have both. (Ronald 705128)

Finally we mention friendships of Klára, the half-Roma girl from Krásne (708120). In case of
the half-Roma Klára it is difficult to speak about cross-ethnic friendships: Klára has lot of
friends among non-Roma youth in Krásne and spends every Friday downtown with various
groups of students. Her friends are mostly older and come from several schools of Krásne and
she says that she sometimes cannot choose with whom to spend a Friday evening. She says
that her network is still modest in comparison to her best friend Mia, a daughter of a non-
Roma local businessman, as Mia knows almost everybody in the town and everybody knows
her. On Fridays, Klára attends concerts, various events on the main square, discos, air-soft
fights  and  other  interesting  events  she  is  invited  to  attend.  Her  non-Roma cousin  drives  her
downtown and back in his car. There are none Roma students among her acquaintances.

4.6 Generation dynamics of cross-ethnic relations
The topic of dynamics of cross-ethnic relations was spontaneously set by parents and
teachers. There are various views on development of its quality. One group of parents tends to
think that generation of their children has better relations with non-Roma than their
generation:
„When I attended school under Communists, I had never problem with being Roma. But we
lived in a closed community; we had contacts only with Roma. We had some aversion to non-
Roma. The world was like this those days: Roma with Roma, the White with the white.
Teachers liked me, but my parents had grown in the era when they did not need schools”. 70

(Mária 710340)
Alena’s parents also think that relations among Roma and non-Roma have been improving.
They make this judgment by inferring from the fact their daughter has non-Roma friends. Her
father Eugen mentions that young non-Roma also use some Roma words as a part of slang.
For instance, money – “love” in Roma. But more important thing is that they better know one
another and “that they can differentiate. (They can see that) there are good and bad people

70 Maria’s words sounds peculiar: she was 37 in the year of interview, which means she was born in 1972.
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among whites and among Roma there are good and bad people, too”.(Tatiana a Eugen,
710356)
The second group thinks that times have been getting worse and they were closer to non-
Roma in the past than their children are at present. Jozef’s mother Blažena represents this
group. She thinks that her generation had more options in leisure time as their children have.
“Now young people, both Roma and non-Roma, do not have a place to go here. There is
nothing. No cinema, no club... We had both the club and the cinema. Today, there is nothing,
only pubs and pubs... and nothing for the youth”. She perceived big difference in discipline
and manners at school. On the other hand, she does not remember that during her school years
somebody would have commented on Roma negatively. (Blažena709333). A mother Tamara
from Hrdé also thinks that the discipline at school under the communist regime (“we only had
the right to learn and the right to be silent and the right to pay attention, “these were our
rights””) had also it advantages: now children are frolicsome and she thinks that tighter rein
should be kept on them.
Jakub,  the  father  of  Miloš  from  Hrdé,  appreciates  the  communist  regime  mainly  for  its
economic safety: work immediately after finishing vocational school, affordable housing and
giving people opportunity to provide for their families. He did not compare cross-ethnic
relations under the communist regime and at present. Possibly it is because he is aware of the
different experience that members of his family have had. He knows that all Roma are not
treated badly: those with pale skin, such as his wife, his brother and sister are treated nicely
and decently.  He takes as a matter of fact  that  Roma with darker skin (he himself is  one of
them) have big problems; “those who have dark skin and low education are totally lost”.
Moreover, darker skin is the reason why one is written off in advance: his children are not
properly examined, and are dealt with every quickly at the doctors, darker children are made
guilty of any mischief that happens in the neighbourhood, darker people are suspected in
shops, etc.71

Contrary to both, Magda, the mother of Prokop, individually integrated student of Ananásová
School in Krásne, thinks that things are the same: she was as chubby as her son Prokop is and
she  was  mocked by  her  classmates  as  Prokop is.  However,  there  is  the  difference,  perhaps,
based on gender. Contrary to her son’s experience, her teachers always took her side: “I
cannot complain as all teachers liked me. As I was such a girl, I knew how to behave and be
kind to teachers and they were kind to me. And when classmates mocked and harassed me and
I went to teachers to complain, they always took my side.” (Magda 701326)

4.7 Why not non-Roma friends
Between pupils’ (and parents’) speaking about general principles of friendship (how you pick
up friendships, which characteristics you value and expect, etc.) and about their descriptions
of friends they have there is an apparent difference between declarative and lived level of
friendship. Majority of Roma pupils (and parents) do not take common ethnic origin as
substantial for friendship and many of them refuse directly making difference among people
on the ethnic basis (Jonáš, Blažej, Ida for all). On the other hand, majority of them have solely
or prevailingly Roma friends. It means that there is a tension between friendship tenets
(opening one’s heart to all decent and fair people) and friendship in practice (having only
Roma friends).
Some pupils suggest that it is not because they do not have access to non-Roma friends. It is
because they purposefully choose only Roma friends. When we asked them about the reasons

71 He also makes himself guilty for choosing a qualification (serviceman of agricultural mechanics) that is not
demanded now (but it promised a good life under the former regime). Jakub’s sons have attended the
experimental grammar school, later the special elementary school and were rarely in contact with non-Roma
community.
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of their preference, it has turned out that one’s choice of Roma friends has often been the
result of previous disappointment, betrayals or rejection. Various theories of ethnic
“psychological” differences also seem to be developed ex-post, after living through negative
experience.  It  is  indicated  by  attributions  of  such  general  characteristics  to  non-Roma  as
“double-dealers” and “false people”. Turning away from a false non-Roma is the case of Ema,
an excellent pupil from Hrdé Žltá School (724152). Ema  attends  the  class  where  Roma
comprise one third of classmates and she has yet opportunity to make both Roma and non-
Roma friends. She is on friendly terms only with Roma schoolmates, however. She suggests
that  she  was  letdown  by  a  non-Roma  friend  in  the  past  (she  does  not  specify  her
disappointment) and she is not sure if she were be able to trust a non-Roma any more.
Contrary to general refusal of friendship with non-Roma uttered also by his mother Jana,
Lukáš, an excellent student from Milé, is not against having non-Roma friends. However,
they should not „judge Roma”. “For instance, when I am with whites, it is important that they
do not think that I am a Gypsy who pursues to make friends.” (Lukáš, 712137)
Many Roma students suggest that the main barrier to friendship with non-Roma is that non-
Roma are not “accessible” and they reject making friends with Roma. They point at this fact
often indirectly when they speak about why they prefer to have Roma friends. For instance,
Jozef, the ninth class student of elementary school in Vážne (09), says: „I understand Roma
(pupils) better because non-Roma are […] simply, they make differences that … you are
Roma, you are Gypsy and you have no access to us”. (Jozef 709134)
Parents of non-Roma pupils have particular role in making and developing inter-ethnic
friendships: their rejecting attitudes to such friendships possibly represent the main barrier to
their formation. Some boys have told us that they meet with their non-Roma friends
“outside”, but they do not visit them at home as their parents do not desire it. However, Teo
says that gradually, relations have changed and some parents have melted when they have
found that he is “normal”. “Now I have such a friend whom I can visit any time, also when his
parents are at home. However, I have one friend whose mother shouted at him – it was when
we were eleven and danced on the grass – she shouted at him in Hungarian “why are you
with these Roma and this and that!” (Teo 710169)
His friend Miro from the same neighbourhood claims that Roma parents are more tolerant and they
tend to accept non-Roma mates than vice-versa. „They  often  visit  us,  we  do  not  visit  them very
often, almost never as they have parents who say that they do not want us in their apartment.
So we do not go there, we can do nothing”. (Miro 703173)
The teacher assistant Bibiána proves that white parents try to break up cross-ethnic
friendships:
“The parent says: but I do not want to see you coming home with him or her, as he wants his
child to be more with better kids. So if a child has been continuously warned against [playing
with Roma children], I think he doesn’t understand it when he is 6 why it is like this, but he
will understand it later. “(Bibiana 701217)

4.8 Why Roma friends
On the other hand, many interviewees suggest that the differences exist in Roma and non-
Roma behaviour and several students give examples of qualities that make Roma “better
friends” than non-Roma.
According to Alena’s experience, Roma girls are more sensitive. “I think they take everything
more sensitively, possibly because they have grown differently or they more appreciate what
they have, possibly because they have less than them (non-Roma),and thus, they value more
what they have” (Alena 710132). This sensitiveness is not “ethnically given” or innate, but
acquired due to conditions they have been grown up in.
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Many students told us about their negative experience with non-Roma children in their early
childhood. We introduce their memories of humiliating or conflicting situation in the next
chapter dealing with othering. They, however, suggest that this experience “is the past” and
they value their present relations with non-Roma as “standard” or good. For instance, Ela and
Dominika say they prefer Roma friends not because the lack of other opportunities, but
because “they better understand one another” (705161; 705162)
Several students and parents suggest that non-Roma friends are less trustworthy and one
cannot rely on them. Ondrej, the student of the grammar school in Krásne, thinks that his non-
Roma friends would not help him if he were assaulted at the disco: “But I know that if
something happens, a non-Roma will not stand up for me, or if there is a problem with a non-
Roma, he will rather back up his side, not mine.” (Ondrej 7gs170)
Maria, the mother of Sylvia from Milé, lives in close neighbourhood with non-Roma. In spite
of correct relations with her neighbours she suggests that non-Roma people are less faithful
than Roma. She began with a poetic picture of differences in their hearts, but later she
suggests that she does not like non-Roma for their double-dealing: “They will deal with you
decently and speak about you nicely, but then they will go elsewhere and they will malign you
with their non-Roma”. (Maria 710340)
The most special representative of pro-Roma orientation is Diana from Hrdé (724151). Diana
is a half-Roma and similarly to Klára, her father is Roma and her mother is non-Roma. It is,
however, the only similarity. Contrary to Klára’s parents, her non-Roma mother grew up with
Roma “and she can speak Romani much better than my father. Majority of friends of my mum
are Roma ones and, on the contrary, my father gets along with non-Roma mostly”. The main
distinction  is  that  Diana  actively  emphasises  her  Roma  identity.  In  the  class,  Diana  almost
solely stays with her Roma group: they are six Roma girls in the class and “we have always
talked only to one another”. They have also quarrelled among themselves in lower classes, but
they have found their way and now they stick together and make fun. They have neutral
relations with their  non-Roma classmates;  they talk with them about practical  things,  but do
not have fun with them –they are dull in their eyes. Unfortunately, we do not know what their
non-Roma classmates think about the same issues as they did not take part in the focus group.
72

On the other hand, we know opinions on cross-ethnic friendships from non-Roma students
from ervená School in Hrdé and three Krásne schools.
During the focus group in Krásne, non-Roma girls from the 9th B class of Egrešová School,
the  classmates  of  Betka,  stressed  their  friendly  relations  with  Betka  as  an  example  of  good
cross-ethnic relations in the class: Girl 1:“We get along. Just like with one another and we
can talk and we like this. Though we only have one classmate now, she is such a good, fine
girl.” Girl 2: “We do not mock her, this Roma class-mate of us, we get along well with her,
nobody shows her you are Roma and I am not a friend with you. We are cool about talking
with her, giving her advice, help and we normally get along as if she were white”. (7010526)
Proper and cooperative relations between classmates, however, do not suffice for Betka not to
feel lonely in the class. After her Roma classmate left the school, she has been sitting alone
and missing somebody to mate.

72 Diana and Paula do not provide similar picture of cross-ethnic relation in their class, however. Diana says that
she and her Roma classmates have never had conflicts with their non-Roma classmates. They have had serious
conflicts with boys from the parallel class, who used to shout at them when they met (during moving from one
classroom to the other one). Roma girls responded promptly and with physical violence, and since they beat
these boys heavily, nobody has had courage to harass them anymore (at school). However, her classmate Paula
recalls that cross-ethnic conflicts have existed also within the class. As the class was composed anew in the fifth
year, new classmates have had to get used to one another. New non-Roma classmates often provoked them and
Roma girls responded by shouting and fighting to any tiny conflict. Tough, the fights lasted almost for two years
(Paula 724146)
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In FG of non-Roma students in Hrdé, the students almost did not deal with cross-ethnic
friendships. Besides the girls’ admiration of the Roma boy Simon, the school rebel, more
personal cross-ethnic relations at school were not mentioned. Dáša, however, told us the story
of how their class teacher and the headmaster were persuading her and Nika not to be in touch
with one Roma girl, who was a trouble maker and had dropped out earlier. As their friendly
relations were not based at school, but in their free time, both girls criticized this pedagogical
interference. They thought that teachers should not be interested in the things their pupils do
after school. (727124) It seems that for these non-Roma girls, cross-ethnic friendships are the
demonstration of their independence and provocation of adults at the same time.

4.9 Favourite activities and places
There are slight gender differences in favourite leisure activities. Boys more often mention
sports,  mainly  team  sports  (Lukáš,  Ondrej,  Blažej,  Miloš),  but  also  biking  (Jonáš)  and
bodybuilding (Tomáš), and modern dancing/hip-hop (Miro, Teo, Gašpar, Albert, Kajo and
Kazko) they are engaged in. They also more often mention leisure time facilities they attend.
These differences can, however, result from the fact that we have addressed several boys –
interviewees from Krásne directly in the local leisure time centre (LTC).
Boys more often say that they usually go out and „take a walk around the city“(Kazko, Kajo,
Gašpar and Albert from Krásne.) They walk without plan: „we simply take a walk where our
feet take us and it also depends on how much time we have“. (Kazko 702174) Time of Kajo,
Albert and Gašpar, friends of Kazko, is limited by the time schedule of Children's home
where they live. Tomáš (info-sheet 705150) usually takes a walk downtown with his
girlfriend and his friend, who is a brother of his girlfriend (she is allowed to spend time with
Tomáš only with her brother). Tomáš also plays football, war games on play-station (in his
friend’s house). Tomáš also has his own PC with internet access at home.
Girls spend more time in their close neighbourhood, at home and visiting one another. They
more often mention that they spend their free time with their cousins. For example, it is the
case of Betka, Sylvia, Laura, Alena, and Irena. Except Betka, what these girls have in
common is that they live in villages (or segregated settlements) and commute daily to schools.
All of them are expected to return home as soon as possible73. They say that they are not
allowed “to go somewhere” as their parents fear for them. A few girls also argue they do not
have enough time (for instance excellent student Irena) and that they have to adapt to the bus
schedule: spare public transport connection forces them to take the connection immediately
after the end of lessons (Paula, Laura and Alena). On the other hand, Betka does not face such
geographical and transportation barriers as she lives directly in Krásne, not far from the
school and the local leisure time centre.
Though internet access is not equally available for the Krásne and Hrdé district pupils and
also draws a clear line between village and town pupils in the Krásne district (Survey Report
Slovakia 2009/2010), the Community study has found that internet is relatively available also
among pupils from the Krásne district. Moreover, girls relatively more often mention internet,
and particularly visits of chat-rooms as a way of spending their leisure time (Ida, Klára, but
Tomáš also mentions internet at home).
Place of residence (and public transport schedule as well as its affordability) structures leisure
time possibilities. Children commuting from villages have more limited options to spend their
leisure time by engaging in organised extra-curricular activities. If some new
activities/options emerge, they are heavily “project-dependent” and have short lifespan. For
instance, Irena speaks about her most favourite activity, Roma dance, in past tense because

73 Laura also mentions going out, sitting in park and chatting, and biking.
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the only dance group that was accessible for her as it was directly in the settlement she lives
in has already ceased to exist. (Info-sheet 731191)
Financial situation of pupils’ families significantly influences their options. There are very
few free-of charge opportunities opened for everybody. In Krásne there is the Salesian Youth
Centre mentioned by Kazko and Ondrej. Extra-curricular activities organised by schools and
in the school building are free of charge, too, but they are preconditioned by pupils’ enrolment
and regular attendance74. Majority of extra-curricular activities are charged (there are the half-
year charges) and preconditioned by students’ enrolment in the beginning of the school year.
Though they are free of charge for children from households taking social assistance, first
they should bring the certificate confirming their status of the needy issued by the Office of
Labour,  Social  Affairs  and  family.  The  director  of  LTC  in  Krásne  says  that  she  has  had  to
reject many children from poor households who would like to enrol in some LTC activities as
they did not bring the required confirmation: “their parents were not able to ask the labour
office officials to issue this certificate for them”. (Info-sheet 7a467)
Taking a walk, sitting in courtyards or parks (sometimes with a bottle of cheap vine, more
often smoking) and chatting (Martin, Jaro and Ma o) or staying at home and exercising
(Tomáš) or dancing with friends (Anna, Ela, Ria, Dominika) are favourite leisure time options
for  young people  who are  short  of  money.  For  Ondrej,  a  student  of  the  eight-year  grammar
school  from Krásne,  it  is  difficult  to  put  up  with  the  fact  that  he  does  not  have  any  pocket
money: he feels excluded as he cannot afford to join his non-Roma classmates after the end of
lessons  and  go  with  them  to  a  coffee  shop  or  elsewhere.  He  is  the  one  who  openly  speaks
about his feeling of being othered by his poverty. (Extract of this interview is in Chapter 5)
According to the interviewed children there are several discos in Krásne where Roma are not
allowed to get in. There is at least one pub that is considered to be a Roma pub and non-Roma
avoid it. Some pubs in Vážne are considered to be non-Roma ones only because jobless Roma
and Roma youth without pocket money rarely get in.
Betka is the only Roma who had some knowledge about typical Roma parties. We have
already  mentioned  that  she  does  not  have  friends  of  her  age  and  she  gets  along  with  adult
women. Probably because of these contacts, she has already attended a Roma Ball that is held
several times in year in the town council hall. There is a live music band, Roma dances: “for
instance, czardas and similar things and only Roma attend it. I have never seen non-Roma
there”. (Betka 705117)
In Hrdé, we have not learned about special places where only Roma youth meet. Finance and
extent of organised opportunities (and lack of them) narrows the options of places where
youth can spend their time. Playgrounds, parks, yards, streets are usual places for meeting.

CHAPTER 5
EXPERIENCE OF BEING “OTHERED”: VIEWS ON “ETHNIC”
DIFFERENCES

This chapter is not a full counterpart of the previous one as the content of the Chapter 4 could
not have covered positive experience of cooperation only. The Chapter 4 deals with choice
and liking, however, in doing it, it also describes the limits Roma pupils face while choosing
their  friends.  It  means  that  the  Chapter  4  has  also  shown  “the  other  side  of  the  coin”:  the
feelings of “minority ethnic” students about being undesirable members of peer-groups. Their

74 The recent system of their financing heavily depends on regular attendance of interested students.
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experience of being treated differently due to their ethnic belonging has intertwined with their
experience from peer relations.
This chapter gives voice to students, parents, teachers and representatives of organisations. Its
first part is devoted to various forms of “othering” mentioned in the interviews and during
focus groups. Participant observation has been used here only partially as we have not
observed behaviour that can be classified as this kind of behaviour. The next part deals with
explanations our research participants give about the causes or reasons of othering. However,
here mainly voices of teachers and organisations will sound. Students and parents did not deal
much with “why” of othering and discrimination. They have understood it as a personal
failure and foolishness, as one’s personal deviation from the norm. The core explanatory work
has been already introduced in the previous chapter when we introduced students’ and
parents’ explanations of lack of non-Roma friends. The last part of this chapter introduces
attempts to fight against discrimination that was documented by our research.

5.1 Forms of othering
There are several things that should be said or reminded in advance. Firstly, it is important to
recall one of the most surprising findings of the survey, which is that Roma pupils have
declared stronger self-esteem than non-Roma children. During the follow-up workshops, this
finding was taken up very diversely; some Roma students were surprised and some strongly
doubted this finding. Community research has also found Roma children self-confident, but in
the face-to-face interview they did not behave as strikingly confidently as they did when they
filled in the questionnaire. Several times we have perceived Roma children as rather shy.
However, it was quite logical in the situation of this unusual communication situation.
However,  they  have  not  presented  themselves  as  those  who  have  been  deprived  of  self-
confidence by processes of othering and discrimination.
In the beginning, it is important to say that except one case, our materials do not include
descriptions of criminal acts75 and  that  we  have  not  personally  witnessed  any  forms  of
othering that were clearly targeted to Roma76. If we observed some “imbalance”, it was rather
consequence of processes of exclusion. For instance, there were not any Roma or there have
been  strikingly  a  few  Roma  taking  part  in  some  events  and  places  (Friday  night  streets  in
Krásne; Juniáles festivity at Egrešová School in Krásne or “The Nightingale” – the singing
contest in Hrdé where we did not find any Roma pupils among the representatives of all
elementary school from the Hrdé district.)
Next thing that deserves a mention in advance is that some of the interviewed students (and
parents, too) have never personally experienced any form of discrimination or othering. Their
common characteristics is not their material status or place of living (Krásne or Hrdé), but the
fact that most of them have had a pale skin, grey or tan eyes and they resemble much more
“whites”  than  “typical  Roma”.  For  instance,  if  Jakub  from  Hrdé,  “dark  skin”  Roma  has
several “othering” pieces of experience, his “pale-skin” wife Viola, Miloš’s mother, seems to
be one without the experience of being othered:
Zuza: And do you feel that (at the doctors) they are less polite to you as a Roma woman or
something like this?
Viola: No, no, no, not at all.

75 Ema’s mother, Dagmar, mentions that somebody (she suspects skinheads living in the neighbourhood) had
thrown an incendiary bottle (bottle rocket) into their housing unit. Nobody was hurt, but they had to put out the
fire. The police was called, but did not investigate the case. (724353)
76 However, we have observed that a teacher ignored a substantial part of the class during her lesson. She talked
only with students sitting in the first two desks in two rows and did not pay attention to existence of those, who
sat in the third row and at more distanced desks. Her behaviour suggested that they were invisible and to be
perceived as being invisible is undoubtedly a feeling of being other.
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Zuza: That means...
Viola: Normally as… they take it as… he was the same person as me.
Zuza: So, it is OK, that means that at the doctor’s...
Viola: Everywhere, everywhere, the teacher at school, at work with women, with your women
– as your women also do activation work. Normally, we already take ourselves as sisters.
(733322)
On the other hand, all pale skin Roma have siblings, parents, partners, and friends whose skin
was much darker. Due to this fact and their experience with being treated differently, these
interviewees have sensitively perceived that the colour tone/shade is of weight. Their
experience and their reflections of the difference in non-Roma’s approach to them and their
intimates are also presented here77.
 Many students share their experience (after being repeatedly invited to do so) with othering
and pushing aside, first of all, by their classmates78.

5.1.1. Insults as announcements of otherness
It is probably supposed that we will analyse here various subtle forms of detraction of self-
trust of Roma children. However, the most frequent form of learning of one’s otherness is
listening to shrieking abuses and shouting.
Dominika and Ria had experience with shrieking abuses in kindergarten already as non-Roma
children called them “Gypsy”. “I did not tell anything to anybody. It was like this. It was such
a peculiar feeling. Then it stopped when I grew older”. (705160)
Set phrase “dirty gypsy” belongs to the abuses that have partly lost their ethnic association
and can be addressed as an expression of antipathy to anybody in a rage. For ordinariness of
this phrase, Roma pupils can hear shouting “dirty Roma” at non-Roma persons, too. However,
they do not take it as a meaningful phrase: they feel uncomfortable when they hear that:
Gabriela: „It is rather difficult. We go along normally [with non-Roma pupils]. It is rather
difficult, well, sometimes …
Perla: „When they begin to shriek abuses=“
Gabriela: =„They start to shriek abuses. For instance: You Negro, or You Gypsy, they told it
to each other as a joke, they laughed, boys among themselves, but we take it in a way that it
matters”. (Info-sheet 724155)
 “Softer” forms of chanting (calling “Hey gypsy”) are embarrassing as well. Laura takes it as
very unpleasant and annoying that her schoolmates permanently make “a case” from (her)
darker skin: “It is (disgusting) this shouting… For instance, if Roma girl goes around, they
start to shout at her: Gypsy goes, look at her, Gypsy. However, if a white girl goes around, it
is normal (nobody cares).” (Info-sheet 709131)
Gazing, stepping back and pulling away from, though they are not accompanied by loud
shouting, only with quiet comments, are also humiliating. It is important to note that in the
following extract, Ela and Ria speak about encounters outside the school:
Ria: Well, it is true, some do not (like) Roma… some when they see Roma, they simply shrink
back or something...
Ela: They let you know by way they look at you. Nothing (they don't have to tell anything).
For example, when I walk around, immediately… I feel that they pull away from me.

77 Sometimes they were also punished when their Roma origin was revealed. Tamara told us how she was
“uncovered” as Roma when her boss met her with her older daughter who had darker skin colour than she and
her younger daughter had. She said that she was later fired as her boss hated Roma.
78 The first two stories (non-acceptance of Roma village pupils at non-Roma school and Story of Marcel who
was forbidden to perform at School Academy) presented in the focus groups also stimulated narrations about
experience and feelings about discrimination and othering.
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Zuza: Pulling away?
Ela: Yes. Or they say something quietly to one another.
Zuza: It means that when you walk down the street, such a pretty girl, they have some
unpleasant remarks?
Ela: Yes, they do.
Zuza: However, don’t they want to chat you up?
Ela: No.
Ria: That is completely different stuff!
Zuza: It is not so bad
Ria: No, not to chat up.
Zuza: The way can be impolite… However, have you been thinking about different kind of
remarks?
Ela: Yes. For instance: She is a gypsy and something like this.”
Zuza: That they say it too degradingly?
E: Yes, that’s it.”
Milena, a teacher assistant, suggests that spontaneous inclination of Roma and Roma children
to common play, admiration and imitation, as well as her effort to bridge Roma and non-
Roma children tends to be ruined by the impact of the family.
However, if Alena, a student of the secondary vocational school in Hrdé, has appreciated
atmosphere at the school and suggested that “older students do not have such silly prejudices
as pupils at elementary school had”, experience of ubka, who attends the same type of the
secondary vocational school in Hrdé do not support this “growing up” theory. ubka says that
her darker classmates are in a peculiar position in the class: “other classmates take them
differently; simply, I do not know if it is racism or other things, but we talk to each other, but
they simply do not talk to them, they do not want to sit with them at the same desk. They have
a distance from them. But they do not wear dirty dress; I have never noticed something like
that.” ( ubka 732186)

5.1.2 Physical distancing
The most easily observable form of suggesting to Roma pupils that they are different is non-
Roma pupils’  refusal  to  sit  with  Roma pupils  at  the  same desk.  Except  the  special  subjects
where the sitting order is adapted to special furnishing, etc., children sit in pairs and these
pairs are self-selected. If a generation ago, the sitting order was the pedagogical tool and
excellent pupils were asked to sit with weaker pupils to “have a positive impact on them” and
self-selection  of  pairs  was  only  tolerated  at  the  second stage  of  elementary  school,  now the
autonomy of option has been extended also to the lowest classes. The result is strengthened
tendency to ethnically homogeneous pairs. Ethnically mixed sitting at the desk is increasingly
taken as “non-standard”.
Ján, a Roma man and the teacher assistant in Milé says: There are no conflicts between the
pupils based on the ethnic origin, although there are a lot of non-Roma pupils who do not
want to sit next to the Roma pupil at the same desk, and even their parents disagree with it.
This must be solved by the class teachers, they solve it very differently, some of them allow the
pupils to sit how they want, and some of them command non-Roma pupils to sit next to Roma
pupils

Streamlining as othering
Streaming of pupils creates important physical distance that supports differentiating and
othering. The school headmaster O ga from Vážne School (79264) describes the practice of
streaming  children  at  the  second  stage  of  elementary  school  on  the  basis  of  school  results:
„There are classes that are exclusively Roma ones, however, I do not divide children to Roma
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and non-Roma, is that clear? On the other hand, I have to prevent parents from taking skilful
children away from this school and placing them to selected school… Well, and this way we
divide children into classes according to their abilities. The result is separate teaching of
Roma pupils with worse school results. O ga advocates the streaming by overall improvement
of school results of all pupils. She admits that Roma parents disagreed in the beginning:
„When we introduced the streaming, we got negative reaction from some parents… they
revolted against this measure, but later, when the first group of streamed pupils graduated,
we found out that they had learned much more than in a case they would have
remained...”(709264)
As we have shown in Chapter 3, the streaming has become a form of protection of the schools
against the escape of excellent students who (and their parents) have interest in schooling in
“specialized” classes. The teacher Vlasta who took part in the project follow-up workshop in
Hrdé, supports this explanation by her statement: We have to behave commercially”. She
immediately adds that such a commercial strategy is a handicap for Roma pupils as “it is the
way of how they finally find themselves concentrated in one class, the last one”.
On the other hand, the school headmaster Timotej from Hrdé seems to be vehemently against
separating Roma and non-Roma children. He refers to his long-term experience of work with
Roma pupils: “It is not good if we have 15 Roma out of 80 registered pupils and we put all the
Roma pupils into one class. It is not good. Roma are the nation and besides moving they like
associating, grouping and I have decided that it is necessary to select them in order not to be
very many of them on the heap. According to my experience, if there are too many of them
together, they begin to set their agenda. And it can be or it is a hint of bulling from them and
this bullying is targeted at white children when they are too many of them together. For that
reason, they should be distributed carefully”. (727244)
Different expectations and demands of teachers towards individually integrated pupils can be
also perceived negatively – as humiliating. This possibility was suggested by the school
headmaster Matild during the project follow-up workshop in Krásne. She admitted that in her
school, individually integrated pupils do not have some subjects, for instance, physics, and
have to leave the classroom and “this humiliates them, declasses, in fact.”

5.1.3 Material situation as a sort of othering
Material deprivation has various faces. The sharpest one, experienced most often by children
from segregated communities and connected with lack of hygiene has been extensively
described by teachers.
We have already suggested that a skin colour tone weighs more than anything else in
acquainting oneself with others, making the first contacts with other pupils. Material situation
of  pupil’s  family  weighs  less  –  at  least  for  (smooth)  usual  daily  contacts  at  school  and
encounters at public places. The way students are dressed, they wear their hair, etc. hint
almost nothing about their material or financial background. Roma boys and especially girls
are often dressed very neatly and their hair is perfectly arranged. However, poverty is not
impoverishment and the interviewed pupils from poor background are not those we have been
told about by teachers and educators: those messy sloppy kids coming to school from
segregated communities and neglected families. We are told that these “non-integrated”
pupils simply repulse other children, be it non-Roma or Roma, as they are dirty and stinky.
Grime and malodour (and noisy rude behaviour among older pupils) are substantial
perceivable characteristics that become “natural borderline” in the class communities, but also
among adults. Izabela, the assistant of teacher at Jablková School, names these characteristics
when we ask her how she differentiates between integrated and non-integrated Roma:
Izabela: Only integrated Roma kids are friends with their non-Roma classmates, only
integrated; not non-integrated. Even integrated Roma keep a distance from non-integrated. I
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have noticed that integrated Roma are well dressed, there are no problems with them. They
are friends with non-Roma kids, they are one group. On the other hand, they are not friends
with the non-integrated.
Zuza: And how do you differentiate them? I am sorry for a silly question. How can they be
differentiated?
Izabela: You can see it at the first sight already, you know, I do not want to say it rudely, but
these are dirty and those are not”.
Zuza: So is it a matter of hygiene?
Izabela: Yes, it is. And also of behaviour: integrated Roma are not so noisy, they are not so
vulgar; you know what I mean. Of course, children and non-Roma children as well can dress
somebody down, scold, lark about, and fight with one another, they are able to do everything,
but those non-integrated are quite vulgar and so…
Zuza: However, a segregated settlement does not necessarily mean non-integrated, does it?
Izabela: Certainly not, certainly not
Zuza: And where then a dividing line is?
Izabela: We have, for instance, children who are solely from that social housing where only
Roma like this live, those, you know. Who, for instance, did not pay their rent; who were
maladaptive, misfit and that little girl is, she comes to school and she smells beautifully, it is a
pleasure to sit close to her.
Zuza: And she is… they have running water, don’t they?
Izabela: They have even a hygienic centre there, it is an advantage here in Krásne that they
have this hygienic centre, they have a washing machine there and they can wash and so on.
(Izabela 708214)
As interviews suggest, grime and malodour are characteristics that have been generalised as
“intrinsic” features of Roma and naming them dirty and stinky are most frequent part of
abuses addressed to Roma. Many students and their parents fight with the picture of dirty and
stinky  Roma in  their  narratives:  they  point  out  that  they  are  discriminated  by  the  custom to
lump all the Roma together”. We have neither interviewed nor met children that would have
resembled the picture of neglected Roma children provided by the pedagogues. Teacher
assistants who work in the lowest classes have most intimate experiences with destitution of
children and with the impact it has on their self-concept and their contacts with their
classmates.
The teacher assistant Ján from Milé, a Roma man, who also organises extracurricular
activities (mostly sport) for pupils, thinks that Roma pupils suffer by lack of confidence:
For instance, pupils from the 5th class, they are seven boys, and they do not have prescribed
sport outfit. Well, this and that, their parents receive notification or they receive
„insufficient” (5) because they do not have their sport outfit. But... they come to me, to our
sport group and I am with them. They can be dressed as they like. But they cannot enter the
gym without being dressed in sport outfit. They can only be barefoot if do not have their sport
shoes...
Jurina: So does not teacher take into consideration that they are poor and does she discard
them from their physical education lesson?
Ján: Sometimes they do not and particularly if they do not have their teaching aids. You
know, it is so (awkward) as it is known that receive some teaching aids, but they do not have
them, that the state gives money for that and they do not have their teaching aids. So, there
are such matters, comments and reproaches and that.... (...) „Then they lose their self-
confidence. I can observe it when we go for competitions. They are really good, they can play
football so well, whatever, but they fail because they do not believe in themselves.
You know, at the beginning, they are all standing on the same line…But later....it depends on
their preparation. Not all of them, I would say 70 per cent are affected by the bad things,
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which happen outside the school. Or another thing is that the parents do not have any control
over them, they do not give them any limits, yes... The parents are in such a situation, that
they say “I do not know what to do with the children, I cannot help myself...." And we are
speaking about children at the age of 12-13, if we just could work with them 2 years ago, but
now it is really very difficult... too young parents have the children, I would say....“ (Ján
712244)
It is important to note that the above extract suggests that it is not only destitution that makes
Roma  boys  less  self-confident.  We  can  see  that  they  learn  very  early  that  they  are
“undeserving”. And not only in the sense that they are not allowed to enter the gym because
they do not have sport outfit. Missing teaching aids despite they are bought for them from the
state subsidy twice a year stirs up aggravation and feeds prejudices against Roma as
undeserving the aid.
The issue of missing teaching aids was also debated by non-Roma students in the FG in
Krásne.  They  emphasised  that  Roma  pupils  do  not  have  interest  in  education,  “do not pay
attention to school and they sell the school aids bought for them by the state in order to buy
cigarettes” (7010526). It seems that non-Roma students not only denounce such behaviour,
but also they feel betrayed and deprived by Roma selling the school aids and using the money
for personal cravings.
An experienced Roma pedagogue Milena says:
“It already makes the difference, this material aspect, you know. That they are dressed
differently and their parents often go, very often go rummaging garbage containers (to find
clothes for them). And because of this, these kids have, I would say, an inferiority complex.
They feel that they are less valued, it is inside them, and you know, it is, it is a tragedy and I
am very sorry for it that from early childhood they have to feel as inferior ones, and I am
trying hard to bridge that difference and, in my view, also all the pedagogues should try to do
it and simply say children that the child as the child – there is no difference. Nobody can
select his or her parents and some people are not so lucky to have parents who work as
doctors or have other good and interesting jobs and there are also jobless people…”
Though Milena suggests that all the pedagogues are not conscious enough in regard to the
need of “bridging the differences”, she does not suggest that there are teachers in her school
that contribute to or magnify the differences and that her school might practice “othering”.
Cases of bullying are punished at all the schools if they happened. On the other hand, neither
of the schools covered by the case study has any “bridging programmes” that would support
mutuality and friendship among children from different strata or ethnic groups. Neither of
schools has a program supporting self-reflection of teachers in their daily communication with
children. However, all the teacher assistants mentioned the case that non-Roma children begin
to refuse to form a pair and hold a hand of their Roma classmate.
Teacher assistants offer more detailed pictures of destitution that makes contact with a child
undesirable.
Izabela: “… we have a little boy in the class, who is from such, a rather socially weak family.
He cannot be blamed for having his tiny hands dirty, his little face dirty, or his pullover dirty.
You can't blame him. I know that can’t influence it. It is his mother who is responsible
because she does not bath him and does not give him a clean pullover, do you understand? I,
I know that he is not responsible for that, this child”.
Zuza: And do you put him in order in the morning?
Izabela: „No, no, no. I do not put him in order in the morning”.
Zuza: “Does it mean that you do not wash these children?
Izabela: „No, no, no”. (708214)
Izabela says that school does not have condition to take care of a dirty child.
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On the other hand, the teacher assistant Bibiana from Ananásová School has used to wash a
Roma boy who repulsed other children by his dirty and stinky look:
Once I had a child who came to school very dirty every morning: he had a very dirty face,
hands and everything. So I took him to the wash basin to wash him. He used to do it every
day, so after a couple of months, I did not have to remind him to do it. But I realised it just
later – he had no water at home. So, where could he wash himself? It was embarrassing for
both of us. Later I have noticed that he came earlier every morning to wash himself because
he was ashamed to do it in front of his classmates. He was clean, when I entered the
classroom.” (Bibiána 0701217)

Less visible material deprivation also excludes children from activities of their peer-groups.
Experiences of being “other” also grow up from the difference between one’s possibilities and
the possibilities of his or her non-Roma classmates. Impossibility to take dancing lessons or
perform at School Academy due to not having a dancing partner from the school belongs to
situations that can be experienced by Roma children as exclusion and othering. These
situations do not have to be the result of deliberate acting or organisation. Sometimes it is the
absence of acting, lack of thinking about possible consequences of seemingly normal and just
situation.  Here  is  description  of  the  situation.  At  the  school  Academy  of  Egrešová  School,
Roma pupils performed in the performance of almost every class, however, in its final peak:
the dances learned in the dancing lessons performed by four couples of students of the ninth
year, only one Roma boy (Jonáš) performed. There was a room for one or two more pairs, but
the  ninth  class  students  have  not  been  able  to  arrange  them.  During  the  9thA  class
observation, the class chairwoman, an excellent non-Roma student A a, who was also put in
charge of a presenter of the festivity, invited her classmates to form other performing pairs.
Apparently, she did not succeed. Ria, Ela and Dominika told me later that they were not
“eligible” as they hadn’t had their dancing partners from Egrešová School during the dancing
lessons (as not enough boys from Egrešová School took dancing lessons, the training agency
had solved their shortage by supplying boys from other schools) and only students of
Egrešová School could have performed at the school academy. The only available boy (a
corpulent clumsy mate) did not wish to perform at all. Girls were notified about this rule by

a.  Can we consider such a rule as a form of othering? We do not think so.  On the other
hand,  the  very  fact  that  they  were  just  Roma  girls  who  did  not  have  their  dancing  partners
from their school might provoke such assumptions.
It seems that the way of organisation of the dancing lessons and the ball can be seen as a case
of othering. The 9thA Class teacher Milan told us that he himself was surprised how
expensive dancing lessons and the ball (paid together) were this year. It was more than 200
euro and many Roma pupils could not afford to take part. 79 However, pupils’ boards
themselves have chosen from several possibilities (providers, rented space for ball) and they
voted  for  this  option.  The  ninth  class  pupils  were  then  allowed  to  design  the  budget  of  the
dancing lessons and the ball and there was nobody to interfere (nobody felt to have the right
to  do  it)  when  they  did  it  in  the  way  that  excluded  their  less  well-off  classmates  from  this
major event of the last year of the elementary school. As disregard and unconcern can hardly
be  attributed  to  the  class  teacher  Milan,  we  can  assume  that  he  considered  pushing  the

79 Jonáš, Veronika, Ela and Ria have taken dancing lessons. Ela had worked (distribution of fliers) and paid the
half  of  the  sum from her  wage.  In  the  first  version  of  this  report  we put  down that  except  Jonáš,  none  of  the
Roma  boys  in  the  9thA class took the dancing lessons. However, the minutes from participant observation
suggest that in the end of the music lesson the teacher asked students about “the king of Ven ek”, that is the boy
who had the highest number of dancers. Pupils answered that Matej (tall handsome boy with pale skin) was the
king and the teacher looked surprised. It is not clear if they teased the teacher (with Matej’s participation!) or
not. We know from Matej’s class-teacher Milan that his family is very poor, his mother drinks a lot and Matej
spends his free time by having various odd jobs to provide for his family.
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organisers to select cheaper bid of dancing lessons a risky intervention that could be even
more humiliating for poorer pupils. An already mentioned statement of Betka suggests that
she has managed to cope with her exclusion by finding other than financial reasons for her
non-participation. Tomáš (705150) has also managed it. In the interview it was apparently
unpleasant for him to admit that he could not have taken dancing lessons due the lack of
money. He vehemently added: “and I don’t have a big interest in dancing anyway”.
 Indeed, reflections of one’s feeling of humiliation because of poverty are rare in the collected
narratives. One of them is from Ondrej, a student of grammar school in Krásne:
[When I have been asked about typical Roma characteristics] I have forgotten to mention that
Gypsies awfully don’t like going to school, it is true. I can explain it easily using my case. I do
not like going to school because... I do not live so easily as my classmates do, for instance.
Sometimes our family problems were much bigger than the school itself: my parents could
find jobs… it was mainly when I was smaller when I saw that these white kids, my classmates
had everything they wanted and that they did not have to do anything, simply they were born
and got everything… There was a lack of money and I was in need” (Ondrej, 7gs170).
Ondrej is one of a few pupils (if not the only) who speak about the shortage and deprivation
and who perceives it as a source of his personal insufficiency, unsuitability, or otherness. In
spite of extensive parents’ joblessness, why it is only a few pupils who can speak about
feelings linked to deprivation ad exclusion openly? There are at least two explanations. The
first possibility is that Ondrej is more sensitive to material deprivation than his classmates due
to the fact that he has experienced sharper distinction between his and his school mates’
possibilities as he would have had if he had attended a standard elementary school. However,
at age of 11 he was “thrown” among children with middle class background who have
considerably higher level of consumption and choice (they have pocket money) and Ondrej
has not been able to team up with them. Next explanation assumes that Ondrej’s troubles are
similar to troubles of many other Roma pupils who cannot afford to join their classmates in
taking dancing lessons and many usual, leisure time activities, or school sport training
programs (swimming or skiing training). Majority is too ashamed to be able to speak about it.
It is possible that only a grammar school student Ondrej has enough courage and self-
consciousness to speak openly about this sort of humiliation.

5.1.4 Teachers’ othering
The use of adjective Gypsy as a synonym of under-education and bad manners is rather
widespread. However, it is surprising that it is also practiced among educators. Pupils seem to
be hit by calling like this. For instance, during the Roma pupils’ focus group in Hrdé
(7242627127) and also during the interview, Paula (724146) said that their teacher of biology,
Mrs. P, after she enters their classroom, she usually notes: "I feel like in a Gypsy village!”. By
this statement, the teacher points out that there is the mess in the classroom (items and mess
thrown on the floor) or that it is necessary to open the window and let fresh air come in. This
note upsets Roma girls in Paula’s class: “She is always coming in and saying: "I feel like in a
Gypsy village", so what would you do? She is saying that during every lesson... Because there
is shambles in the classroom. But it is not only us who does it, it’s also our schoolmates. Even
if the classroom is ok, she says “It stinks here like in a Gypsy village". Paula’s narration offers
several descriptions of the teachers’ notes and acting that suggested second-rate status of
Paula and her classmates.
Experience of Krásne’ pupils seem to be a bit less harsh. Prokop, an individually integrated
student at Ananásová School in Krásne after being stimulated by Timea’s request to recall
disparagement or different treatment, mentioned the school headmaster’s deputy for recalling
him his origin and excluding him from the white territory:
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Prokop: “She told me recently that I am Gypsy! We were talking with my friend: he was inside
the school, standing near the window I was outside. The Deputy began shouting at us – go
shouting to a Gypsy hill”. (Prokop 701110)
Insufficient attention to less performing pupils is also negatively perceived by both pupils and
parents. Nora, the mother of Sidónia, rather poorly performing pupil from Krásne, who was
kept behind for a year, complains that teachers’ attention to less performing pupils is poorer
than  it  was  in  the  past  (when  Nora  attended  school)  and  that  teachers  approach  Roma  and
non-Roma pupils differently:
„Nora: Now they [teachers] do not care for children enough. They prefer to care for those
who know and not for those who do not know.
Timea: Do you feel that there are teachers at this school who approach Roma pupils worse
than non-Roma pupils, or you do you think the opposite?
Nora: Of course they are.
Timea: And how is it manifested? Do they give them worse marks or do they approach them
unpleasantly?
Nora: Of course, they detach themselves from these children, from these weaker/poorer
children, from those dirtier ones. They normally send them home that Go home and have a
bath and get rid of sucking louses! They are right but if they live in such houses they
themselves built from a wood that how can love these children if they have not water or
anything else? It was better in those days [under the communist regime]
Timea: Why? In what?
Nora: Well, teachers were better, they did not detach themselves, they helped Roma children,
for instance, when a child did not have money for a meal, then teachers gave him/her a meal,
and brought things and helped a child in everything. It was better in those days than it is now.
(Teachers) understood that world is poor. If they found sucking louses in one’s hair, they
treated them; they poured that powder on one’s hair. And now?!” (Nora 701311)
As we have already suggested, we have not observed the kind of untidy children described by
teachers at school. All children we have seen either during the survey or during the
community study looked kept well (also so called independent look seemed to be carefully
arranged). Cultivated look, however, also provokes some teachers. As a rule, there are, first of
all, female teachers who criticise (Roma) girls for the purportedly excessive attention they
devote to their look instead of learning. Ria, Dominika and Ela describe their experience with
criticism of  this  sort  by  a  German teacher.  The  German teacher  was  a  very  good subject  of
backbiting during the interview80:
Ela (speak-person of the trio): “She [German teacher] is… she told us… simply…. For
instance, she told Ria: Ria, what can you reach with your clothing when you have empty
head? And she always held similar conversation. I did not like it.
Zuza: And has she told this in front of the class?
Ela: Yes, she told it in front of the class
Ria: Yet, she has not told it this way.
Ela: What? Don’t you remember?
Ria: (unclear)
Ela: If she, for instance, could not answer and she was, she was wearing high heels or
something like this.
Zuza: Has she linked these two things together?
Ela: She has; I do not know why she has done it, she has linked clothing with learning.
(705161)

80 A German lesson was covered by participant observation. Teaching methods such as communication with
limited circle of students only have already been described in the School Report.
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ubka is trained for a cook/waitress at the secondary vocational school in Hrdé and she also
belongs  to  “almost  not  distinguishable”  Roma as  she  has  a  pale  skin  and  light  brown eyes.
Moreover, ubka dyes her hair blond (her mom dyes her hair, too). She does not uncover her
Roma identity to non-Roma. In her view, it is a clever strategy as her two Roma classmates
who are much darker, are treated differently when they have their practical training:
„They do not simply recognise that I am Roma. And simply they, there are also such
differences that when we are in the school kitchen and we have our practical training, they
simply do not allow them [visible Roma classmates] come closer to cooking pots or to food,
but they order them: it is something dirty here, wipe it out, and so on, we cut something in the
meantime and when we finish, they tidy up the mess we have done. They are a sort of cleaning
service and they do not send them to cooking pots. We are asked to cut pancakes, fill and roll
them and they are not asked. They are asked to go to the store, to fetch something. This is a
difference... And I already feel offended that they do not send them to the cooking pots. I do
not know if they are aware of this difference, if they do not care or if they are used to it. They
do nothing about it, I do not know if they care or not…
Zuza: It is very important. These invisible things that…

ubka: And one day, I was with a cook who does not know that I am Roma and we distributed
meals in a school canteen. And there were students of the Medical school who are trained for
nurses [and there were some visible Roma girls among them] and she [the cook] began [with
offensive remarks on Roma] and I felt offended very much, but I said nothing as I was afraid
[that I can uncover myself as Roma] that she would approach me in the same way as others –
simply she began to speak about Gypsies that they have louses and that they are dirty and that
she is afraid of them, of my classmates, too and that Roma should be sent to force labour and
so on. Simply, I felt offended”. ( ubka 732186)

5.1.5 School’s processing of complaints
Though silence and adaptation or “surviving” strategies seem to be widespread, Roma parents
and pupils are far from being voiceless. This is a consensual opinion shared by Roma and
non-Roma pupils and, definitely, by teachers. During the non-Roma pupils’ focus group, non
Roma pupils agreed that “Roma parents complain about injustice on every occasion” and
tended to see every special treatment as discrimination: Milo: They are usually like this, if
teachers at some school do not take a child with them (in case of a trip, for example), then
those parents immediately come and say: "It’s because he is Gypsy...", even though the
teacher did not mean it like that”.
Here is the extract from the interview with Prokop, an individually integrated Roma, who has
attended Ananásová School with instruction in Hungarian:
Timea: Has it ever happened that you were right, but a teacher did not agree and he or she
didn’t agree just because you are Roma?
Prokop: Yes, It has happened.
Timea: Can you give me an example?
Prokop: For instance, recently it has happened that she allowed one pupil to go to the town
and I was not allowed to go.
Timea: And why not?
Prokop: Because then she talked to other pupil and she told him [to explain why I am not
allowed], you know, he is Gypsy. She told it like this
Timea: Really?
Prokop: I was just gazing at him.
Timea: And have you responded to it? Have you raised your voice and told her something?
Prokop: I told her: How you are talking about me? I will immediately inform against you for
being a racist!
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Timea: And what has she answered?
Prokop: “Oh, dear! Stop it!”
Timea: And when teacher says something similar, what do other classmates do? Do they
stand up for their classmate? Do they defend you or not?
Prokop: Classmates? If they are Roma, then yes. But if they are whites, but also whites
sometimes, bur more Roma because it has something to do with them.
Timea: And could you give an example of situation when a Roma classmate has defended his
or her classmate against the teacher? I mean a situation when a teacher had such racist
remarks.
Prokop: Roma girls often do this.
Timea: And on which occasion do teachers say such things? Now, you have given an example
of permission to go to town. But what if this happens during the lessons?
Prokop: For instance, when we argue with teacher about something.
Timea: Can you tell me more about it, please?
Prokop: Now, for instance we argue about marks. We begin to crap and then he says yet that
we are Gypsies, that we are stupid, empty-headed Gypsies and why do we attend school at all.
This has also happened.
Timea: And is there only one teacher of this sort or there are more of them?
Prokop: There are the teachers who do not like Roma.
Timea: Now, please, tell me as if your mum were not here: do you usually inform your
parents about such cases? Does your mum usually deal with such situations at school or
sometimes you rather care a damn…?
Prokop: Well, sometimes I do not care and I do not tell anybody, but sometimes I tell her.
Timea: And then your mum or father, do they go to school to settle things, or not?
Prokop: Then my mother says, well tomorrow I am going to school to settle things. Timea:
And what is the effect of such cases? Have you ever seen the teacher having apologized?
Prokop: Yes, it has happened, though! As my mom is such a woman that when she comes to
school, all the teaching staff is afraid of her. My mother is like this!

5.1.6 At the doctor’s
In the beginning of this chapter we have quoted the extract of a narrative of the mother Viola,
who emphasised that she has been always treated equally and never been discriminated. We
have already suggested that Viola is a Roma woman with a light, pale skin colour and she can
be hardly identifiable to belong to Roma. On the other hand, her husband Jakub has much
darker skin and is easily recognisable as Roma. His experience with “white” institutions is
considerably different from those of his wife. The father Jakub says:
For instance, when I went somewhere with the kids when running errands….they talked to me
in a different way like they talked to her. She, when she went to the doctor’s, to the… they
took her like I don’t’ know, like you? Right, like…but when we went together, they only
watched, you know, because I am a bit darker… they were afraid of even mentioning the
Roma [ethnicity] issue, you know, and at school as well, and even at the doctor’s.”
Viola: And then when children of your race came in, the white ones, well, the normal
children, they were inside for about two hours. And Gypsy children, when they go there,
inside, it’s 5 minutes.”
Zuza: Do you mean that doctors are more respectful to her?
Jakub: These doctors also talk to her normally and in front of her, too. Despite our boys are a
bit darker, the doctors have been afraid of even suggesting anything that refers to Roma, you
know; and the same is at school as well. As other families say, we have heard many times that
doctors were telling, or a nurse was telling that they sometimes do not want to examine a
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Roma child properly as they want to get a Roma family out of their surgery. And they issued a
sickness record immediately.
Viola: And she does not ask about the pills a child has already taken, she does not examine
him, she does not know what [is the problem].
Zuza: Do you think that she is not interested?
Viola: Simply not, she only scolded them and told off dirty gypsies and as she was scolding,
one of us told her: What are you talking here about? We are all Roma here! What do you
think (about your work)? Once, if a person is sick, or if child is sick, it has to be treated. “She
took a child in the surgery and she did not want to put him on the table as it was supposedly
dirty, she put a surgical mask on her face and after examination she went and washed her
hands immediately, but this child was clean. Well, how kind of feeling could his mother have?
She was humiliated. And then, the children of your race went inside, white, such normal
children and such children are almost two hours inside. And gypsy children, after they get in,
the examination takes 5 minutes and they can go out”. (Jakub – Viola 733322)

5. 2 Causes of discrimination and othering
In  this  part  of  the  chapter  we  will  hear  mainly  voices  of  teachers  and  organisations.  Roma
students and parents did not deal much with “the reason” of discrimination. It is simply their
everyday experience – it has occurred too often to provoke thinking of this kind. “Whites do
not like Roma” Blažej notes and he does not speculate on the causes of it. If they note
something about its sources, they treat it as a personal failure and foolishness, or inappropriate
generalisation and as a personal or group deviation from the norm.“
Many others suggest that the cause of their othering is inappropriate generalisation: they lump
us  all  together  (and  they  should  not).  This  is  certainly  the  most  frequent  explanation  of
discrimination and othering.
Indeed, there was nobody involved in the community research who would accept pronounced
“ethnic” differentiation as the “normal” state of affairs in the sense of accepting. However, it
is  the  state  of  affairs  and  Roma children  mostly  adapt  to  it  and  learn  to  live  with  minimum
pain (in one ear and out of the other).
According to the assistants of the field social workers from Krásne, the Roma men who have
organised therapeutic debate groups with “problem” pupils since 2005; there are teachers in
Krásne who openly discriminate Roma pupils who are verbally aggressive to them. The worst
thing is that such verbal aggressions happen in front of the class.
“It does not apply to all the teachers, of course, but if a teacher smacks a boy in face just
because he was late or he has got a chewing gum, for instance, it is not fair. Two or three
smacks are usual methods at school.
Zuza: Are they? Even today?
Field worker: Certainly, also today. I do not want to say that they are numerous, but in
individual cases. Roma children, nowadays, as all the children nowadays, are impudent, they
need to have the last word and this makes a teacher upset and he begins to behave
aggressively. Or he begins to shout offences at them, for example “you black cat!” (7a412)
According to the field worker, even seemingly innocent teacher’s joky welcome of a chronic
absentee “Hello, are you here? What is the holiday like today? What has happened that we
are honoured by such a reward?” in front of the class has been perceived as humiliating and
discouraging and expelling the truant from school.

5.3 Typical responses: attempts to combat discrimination?
We have already shown various forms of discrimination students and their parents often had
to go through from their early childhood (in the kindergarten, for instance). In this part we
will describe their responses to these forms of discrimination and humiliation. We will see
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that they have coped with this situation in different ways: from anger and rage to
reconciliation, ignorance, and acceptance of unfavourable rules of the game. If there are
attempts to debate and explain, they are addressed to teachers, but not to classmates.
One important way of self-protection is also distancing from categorical identity of Roma as
“culturally” different being. We will deal with the practice of distancing from and climbing up
from “being lumped together in one basket” in the last, sixth chapter.

5.3.1 Avoiding, self-restraint
Among the interviewed students, avoiding and self-restraint seem to be rather widespread
personal techniques of keeping from conflicts. Boys emphasise self-restraint possibly more
often than girls. Probably, the self-control in moments when others lose their nerves has to do
with the sense of dignity.
Teo: ”There are battles: whites use to incite them. For instance, they shout at Gypsy: Hey,
you Gypsy! And the Gypsy comes immediately and asks: what have you said? And they start
fighting.” But I take it easy (shrieking abuse); in one ear and out of the other, all right? Is
doesn’t matter…” (Teo, 710169)
Teo makes impression of a detached person. He is not afraid of skinheads very much; he has
known  some  of  them  from  their  childhood  and  some  of  them  have  already  grown  out  of
“skinhead mood”. He has a reputation of a recognized hip-hop dancer. It is possible that this
reputation has given him self-trust and fearlessness. On the other hand, he does not take a
risk: “in one ear and out of the other” is his key technique of avoiding conflicts.
Calmness and avoidance are also the way of how Blažej and Jozef deal with ethnic offences.
Blažej states that “there are big controversies with this here. Gypsies, some of them, do not
like whites and whites do not like Gypsies.” When David asked him if he had some conflicts
with [non-Roma, skinheads], he responds: No, I do not mind them. I do not speak with them. I
keep distance from them.
Jozef’s self-restraint is something he does not need to work hard on: I am such a calm,
peaceful person, I don’t mind it, and I follow my way” (Jozef, 709134)
Laura acts similarly. We have already shown that Laura is embarrassed by her schoolmates’
permanent making “a case” from darker skin:
Timea: And what would you do if your classmate shrieked offence at you, what would you do
in such a situation?
Laura: Well, I do not know, probably I would remain quiet and I would think something about
it.
Timea: Would you say nothing, why not?
Laura: Well, I am like that (Laura, 709131)
Several students suggest that they have observed that offensive behaviour against Roma is
somehow related to pubescent period of life and that these anti-Roma remarks and attacks
diminish when children grow older and become more sensible.
Alena: Now I know that they often talk with Roma girls, too and they take them absolutely
differently [in comparison to the elementary school]. It [offensive behaviour, attacks] was
rather because they [classmates from elementary school] have been younger” (Alena
710132)
Patience and self-restraint is than considered to be the right modus vivendi strategy.
The mother Blažena from Vážne, however, speaks about the teachers and the school. „I think
that it is a good school (elementary school in Vážne), but it depends on the teacher how he
deals with children. Because when a teacher hurts me once, I cannot behave as if I liked him.
When he once hurts a child, then this child, a Gypsy child takes it more sensitively than a
White one. When he hurts him, it can be felt, it [child behaves] differently. (Blažena 709333)
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5.3.2 Involving parents and teachers
Though Jozef belongs to Roma children who try to avoid conflicts and gloss them over, he
calls for his rights:
Timea: And have you confided to some of your teachers that they scold you because you are
Roma? Has it been dealt with?
Jozef: They always made a record and notified their parents or something like that, but…
Blažej also suggests that teacher’s interference is not of significant use:
David: And how do (teachers) deal with conflicts at schools?
Blažej: It is not like very much of solving. They shout at them [insulting aggressive children]
for a while and then, it’s OK, they just go on.

Before Dominika and Eva have come to Egrešová School, they had attended at ová School,
which is one of the two strong schools in Krásne. There were but a few Roma at this school
and Dominika and Eva were the only Roma in the class. They suffered from jeering remarks
of their school/classmates. Though in the kindergarten they kept their humiliating experience
for themselves, at school they began to defend themselves.
Dominika: Eh, they humiliated us with their remarks. We told it to our parents and they
always came to school to deal with it, but...“ (Dominika 705162) Dominika does not explain
it in details, but she implies that arrangements were not durable and they did not feel better at
that  school.  This  was  also  the  reason  why  they  changed  school  when  they  moved  to  the
neighbourhood close to Egrešová and they started to attend this school.
Tensions also arise among parents. Dagmar, the mother of excellent student Ema from Hrdé
(724353), was asked if teachers treat her in the same way as non-Roma parents. She
responded by providing description of the parents’ meeting in the classroom of her younger
daughter, who is the only Roma in her class. During the meeting, a non-Roma mother whose
child got sucking louses stood up and expressed suspicion that her child got sucking louses
from a Roma girl in the class:
Dagmar: So I have also stood up and asked the teacher to tell parents right now if she has
ever found sucking louses in my daughter’s hair and to explain them the things and then the
teacher told them that my daughter had never had sucking louses and that she was always
dressed neatly and often better than some children from white families. So I only had this
conflict with non-Roma parents. No more.
David: So you have had to prove publicly that=
Dagmar: =Yes so they didn’t think that this girl had got sucking louses from my daughter
because it was extended infection that time and they did not know where the source is. But my
children have never had it“(724353)
In  this  case,  the  teacher  has  met  the  request  of  Dagmar  and  defended  the  name  of  her
daughter. We have seen, however, that she had not done it on her own initiative. It seems that
Dagmar did not expect such an initiative and for that reason she has not been disappointed by
the teacher’s behaviour.
Passivity and ignorance of teachers towards injustices Roma pupils have been faced in class
and towards their rejection were mentioned by many research participants. This ignorance and
passivity doesn't have to be deliberate behaviour; it can results from (reflection of) weak
entitlements  of  a  teacher,  who  does  not  have  efficient  tools  to  deal  with  such  situations  or
misses enough sensitivity towards them.
During the follow-up workshop, the teachers displayed certain discomfort when listening to
these examples of rejection of Roma pupils. One teacher attempted to justify the bans of non-
Roma parents concerning not allowing their children to invite their Roma friends in their
home by explaining their possible rational motives for such behaviour (fear that a Roma child
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will steal something). She tended to support ethnic distance rationally instead of debating the
possibility of how to overcome/lower this distance. Insufficient sensitivity of teachers towards
the Roma pupils doesn’t have to be mainly or only related to their ethnicity. During the
follow-up workshop in Krásne, the Roma parents suggested that pupils have feelings of not
being understood by the teachers, for instance, if they belong to a hip-hop subculture which is
expressed by wearing specific dress or cap (a baseball cap worn backwards) and that irritates
the teachers.

5.3.3 Revolt of parents and children
According a Roma male Jan, the teacher assistant from Milé, Roma parents from Milé never
go to school to solve the problem of their children. He observes that only non-Roma parents
manage to fight for rights of their children: “not every parent, but some Roma parents have
never come, you know. They do not have interest. Even if they are called on, they do not come.
We have to deal with them via the municipality and a social field worker has to deal with
them.”
However, experience from the other schools suggests that Roma parents can be much more
heard there.
Jablková School is also said by all the interviewees to be the school that does not discriminate
(exception are “non-integrated” Roma, who are avoided by both non-Roma and “integrated”
Roma children). Izabela, the teacher assistant from Jablková School also thinks that Roma
pupils have no reason to feel othered at their school:
Izabela: You know, there are not any conflicts among children; nothing like pushing
around…do you think things like that?
Zuza: It might be that they are either pushed around or they are underprivileged… Or that
there are some fights among the groups that hate one another…
Izabela: No, no, no, I have never met with something like this. I am serious, not at all.
Zuza: So, is there nothing that could be called an ethnic tension or something like this?
Izabela: No, no, no. I have not met something like this at our school. At least not at our
school; I haven’t seen these children shoving other children around, or beating one another
or call the other group vulgar names...
Zuza: And, for instance, is it not the case that Roma children are aggressive towards non-
Roma children?
Izabela: No, they are not.
Zuza: Are they only aggressive towards the teacher?
Izabela: Yes, only towards the teacher. But not among one another. No, no, no, no...
Zuza: In our research we have assumed conflicts like…
Izabela: At least at our school there are not any. I have never seen non-Roma children having
scolded Roma children; I did not face anything like this. It is possible that it is because they
have got used to them, that they take them [Roma kids] as a constituent part, normally. That
they are with us here and that are the same as we are or they are also different, but you know,
Roma girls are friends with non-Roma and it’s ok. I have not experienced such…
Zuza: So I would like to know how you settle tensions or conflicts if there are any…
Izabela: No, no, no, no, no. I have never experienced a Roma child coming to me or any other
teacher and saying that somebody told him off or hurt him. Not up till now.
Zuza: And is not it possible that it might be that they are afraid of telling it? That they are so
ashamed or=
Izabela: = No, no, ashamed? Not at all! They are not ashamed at all. They can give it to
everybody straight. Oh dear, don’t be afraid, they can thrash it out! But not – it is normal
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among children that they quarrel, shout, but this is just normal living together. But not that….
(Izabela 705215)
 During the focus group, the teachers from Hrdé pointed out the pupils very often play, and
“not very correctly”, with the term discrimination: they use it whenever they feel that they are
being hurt. During the public presentation of the research findings in Hrdé, Paula expressed
similar opinion: "Roma always think they have been discriminated." Paula, in spite of the
restraints she mentions (e. g. hostility of one teacher), is a successful student of the secondary
medical school and works with the Roma children in a civic association. Her success might
persuade her that it is possible to overcome the constraints stemming from discrimination and
that’s why her words sound stricter. On the other hand, she admits she experienced
discrimination as well.
In response to Marcel’s story (the 2nd story of the focus group discussion), Vlasta, the teacher
from Žltá School, describes the situation when she had to settle the conflict with Roma pupils
who suspected the school management that mainly Roma are punished for conflicts at school.
She decided to show them the school records, names of punished students and let them see
that their Roma classmates are not among them:
Vlasta: “and first of all, I told them: “Have you seen it girls?! And you were like “it is
because we are Roma”. We went to educational adviser together and I asked her to show us
the list of the interviews with the police and the social department and two thirds were White
and one third of them were Roma. I said: “What you are talking about, look at this list, can
you see how many non-Roma pupils are there on this list and you are talking about that you
immediately knew that…” Thus, we used the facts to solve it, when they start this way, we use
facts. And they stay silent. For, I do not make differences. So they automatically, when
something wrong happens to them, they immediately attack and point at, it is their first point
– it is because we are Roma. It is their only argument; it is the first thing they come out with”
(FG Hrdé 72426272)
However, the interviewed Roma girls from Žltá School feel right about their criticism of the
school management. On the other hand, they like their teacher Vlasta and consider her to be
just.
There are, however, voices from inside that suggest that “discrimination” is an easy weapon
of Roma (pupils). Alena from Vážne, the student of the secondary vocational school in Hrdé
represents such a voice:
Alena: “I have often heard the Roma views, the Roma complaints that non-Roma say that they
are Gypsies and [take them differently] and that and I have also noticed, several times, that
these Roma even completely blame non-Roma, that they often infer and simply surmise that
they are taken differently”. (710132) However, Alena does not look like a “typical Roma” and
thanks to her light pale skin she does not share the same experiences as her darker mates do.

5.3.4. Revenge
Paula and Diana (classmates from Žltá School) and ubka (Secondary vocational school) in
Hrdé say that sometimes they take the justice into their own hands. Diana and Paula have
beaten the boys from the parallel class, who shouted at them offensively several times. They
have beaten them cruelly, they admit. Now they have no reason to fight as their enemies are
intimidated enough81.

ubka describes her development at elementary school from being a quiet and a passive
witness of offences by non-Roma classmates to an ardent attacker and advocate of dignity of
her (similarly quiet) friend and dignity of Roma girls in general. She described two events. In
the  first  one  she  acts  as  avenger,  in  the  second one  she  relied  on  the  help  of  an  institution.

81 It is perhaps noteworthy that Prokop from Krásne also mentions girls to be more ardent and ready to fight.
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Though it is not clear what the result of police investigation has been, she considered the loss
of time to be sufficient punishment for a slanderer.
“I do not know, she used to be but quiet, she only listened to offences that she was lousy and
rotten and that she (non-Roma girl) couldn’t touch the desk she had already touched and that
she (non-Roma girl) had had herself vaccinated before she came to school not to become
infected from her and similar offences; that if she (non-Roma girl) happened to seize all Roma
girls, she would finish them off and things like that. So we fought with her. We fought. These
offences were not addressed to me. But I concerned about. I fought with her and there came
the police as well and everything. And once, we had such a training day, football and
basketball, I do not remember exactly what it was, something like schools from the Hrdé
district competed. And there were a lot of boys… And there was a boy from the eighth class
and when we, me and my friend, were walking past him, he shouted at us: Faugh, Gypsies
and things like that. And she was drinking some lemonade and poured him a little and he
started running and then he kicked me. And I told that I wanted him to call the police. And he
called the police and he was angry that he had to be interrogated and that his team lost the
competition. His trainer was angry with him, too. ubka, 732186)
During the non-Roma FG in Hrdé the discussion showed that there are many small conflicts
between Roma and non-Roma boys at school. This might be one of the reasons, why Milo and
Marek had more negative views on Roma pupils because they are afraid of them. Nika told us
a story when Simon attacked one boy in the class because he heard him backbiting Roma
pupils. She was standing between them and persuading Simon to calm down. Simon obeyed
her. She said Simon had only been attacking non-Roma boys and is not impertinent to girls.
Most of attacks are verbal ones, but they have a huge impact on the atmosphere at school. All
the pupils agreed that it is completely different when Roma pupils verbally attack non-Roma
pupils  than  vice-versa.  In  case  a  Roma pupil  is  a  victim,  everybody speak  about  racism.  In
case a non-Roma is a victim, all pretend nothing has happened. According to them, to call
them "negro" is the same as their calling them "Gadžo" (Roma word for white people).

CHAPTER 6
IDENTITY

”Simply there is no difference in it. If they do not make the difference,
Why should I make it? Simply, if I can get along with somebody,

 I can also talk with him“. ubka

In this chapter we will deal with subtle questions concerning formation of personal and ethnic
identity of students and with contribution of various actors and conditions to this process. We
will examine potential influence of the family, school, neighbourhood, friends and peer
groups.
Findings of the Survey have already alerted us to several paradoxes of the Roma adolescents'
identity. We have found a higher level of self-appraisal by Roma pupils. However, it is
reflected neither in their school results, nor in their higher aspirations for further education or
type of work. We were very cautious about the interpretation of these findings and we had
decided to wait until we got more comprehensive information from the community study.
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Awareness of these paradoxes and the assumption that “definite self-regard” of Roma pupils
might  be  linked  to  practical  concerns  of  their  everyday  life  and  might  simply  be  a  kind  of
continuation of their more persistent struggle against the negative presentation of Roma in
general opinion82 have already influenced the last interviews we have done (November 2009)
and, indeed, our reading of the interview transcripts. Our assumption about the existence of
various external (non-school) sources of self-assuredness of Roma pupils was also supported
during the follow-up workshop. The teacher Vlasta spoke about her Roma pupils who began
to  attend  a  dancing  club  run  by  a  Roma NGO.  Paradoxically,  their  school  results  worsened
and Vlasta explained this as their negligence of school duties JUST because they found new
sources of self-assuredness: “Children have developed a taste for dancing and their grades
have been worsening. In school, they flaunt themselves and dance, they are respected, and
they go and perform”.

It is clear that good school results do not support positive feeling about Roma (and certainly
not only about Roma) identity. It seems that children have adopted the premise that “ethnic
groups are equal”. At the same time, they require individual approach and refuse “group”
labels and attributed typicality of ethnic behaviour.
Neither pupils nor parents express their views about the role of the school in developing
ethnic  identity.  Some  of  them  mention  ethnically  based  tensions  in  school  –  some  of  them
were  dealt  with  by  teachers  and  the  school  management.  Their  aim  was  to  settle  down
momentary situation.
Neither of schools covered by the community study has a programme targeted at Roma pupils
or at cross-ethnic communication. At least at these schools, multicultural projects have been
forgotten in political projects, documents, and books. In spite of the fact that the new School
Act gives sufficient space for supplementing curricula of individual subjects (for instance
ethics), everything has been in the stage of recommendations. There is a lack of methodical
support and trainings of teachers as well as of the system of control (however, neither of
teachers has pointed at these shortcomings). Milena, the Roma teacher assistant and
participant of the teacher FG in Hrdé, pointed at this problem: “Multiculturalism matters,
these programmes should be introduced in schools; this mutual living has been stagnating”.
(FG Hrdé 72426272) Next participant of the same FG mentioned that she often tells Roma
about their ancestors, but “they are not interested”83.
Some teachers justify the non-existence of “Roma programmes” at schools by need to avoid
segregation or they refer to declared Slovak ethnicity of all students. For instance, Denisa, the
school headmaster of the elementary school in Milé (Denisa 712242) says: “If we organised
special activities for Roma, we would segregate them and some parents would not like it; it is
not a viable way”. Karol, the headmaster of secondary vocational school in Vážne has a
similar approach: “We do not take into consideration if we are Roma or not. We do not deal
with apprenticeship as something Roma specific. We want to offer them the woodcutter
programme, offer them foundations of wood-processing and growing crops and advance the

82 Following Snow’s and Anderson’s research on identity practices and identity talk (1987) we perceive Roma’s
satisfaction and high positive self-appraisal as an example of more universal practices of those who are deprived
of other resources for building positive self understanding except for talk (or filling in a questionnaire). This
logic assumes that Roma pupils have to invest energy in order to persuade their environment that they are good
and their investments must be higher than the investments of their non-Roma peers, who live in much stabler
conditions and are not “forced” to prove that they are “better”, which means, “not the same” as “other
schoolmates of the same ethnic origin”.
83 No wander: it is easy to imagine that narration about nomads can incite rather feeling of otherness and
humiliation.
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skills the need in rural environment. The second thing is that we make finishing elementary
education possible for those who ended elementary school in lower class.” (Karol 711259)
Teachers (and school management) distinguish Roma pupils almost exclusively as a category
of extremely unfavourable family background: In Krásne, the distinction between integrated
and non-integrated is in use: those integrated do not represent any challenge for educational
process, while the non-integrated are perceived as a difficult pedagogical problem, as a rule,
non-integration links to insufficient cooperation of Roma parents and their disinterest in child
work at school.

6.1 Ethnic identity

We have already suggested that Diana from Žltá School in Hrdé is an enthusiastic proponent
of Roma identity. No wander that her classmate Paula, who is a bit lukewarm in this regard,
characterizes the atmosphere in her peer-group as follows:
Paula: So this topic – Roma and whites – is running here every day. Every hour; non-stop.
They [Diana and other Roma classmates] simply all the time speak about how white lump us
altogether and that they do not think about what sort of person someone is at all. Only about
this. Simply, they do not feel ashamed of that.
Timea: And, for instance, if there are bad things about Roma on the TV news, so=
Paula: = So they lose their nerve and say that they would beat them. It doesn’t mean, though,
that these girls are racists or that they are against the white race, but whites, indeed,
exaggerate a bit” (724146)

Though we have started this section with Paula’s words about the ethnic identity as everyday
issue for her friends, we have chosen this extract as more or less contrapuntal to what we have
found in most of the interviews.
Though majority of parents and pupils have eventually responded to our identity questions,
their  answers  could  be  elicited  by  their  feeling  of  obligation  or  commitment  towards  us  „to
deliver” responses to all questions. Majority of interviewed Roma parents and pupils does not
consider ethnic belonging to be an important (positive) resource of their life. They are not in
need of following ethnic traditions and, moreover, they are not aware of such traditions.
Despite the fact that many participants have declared pride of their ethnic belonging, they did
not develop this position. Ethnic identity, more or less identified with colour of their skin, was
given to them by the fact of birth and this fact cannot be changed by protests or other
activities. Moreover, some limit their positive feeling of pride in the Roma community purged
off  “bad Roma who cast a slur on our reputation”.  Majority  of  participants  take  their  skin
colour as something that makes their life more difficult, but they have to reconcile with.
In Chapter 4 we have shown that some students assume a sort of universality of human nature
and refuse the idea that differences might exist between behaviour and thinking of Roma and
non-Roma.
Several boys and girls have been very reluctant to pick up some distinct Roma characteristics.
They do not seem comfortable to be marked as a distinct ethnic group. Their need to be
approached individually was important. Blažej, a Roma boy and a budding rapper, a former
classmate of Diana, however, kept behind, represents this need to be approached individually.
He seems to feel restrained by such ethnic closure. On the other hand, he respects and admires
the courage of Diana and her friends to display their Roma identity:
David: And what do you think about Diana and Tatiana? Do they pretend something?
Blažej: No, they do not, we are on friendly terms. They present themselves more as Roma.
David: And how do they present themselves? How do they behave or=
Blažej: =no, but they, for instance, listen to Roma music in front of the whites, they do not
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mind, eh. They express it they are Roma.
David: They wish to express it. And do you also wish it or not?
Blažej: I am like I am.
David: Why do you think that they present themselves as Roma, why is it important for them?
Blažej: (...) they are not ashamed of being Roma.
David: And are you ashamed of it?
Blažej: No. I also write texts about it.(Blažej 724147)

Ondrej (7gs170), a student of the eight-year grammar school in Krásne, says that he is proud
of being Roma though he often meets rejection and restraints due to his or his friends’ ethnic
belonging. He considers Roma ethnic identity to be a disadvantage. He refuses to generalise
and fabricate characteristics of Roma he is proud of. We can say that he simply bears his
coincidental ethnic identity with dignity: I am proud of being a Gypsy... How to say it: Every
Roma is different. It is not possible to generalise”.
Universalistic approach seems to be more typical for younger generation. Silvia’s mother
Maria thinks that Roma have “distinct mentality”, but her daughter Silvia has different
opinion. She does not usually think about her Roma belonging and she does not consider
ethnicity to be important. Her view is “universalistic” one: “No… nothing special, I take it
normal, all right: there are people like this and people like that, we are all people.”

On the other hand, some students think that there are some differences between the ethnic
groups. We have suggested that their feelings of difference seem to arise from direct
experience of betrayal by a non-Roma mate or they somehow cushion a pain (mitigate
tension) arising from their rejected access to non-Roma peer-groups.
Moreover,  our interviewees express opinions that seem to be contradictory at  the first  sight.
Majority of students told us that they were proud of being Roma, but at  the same time they
said that ethnicity was not important for them (they are not dependent on it,  for instance,  as
for selection of their friends). They certainly know and want to show that they know that it is
not correct to consider ethnic belonging in connection with friend selection and with many
other situations. They personally make out that such practice hurts.
Expression I am proud (why not?) is repeated by several pupils (Diana, Dominika, Ria, and
others) when they were asked to say something about their identity feeling. They do not say
more or they say „I do not know why, I am simply proud of”). At the same time they suggested
–  with  self-consciousness  in  their  voice  or  shrugging  their  shoulders  –  that  they  know  that
they are not obliged to have reasons.
It means that they declare they are proud of belonging to Roma ethnic category, but they do
not hinge on it. Moreover, they are proud of belonging to Roma ethnic category even if they
know that people belonging to this category are disparaged as a group and that the term Roma
is  often  associated  with  offences  of  various  kinds.  Is  it  a  contradiction?  An  unbearable
inconsistency of state of mind? We think that such statements are not necessarily a bias from
“standard construction of pride”. Here are some reasons for it.
Indeed, these opinions and statements are not contradictory; they simply belong to different
areas. It seems that at the theoretical or normative level, most of pupils take their identity as
a matter of fact. Everybody has to have a sort of identity and it is a lottery in which family or
ethnic group we were born. For instance, Irena, an excellent student from Hrdé, considers
Roma and non-Roma to be equal; equal, but not the same. She is also aware of the fact that
the Roma identity is dishonoured and degraded by generalisation of cases of backwardness
into one category. She also knows that such a generalisation is inappropriate. For that reason
she says “I am proud to be Roma… I have nothing to feel ashamed for”.
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Answers to the questions concerning specifics and differences between Roma and non-Roma
were often uncertain and participants suggested that they felt awkward to make sweeping
distinctions between the groups that are internally very heterogeneous. However, a vague and
changeable opinion of Sidónia, a 15 year old Roma girl attending the 8th class (kept behind)
of Ananásová School is an extreme case. It is worthy to add that Sidónia’s family speaks
Roma at home. Interview has been held in Hungarian as Sidónia has attended the school with
instruction in Hungarian.
Timea: Is it important for you to be Roma or Hungarian?
Sidónia: Yes, it is important that I am Roma.
Timea: And why is it important? For instance, in everyday life?
Sidónia:  --
Timea: Is it important for you to belong to Roma community or you just do not care?
Sidónia: I do not care.
Timea: Is it important for you to become distinct and when you meet Slovak, Hungarian, non-
Roma to let them know that you are Roma?
Sidónia: Not that…(Sidónia 701109)

However, not only in Sidónia’s case, it is difficult to distinguish underdeveloped vocabulary
for identity talk from embarrassment by being asked to speak about this topic84. At least,
except Ondrej, a student of the grammar school in Krásne, nobody spoke about humiliation as
a state of mind directly. They mentioned moments, events or experiences that passed, feelings
that evaporated. Such overcoming, breakthrough or repressiveness (or self-restraint?) is
certainly important for balance and self-reconciliation.
It is both tempting and treacherous to interpret “economical” narration of ethnic identity by
most  of  students.  Can  we  say  that  it  is  evasive?  It  is  the  side  effect  of  their  wish  to  be
approached and treated as an individual (and not lumped together) that is more or less well
articulated  common wish  of  all  Roma adolescents.  On the  other  hand,  it  can  also  indicate  a
missing habit to deal with the identity issue as well as to avoid humiliating experiences. Not
minding ethnic identity can be even considered to be a part of their effort to being taken as
mainstream.
In principle, the students’ interviews suggest that ethnic belonging of people around them is
not important for them: they do not follow specific ethnic traditions, they do not take part in
ethnic associations and they do not select friends on ethnic basis purposefully. On the other
hand, as it has been shown in Chapter 4, people of the same ethnic belonging have dominated
among their friends. Only several pupils have a “balanced” structure of friends in concern of
ethnicity and only a few have mostly non-Roma friends (Teo, Juraj and Klára from Krásne).
It is still difficult to decide if the found aversion to special and separate identity and
underdeveloped reflection about the group distinctiveness is the evidence of one’s tendency to
assimilate. On the other hand, it can be the evidence of fear that other people’s dealing with
the different identity suggests certain distance and lack of embracement
(embracement/hugging and investigation are of incompatible logics). In contrast to usual
conversation practices in which we exchange bits of biographical information that somehow
fits to the context (clarifying, amusing, growing close, etc.), in-depth narration about oneself
and  one’s  family  does  not  correspond to  the  cultural  patterns  every  adolescent  knows (as  a

84 In spite of her shyness Sidónia and her mother participated in all parts of the EDUMIGROM research, the
follow-up workshop including. It is not clear if the small reward offered for the participation was so appealing to
them. There was not any reward for participation in the follow-up workshop. However, they belong among few
parents-pupils pairs who took part. They were probably interested in the research findings. By the way, Sidónia
does not continue her study and she is at home together with her jobless mum.
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rule, their parents seem to be much more skilled narrators) as biographical narrative is far
from being mainstream communication genre. We supposed that children might have felt
uneasy during such unnatural encounter and therefore we made our best to make our
encounter pleasant and to avoid acting that could have strengthened children’s suspicion that
we did not take them as an equal being, but as a thing, “object of study”85. The unease in
dealing with one’s ethnic identity does not necessarily indicate the unease with
underestimated particular identity. It can indicate rather being up-brought/educated in the
atmosphere considering “ethnic pride” (suspected as having hatred to other ethnicities as its
reverse side) equally detrimental as “ethnic underestimation”.
Pride in Roma ethnicity while being aware of its disparagement has not been necessarily
contradiction. Partly, by stressing their pride in Roma ethnic origin, interviewed Roma pupils
might have emphasised their independent mind and strength: no matter what is said about
Roma and how loudly it is said, I personally do not feel ashamed of it. Their Roma identity
pride, though demonstrated very softly, can be taken as a sort of “revolting pride”.
Simultaneously, there is also less speculative explanation of pupils’ pride in Roma ethnicity.
In most cases the locution about being pride in Roma ethnicity was uttered simply, calmly and
without any rebellious fervency. It was much more similar to common, habitual
conversational turn that occurs routinely as a response to such questions. Much more that
being based on more or less sophisticated argument about common history, tradition, culture
etc., which can be transferred by school and other institutions; it can be more or less
habituated response to habituated expectations of good group member’s behaviour (Kusá –
Kostlán – Búzik 2010 forthcoming). Following Sawyers’ improvisation theory of everyday
conversation (Sawyers 2001), we can consider declaration of pride in one’s ethnicity as easily
available „line” from „available conventional scripts” of speaking about identity. These
scripts are short, declaring pride is rather the end of the script as things taken for granted do
not need elaborated justification. It is reasonable to think that such a simple and fragmented
way of speaking about one’s ethnic identity suggests “normal state of affairs”. Missing
interest or refusal to dig more into the identity issue can imply missing willingness to make
one’s ethnic identity (and by this act oneself, too) “a problem”, something deviating from a
“standard”.
If we have anything, we rather have hybrid identity types that cannot be categorised into
clear-cut and homogeneous models. It well might be the case that these latter types are
country-specific, varying according to the common social history and traditions. Tradition
mediated at school, which seems to be the only environment where pupils acquire an „identity
talk”, is, however, the tradition emphasising universalism and equality among ethnics and
denouncing those who „capitalise” ethnic identity issue. This tradition has still been strong in
the education system. Though it is justifiable to suspect that in many cases this tradition is
“manifested only by rhetoric”, we should not forget that this rhetoric that pupils are
permanently supplied with, and often in monopolistic way, often constitutes their crucial
symbolic resources they can draw on when they speak about the identity issues. Their
symbolic resources make them capable to see discrimination practices as individually based
deviations86 from the “order” and not as structural characteristics of this order.

85 Question about the occasions for encounters with their relatives and about how these encounters proceed
surprised many interviewed pupils. Some of them repeated the question with amazement in their voice, other
peeped at us staggered. They seemed to be discomfited by this question more than by the question about their
identity. In our view, it was because this question was about commonplace, about usual things that are supposed
to be universal, shared and are known as universal and shared. By asking them about things that they suppose to
have in common with us, we suggested that they probably different from us: we were – unexpectedly – engaged
in the practice of othering.
86 Such as personal ignorance, prejudice, haughtiness, etc.
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6.2 Internal division
Dominant categorisation
The crucial internal division we have found among interviewed Roma was the one taken from
the non-Roma part of society. All the interviewed parents and students are aware of existence
of generalisations on Roma as those dirty, lazy and, uncivilised (this generalisation practice is
called as “lump all Roma together”) and they only differ in their estimations how sweeping
these generalisations are. The idiom “to lump all Roma together”87 is very frequent in
interviews. It expresses that the awareness of attributed negative identity is permanent aspect
of one’s situation. We have already introduced several extracts that show strong need of
Roma pupils and their parents not to be lumped together with “undeserving Roma”, who
cannot behave properly in public places, drink alcohol and do not maintain personal hygiene.
The important thing here is that Roma children and parents seem to believe that a part of
Roma deserve negative assessment. Unjust thing is only the case when their negative traits are
generalised to all of them, that is “integrated Roma” including.
Some people have already taken Roma normally, they got used to them. However, some other
people accuse them of being dirty and things like that. Because they see them on the TV news
and they can see how Roma look like – we are always ashamed of them…” ubka, 732186)

ubka, however, does not distance herself from “TV Roma” only. She suggests that she does
not share “outdated” ideas of life of her former friends who are going to live their with partner
and have many children very early: “Simply, I do not want to be – for instance, it is already
outdated now, to remain with husband at home, take benefit and have a lot of children.”
Reports about Roma on the TV news provoke debates about Roma ethnic identity also in the
family of the excellent student Ema (724152). Ema’s family declares Slovak ethnicity. Her
mother Dagmar (724353) responds to the question if she considers herself to be Slovak or
Roma: “I say I am Slovak, but if somebody asks me I will not conceal it.”
Colour of skin
In spite of careful distancing from undeserving Roma, Roma identity remains contradictory
experience for many. The interviewed parents and pupils often work with distinguishing
between darker skin and paler skin of Roma. As a rule, they do not attribute special
characteristics  to  them,  but  they  are  aware  that  those  with  paler  skin  are  more  or  less  fully
accepted by the non-Roma community and for that reason they have much easier life.
Interviewed Roma who do not have identifiable Roma characteristics perceive their situation
as advantageous. It facilitates their acceptance in new environment (institution, place, and
neighbourhood) and their communication immensely. They have freedom of choice if and
when they come out with information about their Roma identity. Alena (710132), a pale skin
Roma,  does  not  speak  about  ethnic  and  identity  issues  with  her  parents.  She  says:  „I have
never had a feeling that I am Roma or that they [my classmates, peers] are not Roma. I have
never had such (bad) feelings; teachers addressed me differently as it was not very visible that
I am Roma, for that account.” Ethnic origin is not important for her in any way, but she is
aware that Roma with darker skin are treated differently. Alena’s father Eugen is aware that
non-Roma act superior over Roma: “One white woman lives her; they have rubbish in the
yard, she does not wash her hair all year long and she has been wearing one coat for ten
years; however, she has said: the key thing is that I am not a Gypsy!” Eugen says that he has
not experienced any injustice, but for Roma it is most beneficial when they can cover up their
ethnicity (Tatiana and Eugen, 710356)
Similarly, the father Jakub (733322) from Hrdé, emphasises an advantage enjoyed by Roma
who do not have identifiable anthropological characteristics (for instance, his wife and his

87 More common English idiom is perhaps “to be tarred with the same brush.“
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brother). He says that if he didn’t have so dark skin “and were my brother… in his place
[I]would never write down that I’m a Roma. I would write Slovak ethnicity and walk away
and have no problems.” At the same time, he states that he educates his children “not to feel
ashamed of being Roma and acknowledge where they were born”. Jakub’s family speaks
Roma at home with exception of visits/drop-ins.
The  mother  Blažena  (709333)  from  Vážne  said  that  her  family  was  not  regarded  as  Roma
family in past as her father is a half-Roma. She has good relations with non-Roma in Vážne
and she does not discriminate people on the basis of ethnicity. She cannot speak Roma as they
have spoken only Slovak at home, but she understands a bit.
Jana (712338), the mother of an excellent student Lukáš, told us that if she could choose, she
would  not  select  to  be  Roma as  non-Roma have  more  advantages  and  chances  to  get  a  job.
She is afraid that ethnic belonging can be obstacle for her son. Simultaneously, she seems
reconciled with the fact that she cannot change a skin colour and takes her ethnicity and
ethnicity of her son as a matter of fact: „Simply, he is a Roma: he was born as a Roma and he
will stay the Roma...Why to (be coy about it)… well he is a Roma”. She speaks Roma with her
husband and siblings and older generation, and Slovak with her children.
Though there are several interviewees who openly value the advantage of having a pale skin,
a student Paula from Hrdé (724146) is the only one who openly admits internal preferences of
being a paler Roma, at least in her family. She told us that her mum would like to have white
son  in  law  and  this  is  the  wish  of  her  mother,  Paula’s  granny,  as  well  “she has never liked
Roma. For instance, we, her grandchildren; she has liked those grandchildren who have
paler skin much more, much more than those darker ones. So she (granny) always makes
differences between us. I am not so dark, I am light hazelnut and she is always saying that I
am pretty. She has never told this to my [darker] sisters.
Timea: Why does she behave like this? Do you think that she is not reconciled with being a
Roma? Or what?
Paula: It can be the reason. After all, she wanted to forestall my mother marrying my dad. As
my mother looks white and my dad is very dark. I do not understand this.

Geographical division
Besides „colour-based division” some interviewees, mostly parents in Hrdé, divide between
Eastern  Slovak  Roma  and  Central  Slovak  Roma.  This  division  was  used  differently  by
Eastern Slovak immigrants to Hrdé and by „native” Central Slovak Roma. For instance, the
father Jakub, who has moved to Hrdé from Eastern Slovakia as a child, found his wife in
Eastern Slovakia. He emphasised that he had wished to merry only Eastern Slovak Roma as
Central Slovak Roma women are shameless and immodest.  Central  Slovak  Roma  men  are
lazy and tend to drink much in his view. On the contrary, if Central Slovak Roma told us
about this division, they depict Eastern Slovak Roma as uncivilised and rude and abusing
alcohol88. The fact is that the tenants of one of social housing neighbourhoods in Hrdé have
gradually formed solely Central Slovak and solely Eastern Slovak blocks.
In comparison to their parents (those who were interviewed), interviewed pupils seem to feel
less confident in responding to questions about their ethnic identity. Children indicate a sort of
embarrassment from our digging into their “ethnic feeling”. They behave as if they weren’t
used to debate the difference between “us and them”. On the other hand, they have suggested
that  they  debated  their  experiences  of  othering  with  friends.  Contrary  to  their  parents,  they
seem to feel the questioning about their identity, being selected for interviewing or taking part
in focus group due to their ethnicity as a sort of othering. However, some of them have been
able to make a distinct feature of their identity from what we have been most interested in: the

88 Disrepute of Eastern Slovak Roma has been substantially created by television: reports about noisy Roma
living in shanties and their naked and barefoot children come mostly from Eastern Slovakia settlements.
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difference in Roma and non-Roma school performance. To a certain extent, it can be a
research artefact; however, Roma pupils seem to spontaneously make identity distinctions
between Slovak and Roma pupils and point out that they are much more relaxed about their
marks. For that reason, they, for instance, have never cried for bad marks as white pupils do.
However, neither this finding contradicts the impression that considerable part of parents and
pupils has not been thinking about identity issues and ethnic belonging too much except for
defence89.

Sub-ethnic division
The division lines we have introduced above have nothing to do with ethnic subdivision of
Roma that almost have not been mentioned by the interviewees. Only two or three times, the
interviewees named some persons as “Vlachika” (olašský” in Slovak). This information was
marginal, unrelated and not developed further. “Vlachika” were definitively not compared to
any  other  group/s.  Moreover,  neither  of  the  interviewees  used  the  name  of  some  Roma
subgroups  that  live  on  Slovakia’s  territory  (that  is  Rumungros,  Vlachika  and  Sinti)  for  self-
identification  or  presentation  of  his  or  her  family  roots.  According  to  Jurina  Rusnáková,  as
well according to our external adviser Andrea Bu ková, it is very probable that almost all the
interviewees in the Slovak Community study have been Rumungros, who also represent the
most numerous subgroup of Roma in Slovakia. Bu ková states that Rumungros do not tend to
identify themselves spontaneously mainly because they identify themselves with “average or
typical Roma”. It is not the case of Vlachika or Sinti, who tend to emphasise their subgroup
when they introduce themselves. It is because they consider themselves to have higher status
than “average Roma”90.

6.3 Role of language
Roma language is a contradictory tool or a part of ethnic identification. For Paula from Žltá
School in Hrdé, the Roma language is bosom as it is her family language – she has never
heard her parents address each other in Slovak. For her classmate, “activist” Diana, mastering
the  Roma language  is  substantial  for  her  feeling  like  Roma.  Diana  has  a  Roma father  and  a
non-Roma mother: My father is a Roma, but he does not behave as Roma, on the other hand,
my mother is white and behaves more like Roma comparing to my daddy. She goes dancing,
for parties, she can speak Roma language, and my father does not speak Romani. My mother
has majority of Roma friends. Also my sister can speak Roma well… (Diana 724151). It is
important to remind that besides speaking the language, Diana considers making fun and
laughing to be typical Roma features and she is proud of this ability.
Many other children and parents do not, however, share her publicly displayed liking of the
Roma language. Magda suggests that her daughter feels ashamed if she talks to her Romani in
the hypermarket. They are afraid of being confused with “those Roma”. (Magda 701326) Ida
from Hrdé admits that her parents can speak Romani, but they never speak Romani with
children and at home. “They do not teach us Romani either. They say: it is of no use for you!
And I do not miss it” (Ida 727157).
Silvia’s grandparents speak Romani, her parents sometimes communicate Romani at home,
but they address their children only in Slovak. Silvia cannot speak Romani actively.

89 It is rather difficult task to “learn” to live with the fact that I am permanently ranked among “bottom” of the
class and to maintain self-trust. Peer-group “ideological” work is apparently very helpful in this regard. ubka,
Michal, Jaro and Ma o told us something about this peer-learning.
90 Telephone consultation with Mrs. Andrea Bu ková from the Cultural Association of Roma (Kultúrne
združenie Rómov) June 20, 2010
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Other characteristics
Most frequently, parents’ generation (parents and often interviewed teachers, for instance
Andrej) have supplied us by poetic picture of Roma having outstanding musical abilities:
“Many Roma can play (an instrument). Marvellously; they can sing wonderfully (.) They have
such behaviour that when they are musicians, they like to play a lot and entertain
themselves…“ (Blažena 709333)
This poetic stereotype of Roma (having singing and musical abilities) has also been repeated
by students, her son Jozef including. Jozef (709134) says that he has been aware of his ethnic
origin only for several years. The starting point was “listening to Roma music with a friend”.
Similarly for Diana, listening and playing Roma music (in front of her non-Roma classmates)
is important part of staging her ethnic identity. For Blažej his rapper texts play this role.
Relax and making fun is the next feature that is played up by Roma students (not parents) as a
typical Roma characteristic. It is especially emphasised by Diana, Paula and their Roma
classmates, but also by Ria, Dominika and Ela from Krásne.
We have also learned about the traits or abilities that are self-attributed by ethnic communities
rather universally as these are rather universally valued moral norms and values: “Roma
whom I know personally, do not go to pubs and drink as much as whites do… Roma are more
faithful.” (Blažena, 709333)
Roma have also been considered to be more cohesive, more sensitive and sincerer than non-
Roma. These “ethnic traits” make Roma more reliable friends than non-Roma.
Some of the interviewees tried to outline the differences, but they did not manage to specify
them. They at least suggested that “Roma are different by heart” and “it is much easier for me
as Roma to understand Roma than non-Roma” (Jana, the mother of Lukáš from village Milé).
The reason can be that they have not previously tried to articulate these differences and
verbalise their feelings.
At the same time, it is also possible that the interviewees did not think previously that there
are some general characteristics that differentiate Roma and non-Roma, but they were trying
to be responsive and helpful to the researcher in each of the themes of the interview.
However, they had a problem to abstract and generalise their feelings.

6.4 Identity and future of children
In Chapter 3 we have shown that the interviewed students do not feel certain to speak about
their  future.  In  the  context  of  the  EDUMIGROM  survey  findings  it  is  clear  that  we  cannot
interpret uncertainty about one’s future and feeling of impossibility to make steady plans as
something that is related to ethnically-specific experience. We have suggested that feeling of
unpredictability might not be only specific to the adolescent age; it can be much more general
in this period. Moreover, we think that more daring narration about one’s future is far from
being  prevalent:  it  is  rather  typical  for  those  with  writer’s  ambition  or  for  “innate”
entertainers, who are used to speculate, fable, entertain and they like being praised for their
imagination.
On the other hand, thinking about one’s children’s future is more or less culturally expected
as a part of parenthood. Typically, the interviewed parents reflected on their children future
together with their own adolescence and the possibilities that had been open for them in that
period. Majority of parents reflects the mistake they made when they dropped the school
before they could have finished their apprenticeship and got the certificate. They emphasise
that they wish their children did not repeat their own mistake and continue their education to
have a certificate of apprenticeship at least (For instance Alena’s parents Viola and Juraj
732387).
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Dagmar (724353), the mother of an excellent student Ema is very anxious about Ema’s future.
As she has been jobless for several years, she is afraid that neither Ema will get a job despite
her brilliant school results. Dagmar’s family has experienced several attacks of non-Roma
(Ema was herself physically attacked by her non-Roma classmates). This experience has
influenced Dagmar and she rejects idea of her daughters’ studying in more distanced town
and living in a dormitory. (Fortunately, Ema did not plan to leave the town and continues at
the  higher  commercial  school  in  Hrdé).  Her  classmate  Diana  told  us  that  though  Ema  was
accepted for the study without any problem, she did not believe and was afraid that “they
won’t admit her because she is a Roma and her address is bad (i.e. housing unit ill-famed for
concentration  of  rent-debtors).  Ema  herself  did  not  share  this  fear  during  the  interview.
Hopefully, she has already understood that her fear was pointless. However, the reason could
also be that she didn’t trust us enough to share her fears with us.
Prokop’s mother Magda (701326), trilingual Roma living in Krásne, is considered to belong
to a local middle-class Roma (in a view of the teacher assistant Bibiana who is Roma herself)
as she has a Roma NGO activist among her relatives. Two of her children attend Slovak
school and her son Prokop attends the school with instruction in Hungarian, which is
friendlier to pupils with special needs and has more individually integrated pupils. Teachers
recommended placing Prokop in special elementary school, but Magda insisted on his
individual integration. In Magda’s view, both individual integration and Slovak schools will
facilitate future study of her children: “When they search for a job, they will accept them
easier if they graduate from Slovak school”.
Similarly to the survey findings, most pupils do not yet have a clear idea about their future
life. They name pillars of standard biography such as finishing the school, finding a job, and
having  a  family.  Such  aims  were  typical  for  majority  pupils,  too  (Survey  report).  Desire  to
have “money of my own” and acquire the independence as soon as possible was indicated by
many interviewed strongly. This suggests power of not-mentioned, but present pressure of
shortage and deprivation of their families.
Negative experience with inter-ethnic conflicts brings about fears about the future of children.
Mainly parents from Hrdé, but also parents from villages in the Krásne district suggest that
Roma identity can be a barrier or a complication of their children’s future. They are mainly
afraid of joblessness of their children. For instance, Dagmar from Hrdé, herself unemployed
for 7 years, is afraid that in spite of a good education (Ema will probably study at university in
future) her daughter will not get a job. She is also afraid of physical assaults of skinheads (her
family has had experience with a bottle rocket assault at their housing unit and Dagmar seems
to be traumatized by this event.) Jana (712338), the mother of an excellent pupil Lukáš
(712137), who has never had a job, is also afraid that in spite of his good education he will be
“denounced” and he won’t find a job because of his ethnic belonging.
Several parents are afraid that poverty can handicap their children, for instance in housing (for
example Jakub from Hrdé (733322) is afraid of how they will live if some of his children
brings his or her partner into their small flat).
On the other hand, we have also interviewed parents who are optimistic about the future of
their children and believe that the better education than they have will secure them a job91.
Official discourse of importance of good education has apparently influenced Roma parents
and their way of speaking about the future of their children. Good education means vocational
school and certificate of apprenticeship for majority of them.
Pupils do not attribute their ethnicity important role in development of their future life, or at
least they do not wish to say it loudly. On the contrary, they seem to stress what they hope to
become  a  reality.  For  instance  Albert,  growing  up  in  the  children’s  home  and  trained  for  a

91 Most of parents did not finish vocational schools and quitted school when they were sixteen as the option to
employ oneself and earn their own money was extremely appealing to them.
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mason at the special vocational school has faithfully emphasised words of their foreman and
supervisor: “Not the colour of your skin, but your proficiency will matter.”  He  is  very
industrious and believes to get a job.
Tomáš (705150) has thought about being trained for a mason as this occupation seems to be
of demand and offers many options for work:”So mason, masons are needed everywhere... My
father has told me that he could find a job for me immediately, that it is well paid and
everything.”
Hip-hoper Teo from Krásne (710169) looks at his future with optimism and he has various
ideas about desirable work: they are rather far from the schooling he has been getting now. He
does not exclude a self-employment option. He is not afraid of discrimination on the labour
market: he knows that anti-discrimination can be used for one’s defence if necessarily. His
ideal employment is “to be a right hand of a VIP”: work with PC, drive a car, arrange things
and check if all the tasks are fulfilled.”

ubka does not plan her future too far: it seems useless for her. She has more short-term
goals: to finish school, to find a job and to get a driving licence. “I do not think much about it.
My (idea) is that what will happen, will happen. I do not wish too much, for instance, to travel
around the world or to study abroad or something, it is not necessary. Then I wish I found a
job somewhere I’d like to have a permanent job, to have it and a driving license. And to have
a permanent job to have my own income because when they go for money, simply when I see
my parents, I feel ashamed to see them as they are queuing and waiting for allowances when
benefits are given.” ( ubka 732186)
Ida also suggests that she is aware that future is uncertain. However, she also suggests that she
thinks her future does not depend on her ethnicity: “If somebody is adroit, he does not have to
care about (ethnicity), but if one does things sloppily (his teachers) would certainly think that
he cares damn about school. That he is not interested. In my view, they do not judge
everything by one’s race, some of them” (Ida 72757)
Though Ida’s view is optimistic and she believes in meritocracy, it seems that she has felt it
necessary to limit her optimism, possibly, to suggest that she is not too naïve.
Sylva’s mother Mária (710340) says that her ethnic belonging was important for her partner
selection: „I am such a person, if to live with somebody, it has to be only Roma.” She would
not like to live in a mixed marriage as she assumes disagreements and tensions resulting from
ethnic difference. She speaks about “two worlds” and “different mentality”; however, as we
have shown in the Chapter 4, she explains the difference by inability of “whites” to approach
Roma fairly and without hypocrisy.
Opinion of the student Paula on cross-ethnic marriage is also more or less negative, but it is
not based on the hypothesis about existence of essential ethnic differences. As she could have
observed both successful and malfunctioning cross-ethnic relations in her family, she points
out about the danger that non-Roma partner will “play with ethnic card” during tensions and
conflicts.
Majority of boys and girls say that ethnic belonging of their future partner is not an important
issue: feelings, personal character and family background will be more important. And visual
aspect will matter, too: Jonáš and Teo would prefer blond non-Roma for aesthetic reasons.
And Tomáš also would not say “no” to a non-Roma girl: “If I fall in love with her, and if she
likes me too”. (Tomáš 705150)
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Conclusions

In  this  report  we  have  tried  to  contribute  to  examination  of  complex  situation  that  forms
educational prospects of Roma youth. Our research has covered pupils, parents and teachers
and representatives of organisations that are associated with ten schools in two districts Hrdé
and Krásne in Slovakia.

Hrdé and Krásne differ substantially by their economy and by their ethnic composition. Hrdé
has much more job opportunities and Krásne has much richer ethnic structure. Though we
have been aware of insufficiency of our initial assumption that good Slovak-Hungarian
coexistence can be extrapolated to relations among Roma and non-Roma communities and for
that reason we did not expect significant differences in cross-ethnic relations in Hrdé and
Krásne, we have been surprised by important differences in the atmosphere of acceptance of
Roma community in these towns.
In fact, there are some common features, such as neo-Nazi or skinhead groups that occur in
both the towns and poor neighbourhoods inhabited solely by Roma. In both the towns, non-
Roma parents are far from being enthusiastic about Roma friends of their children and they
tend to incite their children to quit from friendly relations with Roma. In Krásne, there are
even more places (disco, pubs) where Roma are not desirable and as Roma community has
been more numerous, non-Roma parents with small children carefully examine the ethnic
composition of school in order to avoid school with “too high” number of Roma pupils.

However, their existence does not have a determining impact on the character of inter-ethnic
living together and especially on interethnic relations in the schools. On the other hand, it has
been documented that pupils from the town Krásne more often say to have no or little
experience with othering, especially with being othered by teachers.

Integrated education/growing together
With one exception, all interviewed pupils have attended ethnically mixed classes. Both the
Roma parents and the teachers advocate benefits of mixed classes. They consider presence of
“white children” to be important for providing the pattern to follow and stimulus for striving
harder. Despite the bulk of pedagogues supports integrated education of non-Roma and
Roma, almost all elementary schools implement streamlining and divide pupils according to
their school marks and special talents for maths and languages. In big schools with several
parallel  classes,  the A class is  without Roma as a rule and the least  demanding classes have
(relatively)  high  share  of  Roma.  As  a  result  of  streamlining,  such  schools  have  elite  classes
with strongly motivated pupils and striving for knowledge based competitiveness, and classes
dominated by relax and fun as the principle and reason of school attendance. Sneers of elite
children targeted at less successful children are recalled as the source of conflicts.

Concentration of less achieving pupils in one class means that most of the time, Roma pupils
occur in the class with non-Roma classmates who also have poor results and low motivation
and can hardly “pull them”. Majority of interviewed Roma pupils attend such classes.
As a result of lower teachers’ and pupils’ expectations towards school performance, the
majority of pupils from these classes choose vocational schools. Besides decreasing pro-
educational atmosphere in “standard classes”, streamlining and related reorganisation of
classes at the second stage of elementary school, create further difficulties. Reorganisation
puts children in pre-adolescent age (11 years) in complicated situation of having to build their
personal relations anew. Such an emotionally demanding situation and personal uncertainty
have promoted leaning against stereotypes and prejudices. As a rule, all Roma pupils who
experienced this situation in the fifth class, remembered inter-ethnic tensions and fights for a
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long time. Similarly demanding situation is experienced by pupils who had to change their
school several times.
In this relation, the community study has identified several institutional gaps or gaps in the
pedagogical process. In neither of schools special programmes exist to promote newcomers to
integrate into the class. No attention is given to the quality of relations in the ethnically mixed
class. Though collaborative inter-ethnic relations are desirable state of affairs for all school
headmasters and educators, their development and sustenance are not intended as a subject of
deliberate organisation either by school or any institution. Pedagogues avoid interfering into
students’ affairs and they rely on “spontaneous” development of friendly relations. In
individual interviews neither pupils nor teachers suggested existence of such targeted
programmes.

Neither of the schools covered by the community study has programmes targeted at Roma
pupils  and/or  at  cross-ethnic  communication  at  school.  l.  On  the  other  hand,  except  one
teacher’s assistant, there were not points at these shortcomings.
We have documented cases of insufficient sensitivity in teacher-pupil communication.
Students described that there are teachers who make allusions to their colour and there are
even those who dress pupils down by proverbs and by words referring to gypsy (“mess/noise
like in a gypsy village”). Missing correctness in pedagogical communication was reported in
both the towns. However, in Hrdé it was much more the case and insults and sneers seem to
occur also in normal situations, and not following the loss of self-restraint in anger and rage.
The Roma girls from Hrdé who have shared their experience with teachers’ behaviour have
interpreted it as race discrimination targeted at them. This finding, however, doesn't have to
mean that there is much rudeness and discrimination at Hrdé School. On the contrary, more
emphasis  on  discrimination,  monitoring  and  quick  critique  of  every  wickedness  can  also
means that Roma girls in Hrdé are much more self-conscious and self-assured than their
mates in Krásne.
Though several teachers have been criticised by students for being rude or ignoring (this
criticism is related mostly to teachers from Hrdé, who are accused of underestimation of
Roma students and undermining their self-trust), no one blamed teachers for poor results.
Moreover, “not making difference” was emphasised as a valuable quality of their teachers by
students from other schools of the Krásne district. However, parents do not share this attitude
unambiguously and point out that at some schools better students get more attention of
teachers than weaker ones. Complaints are addressed to teaching in the classes with
individually integrated students, who are often overcrowded and teachers lack supervision and
assistance.

We have observed that teachers very often make division between good and bad Roma pupils.
Their evaluation considerably depends on parents’ cooperation with school. In case of
parents’ cooperation, the school is prepared to support weaker pupils, to iron out their
problems and promote regular continuation of their study. Success and failure of pupils is then
deliberately preconditioned by parents’ willingness to cooperate: those children that cannot
rely on parents’ support and who are not especially motivated are not given hand.

Apart from all exceptions, the schools are taken as a neutral or pleasant place by majority of
students in both the towns. In Krásne, two schools are taken by students as the only ground
where differences are not made. For majority of students, teachers are those who do not make
difference according the ethnic line.
Similarly to the Survey Report Slovakia 2008, we have found that majority of Roma girls and
boys do not have distinct upward mobility ambitions: they wish to lead “normal life”, be able
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to provide for themselves and their future families, to secure independent living, etc.
However, the community study has also found out that all the interviewed Roma pupils with
excellent and very good marks (1 – 2) continue their study at higher secondary schools with
academic certificate and plan to go to a college or a university. With exception of one student,
all the other students continue at various vocational and technical schools that provide
apprentice certificate. A secondary vocational school is an easy option for most of them. Due
to the birth decline and financing through the normatives, secondary schools compete for
students and they lower their demands/entrance conditions as much as possible. Pupils at the
second  stage  of  elementary  school  know  (from  their  older  peers  at  least)  that  it  is  easy  to
continue  at  a  secondary  school  and  that  they  do  not  have  to  work  hard  to  be  admitted.
Contrary to non-Roma students who tend to use massively lowered entrance expectations at
all type of junior technical and higher secondary school, Roma pupils’ ambitions are better
embedded in their real school performance.

We have shown that relax and fun at school, peer group socialising in cool attitudes to school
are important part of Roma school culture. Regardless the different “surviving” educational
strategy students share their unwillingness to learn at home. Furthermore, their parents usually
do not want or are not able to teach them. According to the students, the success at school
solely depends on one’s willingness to learn, to work hard and on the pressure and control of
one’s parents. Important finding is, however, that Roma students do not reject those of them
who manage to have good marks and do well at school. It means that excellent school results
are not paid back by one’s repulsion from the peer-group, it is rather the other way around:
successful Roma kids are admired by their lads, though not followed. This finding is
important and suggests that excellent school results are not punished by Roma culture.

Relations with non-Roma peers are much more complicated and dividing line between Krásne
and Hrdé is rather unclear. In both residential communities, Roma students recall experiences
of being rejected by their classmates: such experiences occur already in kindergarten.
Fortunately, in case of Jablková and Egrešová School in Krásne, these are not present
experiences. Good cross-ethnic relations seem to be supported by the fact that these schools
do not implement streamlining and pupils attend the same class from the first to the last year
of elementary school. Time that has been spent together helps to remove ethnicity in its
distinctiveness, discards stereotypes that can be used in interaction with a stranger and allows
children to better get to know one another.
Majority of pupils say they do not make difference among friends on the basis of ethnicity.
Like  in  the  survey,  they  emphasise  the  role  of  mutual  understanding  and  common interests.
On the other hand, most of Roma pupils have Roma friends. Even those Roma pupils, who
said they also had non-Roma friends, admitted having closer relationship with Roma friends.
The closest friend is usually a Roma from the same class or from neighbourhood. They trust
Roma more because of shared experience, similar living conditions or common nature (being
more sensitive, having good heart and so on...).

According to our findings, Roma pupils have been more often deprived of access to various
leisure time activities. Roma pupils usually do not participate in school trips or other school
events as song contests or dancing lessons. Several reasons have been presented as an
explanation of this fact. The problem is that schools have no resources for free of charge
spaces and funding of extra-school activities. Moreover, preferred model of one semester
enrolment for free-time activities is too binding and inconvenient for Roma students.
Slovak educational system does not pay attention to Roma ethnicity and, on the other hand,
Roma children do not think too hard about their ethnicity. In Chapter 5 we have shown that all
interviewees consider Roma and non-Roma as being equal, but almost all of them are aware
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of cases of Roma discrimination and disparagement of Roma minority and of being othered
by members of ethnic majority. There is an apparent lack of “positive ideology” of being
Roma in the collected narratives and it is evident that Roma families do not sustain, keep,
develop or transfer such an ideology. We, however, think that similar finding would be
observed if we examined Slovak families.

Both teachers and pupils divide Roma into two groups according to their “civilising habits” or
lack of them. Roma themselves accept this categorisation and use it. Though Roma accept this
division, they have a lot of work with distinguishing themselves from broad and heavily
stereotypical category of Roma as those with deficient hygiene and not enough clean clothing
and/or those with noisy and rude manners. In the interviews, many of them criticise unjust
generalisation and tarring all Roma with the same brush.

Stereotypes that divide Roma and non-Roma community hit much strongly Roma with darker
skin. Interviews suggest that the colour of one’s skin apparently matters more than one‘s
material situation. Roma with a pale skin have advantage that they can communicate with
non-Roma directly, they can become friends in normal way; by gradual knowing of each
other.
Majority  of  children  claim  that  ethnic  origin  does  not  play  any  role  in  selection  of  friends.
However, in practice, non-Roma children are not so frequent among their friends. Roma and
non-Roma children meet one another mostly at school, rarely in neighbourhood. At school,
their cooperation is often formal, courtesy cooperation that is limited to practical, functional
issues (greeting and practical information exchanges, etc.) – it is rarely an “accomplished”
relation. Among the other reasons, language and physical distance were mentioned most
frequently. Shrieking abuses at Roma pupils belongs to most common practices of excluding
Roma pupils from in-group. Set phrase “dirty gypsy” belongs to the abuses that have partly
lost their ethnic association and can be addressed as an expression of antipathy to anybody in
a rage. Furthermore, teachers’ verbal attacks occur in both forms: in stressing, conflict
situations and in a form of disciplining the pupils by using “jokes” or “hints” on Roma pupils.
We are also aware that more detailed description of experiences of discrimination provided by
the pupils in Hrdé can be attributed not necessarily to their richer experience with
discrimination, but to their more developed narrative skills in comparison to students from
Krásne. Pupils from Hrdé seem much more eloquent and able to give rich elaborate
descriptions of their experiences. Experience from the follow-up workshops suggest that
apparent group differences can result from the presence of exceptionally gifted and eloquent
personality who acts as ferment and energises the talk of his or her peers. It was the case of
Paula from Hrdé. Her proud and critical behaviour during the follow-up workshop provides
explanation of different dynamism of the life in the class Paula attends and the focus group
she took part in. However, interpretation of many other issues is still ahead of us.

The last but not least important thing that should be acknowledged here is that our attempt to
invite and meet all interviewed children in the follow-up workshops was not successful. It
turned out that one year after the field study almost one quarter of all interviewed children
could  not  be  reached.  The  number  of  their  mobiles  does  not  work,  they  do  not  live  on  the
same  address  and  new  one  is  unknown  to  send  them  mail.  Tomáš  and  Betka  left  Slovakia.
Blažej cannot be reached. Even Anna, whose educational prospects seemed promising also
because of her friendship with her non-Roma guru Katka, has had many unexcused lessons
and is in risk of being dismissed from school. Is it because Anna has to care for her siblings
alone  as  her  grandmother  (who  is  their  guardian)  has  left  for  work  to  the  Czech  Republic?
Anna does not wish to share. Here, we have tried to understand relationships and condition of
Roma youth educational prospects, to detect hints and marks of positive examples. However,
it seems that the brutal power of necessity contrives to turn over and smash everything.
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